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APPLICATION SCHEMATICS AND ALGORITHMS OF UWB SIGNAL PROCESSING
Isakov Viktor, Shepeta Dmitry, Makhlin Alexander
Saint-Petersburg University of Aerospace Instrumentation,
Saint-Petersburg, Russia
E-mail: dept41@aanet.ru
Annotation
Schematics and processing algorithms for pulsed ultra-wideband (UWB) signals are considered in the
article. UWB signals have special features in propagation and reflection from physical objects, and consequently
the receiving equipment and algorithms for analyzing reflected UWB signals differ from the equipment for
receiving and processing conventional radio signals. In current work the existing engineering developments in
this area are analyzed, their advantages and disadvantages are considered, prospective directions of development
of corresponding technics are given.

INTRODUCTION
Ultra-wideband (UWB) signals have recently
found use in various technical applications:
telecommunications,
radar,
high-precision
positioning, remote control, etc. When UWB signals
are used in the abovementioned fields, the problems
of generation, emission, reception, detection and
processing of these signals are solved, since
information about the properties of the propagation
medium and the properties of physical objects which
UWB-sounding signals are reflected from is included
in the change in the shape and spectral characteristics
of the received echo- signals.
The features of UWB signals - the absence of a
carrier, the ultra-short duration (units of
nanoseconds), the ultra-wide frequency band (up to 50
GHz) impose specific requirements for the equipment
for generation, emission, reception, detection and
analysis of such signals. This equipment is
significantly different from the classical equipment
used in the processing of radio signals. Accordingly,
today there are no "classical" algorithms for detection
and processing of UWB signals. Therefore, in this
paper, we consider specific algorithms and schemes
for processing UWB signals
used in practice for solving the abovementioned
problems.
RECEPTION AND DETECTION OF UWB
SIGNALS
The structure of the "optimal" UWB signal
receiver, obtained from the receiver scheme of
classical correlation processing, is described in [1].
The structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

In contrast to the classical scheme, the reference
signal in the of the correlation function here is not the
local oscillator signal, but the received echo signal
delayed for a time Tr (the repetition period of the
pulses). In addition, noises are sent to both inputs of
the correlator, but since they are in different repetition
periods, it is considered that the noise is not
correlated. The integration time T in the circuit is
determined not by the duration of the radiated signal
τ, but by the duration of the signal reflected from the
target, where L is the physical length of the target, c is
the speed of light (more precisely, the speed of
propagation of electromagnetic waves in a particular
physical medium), and τ is the duration of the emitted
pulse. The duration of the radiated τ and the received
T signals will be equal only if the target is pointwise
L = 0 or, which is practically impossible to do,
because τ is small. The length of the received signal is
unknown a priori and can be of tens times larger than
τ.
In [1], the characteristics of the detection of the
considered schematic are shown, it follows that the
characteristics of the proposed receiver with a
probability of false alarm of the order of 10-2 are
comparable with those of the optimal correlation
receiver, but with a decrease in the probability of false
alarm, the characteristics deteriorate. Thus, the
receiver given in this paper is useful only for detecting
targets of known size and is not suitable for detecting
arbitrary targets. It should be noted that such a
receiver is only a detector, since the information
contained in the received signal is lost during
7
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integration. In addition, the implementation of a
broadband integrator and a precision delay line in
practice is extremely difficult.
In work [2] the way of detection of the UWB
signal by means of the superregenerative receiver
which, as a matter of fact, is a hypersensitive
generator is resulted. Such a generator is triggered - it
generates oscillations only if a certain, even weak
excitation signal appears at its input at a frequency
equal to the natural frequency of the oscillator circuit
of the generator. Such a receiver has a high sensitivity,
however, because of this high sensitivity, the
probability of false alarms can also increase. In
addition, the receiver can not extract information
about the target embedded in the signal, therefore it is
no more than a supersensitive detector of the presence
of an impulse in the UWB ether, that is, simply a
"good" detector.

large DSP device and a very large amount of RAM to
store the incoming signal samples from the DSP
device. In addition, to reduce the requirements for this
scheme, a rough search algorithm is needed, which,
when detected, will trigger the process of collecting
and processing the data array containing the analyzed
signal. As a plus of this technical solution, it should
be noted that this solution allows analyzing the
frequency characteristics of the received signal.
The idea of analog-to-digital conversion of the
signal described above was developed in [4]. The
circuit of the receiver used is shown in Fig. 3. It
consists of a microcontroller, a pulse generator, an
amplifier, a sample-and-hold device, and a controlled
delay line in steps of tens of picoseconds.

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION OF
UWB SIGNALS
In [3], the idea of digitizing an UWB signal with
the help of several ADCs is described, the start of
conversion in which is performed sequentially with a
delay of 125 ps. The receiver circuit and the received
pulse pattern are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

As can be seen from the figure, the samples of the
signal at the outputs of the ADC appear sequentially
and, when storing samples in a right order, for
example, in RAM, it becomes possible to reconstruct
the original signal. Such an approach allows
qualitatively digitizing pulses with a duration of 500
ps, but the possibilities of an accurate analysis of
signal characteristics, for example, the time of its
arrival and, accordingly, the calculation of the
distance to a physical object, are limited in this
method and depend to a large extent on the number of
ADCs in the receiver circuit. After the "collection" of
the signal samples, it is possible to process this data in
order to detect the UWB signal according to the
algorithm described in [1]. However, upon closer
examination of the scheme, it turns out that a data
stream with a speed of about 8 Gbit/s will require a
8

In this scheme, the signal samples also appear
consecutively in time, as in the scheme shown in Fig.
2, described in [3]. The significant difference is that
in this case only one ADC is used, and the variable
delay line is utilized. In such a scheme, in order to
obtain N samples of one pulse, a burst of N pulses is
radiated, from each pulse only one sample with a shift
dT is taken. It is assumed here that the propagation
and reflection conditions of the probing pulses do not
change throughout the whole packet, ie, the medium
is stationary, and the reflected pulses in the packet are
identical. This approach allows to greatly simplify the
scheme (only one ADC), and, taking into account the
capabilities of the modern element base, to perform
analog-to-digital conversion of the signal in 23 ps
steps, which is equivalent to an "unattainable"
sampling frequency of about 43 GHz. Such a scheme
is distinguished by the possibility, with appropriate
processing, to determine distances to the target with a
potential accuracy of up to 3 mm, and also to obtain
an almost exact spectral composition of the echo
signal in the spectrum equivalent to 23 GHz.
Thus, it turns out to be possible to calculate the
pulse spectrum, which is used in [5] to "create" a timefrequency portrait of the goal, create a base of such
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portraits and use this database for classification
purposes. However, if the conditions of propagation
are non-stationary within the pack, for example, when
the target moves, that is, the pulses in the packet are
not identical, then the operation of the circuit is
broken. Therefore, such a scheme can be used to
detect and classify only fixed targets or targets, the
speed of movement of which is substantially limited.
MULTI-CHANNEL
SIGNALS

RECEIVERS

OF

UWB

In this paper [6] considered a method for
receiving UWB signals using a set of bandpass filters
with different center frequencies tuned to cover the
entire frequency range of the UWB signal. The signal
from each filter is fed to the quadratic detector and
then to the integrator. In fact, such an algorithm
realizes an optimal signal detection algorithm at a low
signal-to-noise ratio. In view of the large width of the
spectrum of the UWB signal, it falls into the passband
of all filters. Accordingly, the detection output signal
should appear on all outputs of the detection circuits.
In the digital signal processing device, the signals of
the detectors are analyzed and a decision is made
about the presence of an UWB signal at the input of
the circuit. The circuit of the device is shown in Fig.
4.

Fig. 4.

In work [7], the idea of receiving UWB signals
by a multichannel superregenerative receiver given in
[2] develops. In this case, the structure of the
multichannel receiver consists of several channels of
super-regenerative oscillators (SROs) tuned to
different frequencies of the spectrum of the UWB
signal. The frequencies and Q-factors of the generator
circuits are chosen in the same way as in [6], namely,
with such a calculation as to cover the entire spectrum
of the spectrum of the UWB signal. The signal from
the output of each oscillator is fed to the
envelope detector, after which it goes to the
synchronous D-flip-flop. In the presence of a signal,
due to feedback, the gain of the SRO is reduced by
means of current regulator blocks. The circuit of such
a receiver is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5

If there is a signal at the input of the UWB, it
comes on the inputs of each superregenerative
oscillator. Each channel of the receiver generates an
output signal if its resonant frequency signal is present
at its input. After the output signals of superregenerative receivers tuned to different frequencies
of the spectrum of the UWB signal are converted into
a stream of zeros and ones, a detection algorithm is
used - "criterion k of n" [8]. The decision on the
presence of a signal is accepted if k logical ones
appeared on the outputs of n channels of the device. It
is noted that such a UWB receiver has a high noise
immunity not only to noise, but also to narrow-band
interference. However, in this work it is stated that in
order to ensure the reliable operation of the AGC
circuit, there must be an equal number of zeros and
ones in the burst, which reduces the efficiency of the
digital detection algorithm "k of n".
In work [9], a receiver combining a filter bank
from [6] and quadrature medium-speed converters is
described. The spectrum of received pulses is
concentrated in the range of 6-8 GHz. Bandpass filters
are tuned to center frequencies so as to cover the entire
spectrum of received signals. Since frequency
converters transfer the spectrum of signals to a range
of up to 300 MHz, an average-speed ADC can be used
to digitize the output signals of each channel. This
scheme allows to combine the possibility of spectral
analysis of the signal, which is impossible in [7],
while using ADC and DSP device with medium
speed. In work [10] practical schemes of using the
UWS for the detection and classification of physical
objects located in the subsurface layer are given. In
9
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the same place, the characteristics of such systems are
given and the requirements that similar locators must
satisfy are formulated.
CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays, there are no optimal algorithms for
detecting and analyzing UWB signals. When UWB
signals are detected with a low probability of false
alarm, the algorithm of correlation processing proved
to be well established. However, the most promising
algorithms for detecting UWB signals are
multichannel detectors based on super-regenerative
receivers.
When analyzing the form of the signals reflected
from UWB targets, digitization of the received signals
is required, carried out by high-speed and expensive
ADCs. However, due to the increase in the target
observation time, with the emission of the burst, it is
possible to digitize with only one ADC with an
average throughput, while the modern technology
allows "digitizing" the UWB pulses through an
intervals up to tens of ps.
Classification of targets by the characteristics of
reflected UWB signals is based on the use of
frequency-time characteristics of signals. One of the
promising directions in the classification of goals is
the use of spatio-temporal spectrograms that allow
one to distinguish fairly well the types of metal objects
and distinguish them from stones similar in shape and
size.
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MODELING OF SPECTRAL EFFICIENT SIGNALS BASED ON FINITE SPLINES
A. F. Kryachko1, M. A. Kryachko1
Saint-Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation, 190000 St. Petersburg, Russia

1

Spectral efficient signals based on finite splines, which are obtained by repeated usage of discrete convolution procedure, is considered. Energy spectra of random sequence of signals is presented. Practical
realization of device for generation and reception is proposed. Generation of SEPSK signals is done by
matched filter with feedback line. Proposed method for reception of SEPSK signals is similar to method
for reception of classical OFDM signals. High reduction rate of out-of-band emissions for random sequence of SEPSK signals is provided by proposed atomic functions.
Keywords: SEPSK, atomic functions, finite spline, out-of-band emissions.

1 INTRODUCTION
Application of spectrally efficient signals with
phase shift keying (SEPSK), constructed on the basis
of atomic functions or finite splines [1], [2], allows to
obtain efficient compression of the energy spectrum of
a random sequence of signals. Application compression method based on atomic functions allows the usage of their formation and receiving simple to implementation approach based on the calculation of convolution and deconvolution of functions [1].
The objective of this paper is to study possibility
of realization of device for forming and receiving
SEPSK signals, obtained based on atomic functions.
2 MAIN PART
2.1 Basic properties of atomic functions
Atomic functions has properties of polynomials
and splines [1]. Splines of degree γ are functions which
are "piecewise" polynomials of degree γ. Reduction of
out-of-band emissions for signals on the basis of finite
splines of degree γ is equal to C/ωγ + 1 (if all derivatives of the envelope of signal up to (γ – 1)-th order
have no discontinuities, and γ-th derivative is everywhere finite). Distinctive features of the atomic functions are:
• analyticity;
• combination of finitely of function and high
decreasing rate of Fourier transformation (faster than
any power);
• connection with the derivative of functions
and explicit expression for the spectrum.
Let`s consider generation of spectral efficient signals with duration T and based on application of finite
splines. Repetition of convolution of basis functions is
used for generation those signals. For rectangular form
of envelope for PSK signals with amplitude A and centered about start of timing

 A, t ≤ T 2
.
(1)
a (t ) = 
0, t > T 2
N-fold convolution (N + 1) a(t) may be represented in the form of finit splines Θ N ( x ) [1]. Expression (1) may be rewritten as follows:
∞
sin ( u 2 )
A
ϕ ( t ) = ∫ e jut
du .
2π −∞
u 2

(2)

We obviously have for (2):
ϕ (=
t )  −1 ν ( u )  ,

where  −1 ν
 ( u )  − Fourier transform of function
sin ( u 2 )
. Convolution of functions can be
ν (u ) =
u 2
written (using the theorem of Borel and the symmetry
of the Fourier transform):
ϕ ( t ) ∗ ϕ=
( t ) −1 ν 2 ( u ) .

(3)

Then:
2

+∞
 sin ( u 2 ) 
A2
ϕ(t ) ∗ ϕ(t ) =
e jux 
 du. (4)
∫
2π −∞
 u 2 

This process may be repeated N times for obtaining more smoother function, i.e. calculation of convolution
procedure
functions
such
ϕ ( t ) ∗ ϕ ( t ) ∗  ∗ ϕ ( t ) ∗  . Thus, the result of infinite convolution is a new finite function defined on the
interval [–NT/2; NT/2].
2.2
Formation of spectrally effective
signals on the basis of atomic functions
In general, we can write the expression for the
spline ΘN(t) for any value of N by next expression:

11
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∞
 sin ( u 2 ) 
A N +1
Θ N ( t ) = ∫ e jut 

2π −∞
 u 2 

N +1

du. (5)

Let`s consider the form of the function ΘN(t) for
N = 1…5. For N = 1:
2

 sin ( u 2 ) 
A
Θ1 ( t ) = ∫ e jut 
 du ;
2π −∞
 u 2 
2 +∞

S+ (ω)
=

S− (ω)
=

0
MT M −1

(k )
∫ k∑=0 a(t − kT ) ×dr exp(i(ω0 − ω)t )dt

0

M −1
k =0

4

 sin ( u 2 ) 
A
Θ3 ( t ) = ∫ e jut 
 du ;
2π −∞
 u 2 

N = 4:
5

 sin ( u 2 ) 
A
Θ4 ( t ) =∫ e jut 
 du ;
2π −∞
 u 2 

T

∫ a ( t ) exp [ −i(ω0 ]

Where=
Fa ( ω)
=
Fa ( ω)

N = 5:
6

 sin ( u 2 ) 
A6
Θ5 ( t ) = ∫ e jut 
 du .
2π −∞
 u 2 
+∞

(k )
∫ k∑=0 a(t − kT )dr exp(−i(ω0 + ω)t )dt ,

S+ ( ω=
) Fa ( ω) ∑ d r( k ) exp  −i ( ω0 − ω) t  ,

N = 3:

5 +∞

A0
2

MT M −1

r = 1, 2. In particular, d1( k ) = 1 and d 2( k ) = 2 ; r = 1, 2.
After the change of variable x = t – kT:

3

 sin ( u 2 ) 
A
Θ2 ( t ) =∫ e jut 
 du ;
2π −∞
 u 2 
4 +∞

A0
2

and values of symbols of message depends on the location of symbol in the sequence and the index

N = 2:
3 +∞

where

Form of envelope a(t) of SEPSK signals for each
value of N is determined by function ΘN(t). a(t) for
N = 1,…,5 is shown on fig. 1. Normalized duration of
SEPSK signals for N = 1, …, 5 is increased from
T = 0.2 to T = 0.6 at this figure. SEPSK signal for
N = 0 has rectangular form of envelope (1) and duration T = 0.1. The degree of smoothness of the envelope
of SEPSK signals with fixed energy increases with increasing of N (fig. 1).

A
2

0

T

∫ a ( t ) exp −i ( ω − ω0 )dt

– spectrum of

0

envelope a(t).
Energy spectrum of random sequence of signals
is calculated with tendency of M to infinity:
1
2
=
G (ω) lim
m1 S (ω)
M →∞ MT

{

}

{

and the mathematical expectation m1 S ( ω)

2

} is de-

termined by averaging over all possible finite sequences of symbols dr(k).
Expression for energy spectrum (for narrowband
signals) has the next form:
G ( ω=
) G+ ( ω) + G− ( ω) ,

Where G+ (ω)
=

m1 { S+ (ω)
lim
M →∞ MT
1

It is easy to show that:

{

m1 S+ ( ω)
= Fa ( ∆ω)

2

2

2

}.

}=

( k ) (l )
∑ ∑ exp −
 i∆ω ( k − l )  m1 {d r d q } ,

M −1 M −1
=
k 0=l 0

where Δω = ω – ω0.
For case of equally probable and independent
symbols:
Fig. 1. Envelope a(t) of SEPSK signals.

Spectrum of random sequence of SEPSK signals,
whose number is M, may be represented in the following form:
S ( ω) A
=

MT M −1

∫

=
( −iωt ) dt
∑ a ( t − kT ) dr( k ) cos ω0t ⋅ exp

0 k =0

= S + ( ω) + S − ( ω) ,

12

{

}

1, k = l ,
k
l
m1 d r( ) d q( ) = 
0, k ≠ l.

The final expression for calculating the power
spectrum of the random sequence of SEPSK signal in
area of ω > 0:
2
2
1
1
=
G+ (ω) lim
M Fa ( ∆ω
=
Fa ( ∆ω) .
)
M →∞ 4 MT
4T
Thus, energy spectrum of random sequence of
SEPSK signals is determined by Fourier transform of
single signals and has same frequency bandwidth.

{

}
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Energy spectra for random sequences of SEPSK
signals, which form of real envelope is finite splines,
is shown on fig. 2. Normalized energy spectrum are
presented on Y-axis, relative frequency ( f – f0)T
(where f0 – central frequency) is shown on X-axis. As
expected, the rate of out-of-band emissions increases
with increasing of N.
We can see from analysis energy spectra of those
signals that the reduction of out-of-band emissions is
very high for large values of N (for example, N = 3-5).
The advantage of these signals is the principle of
their generation and reception based on multiple repetitions of the convolution of functions.

Voltage from matched filter`s output is transferred to its input again after calculating first procedure of convolution. Result of calculating second procedure convolution is response of matched filter as
spline Θ2(t). This spline is the same as form of envelope a(t).
Reception of SEPSK signals may be done by several stage. On first stage, input process is converted to
frequency domain by Fourier transform. On next stage,
reception device must do nonlinear procedure of N-th
degree root extraction from frequency function. Conversion to time domain by Fourier inversion is done on
final stage. Output result is transmitted to classic demodulation algorithm, which based on application of
correlation processing of PSK signals with rectangular
form of envelope.
Of course, the proposed method of reception for
SEPSK signal is not optimal. However, this method is
simple (especially with usage of matched filter for realization). Proposed method for reception of SEPSK
signals is similar to method for reception of classical
OFDM signals.
3 CONCLUSIONS.

Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of SEPSK signals
for N = 1,…,5.

Functional scheme of device for generation spectral effective signals based on finite splines is shown
on fig. 3. This device is constructed by using matched
filter with adjustable feedback. The impulse response
of this filter has the envelope, which form is determined by (1). Signals from matched filter`s output
come to input of delay line. Time delay of the filter
response is determined by value of N. Delay of signal
from matched filter`s output is equal to 2T for N = 2.

High reduction rate of out-of-band emissions for
random sequence of SEPSK signals is provided by
proposed atomic functions (finite splines). In particular, reduction of out-of-band emissions is equal to 1/f 6
for 2-3 iterations of convolution.
Generation of SEPSK signals is done by matched
filter with feedback line. Reception of SEPSK signals
is performed sequentially for 3 stage. On the first stage
transformation of input mix of signals with additive
noise to frequency domain is done. On next stage, reception device must do nonlinear procedure of N-th
degree root extraction. Reverse operation (transformation to time domain) is performed on final stage.
REFERENCES:
[1]
GulyaevYu.V., Kravchenko V.F.,
Pustovoit V.I. A New Class of WA-Systems of
Kravchenko-Rvachev Functions // Doklady Mathematics. – 2007. – Vol. 75, No 2. – pp. 325-332
[2]
Ghavami M., Michael L.B., Kohno R.
Ultra Wideband Signals and Systems in Communication Engineering. – John Wiley & Sons, 2004

Fig. 3. Functional scheme of device for SEPSK
signals generation.
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RESEARCH OF DATA PROCESSING METHODS IN AN OPTICAL
WIRELESS DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Akopyan Bella
Saint-Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation,
Saint-Petersburg, Russia
E-mail: akopyan.bella@yandex.ru
Abstract
The article considers a single-threshold method of processing a signal in a wireless optical digital
communication system. A method for improving processing is proposed. The results of both methods are
compared, the average error probability per bit is calculated.
Keywords: digital signal processing, digital communication, single-threshold processing, optoelectronics,
decision rule, ordinary least squares, error probability per bit, regression.

INTRODUCTION
Tests of the developed prototype of the optical
wireless digital communication system [1] showed
that the main disadvantage of the system is the
sensitivity to the overall level of external illumination,
which is accompanied by a distortion of the pulse
shape; this leads to errors in signal reception.
Therefore, in order to solve the problem of ensuring
the maximum possible reliability of the received
information, it was decided to turn to the signal
processing methods on the receiving device side. The
task is to configure the decision rule so that it
significantly reduces the average error probability per
bit.
SINGLE-THRESHOLD PROCESSING
The simplest way of processing digital signals is
a single-threshold processing. The principle of
operation of this way is that the average value of the
voltage of the i-th bit (Ui) is compared with a certain
threshold value L:
U i ≥ L → "1",U i < L → "0".

values:

Ui is defined as the average of the voltage

Ui =

14

1n
∑ yj,
n j =1

where n is the number of sample counts per bit, yj is
the voltage value of j-th sample count.
The voltage calibration values corresponding to
the on (Uin) and off (Uout) state of the LED are read
from the photoresistor of the receiver. the value of the
correction term Uc, which depends on the calibration
values should be taken as a parameter characterizing
the level of the external luminosity:

L
=

U in + U out
+ Uc
2

The threshold value of the decision rule can be
selected in various ways to compensate for the external
luminosity. For example, in the prototype the value of
the correction term Uc was chosen equal to:

Uc =

U in − U out
.
6

Then the threshold value is:

L
=

U in + U out U in − U out
+
.
2
6

The results of the processing are shown in Figure
1. Based on the results of the experiments, the average
error probability per bit was 0.015, which is not a good
enough result, since for the receiver the error
probability per bit should be from 10-3 to 10-5 [1].
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Figure 1. The result of single-threshold processing in the mode of weak external luminosity

IMPROVEMENT OF THE DECISION RULE
To compensate for the distortion of the pulse
fronts, it is advisable to supplement the decision rule
by processing an additional parameter that would
characterize the shape of impulse. The proposed
approach is to determine the slope coefficient of the
regression line for the signal corresponding to each bit
(regression coefficient). The most common method of
approximation due to computational simplicity is the
method of the ordinary least squares (OLS).
The equation of the regression line for the i-th bit
is:
y Ki x + bi .
=

as:

The coefficients of this line K and b are defined
n

(

=
[ Ki , bi ] arg min ∑ Ki x j + bi − y j
j =1

)

2

,

where xj is the time instant corresponding to the j-th
sample count. The defining parameters of this decision
rule are the absolute value and sign of the slope
coefficient Ki.
The processing algorithm, as in the case of singlethreshold processing, is divided into two stages:
calibration of threshold values and processing of the
signal according to the decision rule. Let Klim be the

threshold value of the regression coefficient, then if the
absolute value of the regression coefficient of the bit
Ki exceeds Klim, then the sign of the bit regression
coefficient is checked:
Ki > 0 → "1", Ki < 0 → "0".

Otherwise, the bit value is determined by a singlethreshold processing.
The calibration is carried out as follows:
A test signal is sent before message. Test signal is
based on the special test sequence. It is advisable to
take as the such sequence with alternation of 0 and 1,
since in such a test signal it is possible to trace the
trends in the shape of the impulses. The test signal is
processed by a single-threshold method, then it is
checked for errors. If the bit was processed incorrectly,
then regression line slope coefficient is determined.
The regression coefficients are recorded in an array,
which determinates the threshold value of the
regression coefficient. It is advisable to take the
minimum value of the regression coefficient of
incorrectly processed test bits as the threshold value.
The switching of the decision rule with this choice of
the threshold value is carried out only when the singlethreshold processing inevitably leads to errors.
Figure 2 shows the results of processing. The time
diagrams show that the impulses, despite the distorted
form, are processed correctly by switching the rules.
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Figure 2. Time diagram of the signal of the test sequence

Figure 3. Time diagram of the received and processed signals in the mode of weak external luminosity

CONCLUSION
As a result of the experiments, it was found that the
average error probability per bit decreased from 0.015
in the single-threshold processing to 0.0006 while
using the improved decision rule. Thus, the new
decision rule led to an improvement in the processing
accuracy of the received signal. The received
recommendations should be taken into account while
developing a optical wireless digital communication
system.
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STUDY OF DYNAMIC CONTROL ON A REAL REGULATION LOOP.
Miguel Redondo Alonso, Alberto Justo Lobato
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Valladolid – Spain
Email: alberto.justo@alumnos.uva.es, miguelredondo96@gmail.com
Abstract
From a process industry perspective, is very important to know different control methods, considering the specifications
of the plant, the estimated time and other facts. It may not always be better to do an aggressive control of the process (or
conservative) in order to achieve the desired goal. For this reason, the object of our research is to present a real regulation
loop and some control techniques that are appropriated.
Key words
PI control, water level, disturbances, controlled variable, manipulated variable.

Introduction
In this project, we use one of the pilot plants from
Systems Engineering Laboratory at the University of
Valladolid, Spain, like the one which appears in Figure
1. We are going to expose the operation of the plant,
as well as introducing control techniques for it.
Typically, the kind of plants included in lab are heat
interchangers, water tanks and a furnace. First, if we
want to know how to do system control, we need to
have good knowledge of its running. Most of mistakes
in process industry are made because of uncomplete
understanding of systems.

two water tanks, which are connected by a pipeline.
On one hand, water is added to the first tank by a
pump. On the other hand, there is a manual valve that
turns out the second.
From an instrumentation point of view, we have
one level transmitter and a regulator. This last device
is a data acquisition system connected to a computer
which makes the real control of the tanks.
Furthermore, there is a flux transmitter that measures
outflow water from the pump. All that is shown in
Figure 2.
However, we didn´t consider it in this case
because the variable, which we are interested in
controlling and quantifying, is the water level in the
second tank.

Figure 1. Plant made up of two tanks and a pipe.

In our case, we have two water tanks that
interchange liquid between them, and our purpose is to
know the level of the second one. The flow in the two
tanks is related with the level thanks to the Bernoulli
equation. Because of this, we are controlling flow and
level at the same time.
Description
The main goal of this section is to explore
measurement instruments of our plant. It consists in

Figure 2. Data acquisition system and level regulator.
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With the purpose of getting introduced with our
plant control, we use the program Java-Regula. It´s a
software developed by Systems Engineering
Department, which provides to operate real time
process control. Java-Regula let us to realize control,

either water level or flow, as introducing different
control methods in the system: PID, Feed-Forward,
Predictive, etc. In addition, it shows graphically the
response evolution, as saving obtained information in
an Excel format. This can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Java-Regula interface

When our regulators are in manual mode (in open
loop), we take a look at the temporal response of the
controlled variables in presence of disturbances and
manipulated variables.
At this moment, our plant control begins, but first
we should talk about calibration.
First, we turn on the software JAVA-REGULA
and the system for the calibration. Then, we take some
values of the devices (in volts) while we were
comparing with the real level of water in the deposit

Calibration of real system’s devices
Our system has a pressure transmitter for
calculating the level of water in the deposit. We must
calibrate it to get the most accurate values for the
regulation process.
(in metres). Now, with the use of the linear
approximation method we get the following regression
line: y=22.828x-14.878.

Figure 4. Calibration graphic
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Study of the regulation loop elements and its
dynamic behaviour.
For making the system control, we have to take in
account that this is a monotonous process, in other
words, it has no apparent fluctuations. For this reason,
the controller will be made to follow the reference
signal instead of refusing the disturbances effects,
which are insignificant in our plant. Due to these, the
PID tunning methods of Ziegler-Nichols, Cohen-Coon

or López are ruled out because those methods are made
mostly for refuse the disturbance in the system.
Now, we are going to calculate the PID
parameters using the Rivera-Morari and the Rovira
methods in order to make the comparison between
these two methods.
Before calculating the parameters of the PID
controllers, we should watch out how the system reacts
to a change in the controlled variable in open loop.
Then, when the system has reached stability, we can
get the values of the gain, delay, settling time, etc.

Level
70
60
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40

level

30

controlled Variable(%)

20
10
0

0

200

400

600

800

Figure 5. Water level stabilized

Rivera-Morari method has some values of λ,
which corresponds with the time constant in closed
loop. We chose a value of 0,8875 because it`s more
interesting to have a conservative control of our
system, even though the response is a bit slower, than
an aggressive due to instability applicated to it with
this type. Rovira method consists in some sub
methods that minimize integral error by different
ways, we can see them in our reference books.
Equations for the Rivera-Morari:

RiveraMorari

Rovira
MIAE

kp

1.075

2.88

Ti

1.775

1.81

Rivera-Morari (λ=0.8875)
On one hand, we have the Rivera-Morari
method. We used a PI controller. In the experiment
we made two steps in the reference signal, one
positive and other negative.
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Figure 6. Rivera-Morari PI control

In this chart, we can observe that the behaviour of
the system is like a First Order System Plus Delay.
With this controller we can obtain a small stationary
error and the system has a good reaction to a change in
the reference signal. The only problem is that these
reaction is quite slow, around 6.8 minutes.

Rovira
On the other hand, we have the Rovira method
and a PI controller also.
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Figure 7. Rovira PI control

With this part we can see that this method is better
than the Rivera-Morari one, because the reaction is
faster, around 5 minutes, with more stability and
accuracy regarding the reference that has been
introduced. These are the main reasons why this
method is the most appropriated.
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A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR A SELF-SUFFICIENT HOUSE
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Abstract
Nowadays it is common to read about "Smart Home," "Internet of Things" and artificial intelligence. All of them
have one thing in common that is to commit one or more actions, practiced daily, directly or indirectly, by people on objects. With the technological development of electronic, electrical and information systems, there is a
great need for "autonomous systems". However, the increasing of energetic waste is an issue that must be addressed. As a consequence, an extensive developing of novel solutions could be the main aim to improve the
quality of life. In this paper, through a computer simulation, a methodological approach for a self-sufficient
house is proposed. The goal is to show the benefit of the proposed system and its potential.

I.

INTRODUCTION
A smart house can manage power consumption,
activation/deactivation of lights and air-conditioners
concerning their use and necessity. Its sequential and
self-management working have been designed to
achieve optimal conditions of temperature and humidity inside each room, to reduce energy consumption, to improve our overall quality of life and lower
the risk of getting a respiratory infection associated
with a domestic indoor humidity, often related to
dust-mite and other bacteria dangerous to our health.
In this paper, it has been decided to adopt a centralized architecture composed of a network server
with the purpose of task analysis coming from the
sensors and sending commands to peripheral devices.
The network of sensors exchanges serial data with the
server for system commands. All communications
run through the Gateway (Sensors -> Gateway ->
Controller -> Gateway ->Actuator). Therefore, the
topological choice of the net is point-to-point star
type with the central Gateway responsible for carrying out the routing data packet.
In detail, the network of sensors, actuators, and
devices is IEEE 802.11 and have a data rate assigned
respectively to 5,5 and 10Mb/s. On the contrary, the
network of the controller is IEEE 802.3 with a data
rate of 10Mb/s. Anyhow, the Gateway can interface
with both protocols. This network architecture has
been chosen to develop a simple displacement of sensors and implemental devices. They are autonomous
from wiring and, thanks to IEEE 802.11 technology,
can interface with any similar device (such as
smartphones) to obtain, in real-time, the received data. On the contrary, regarding the controller managing
critical data, commands and configurations, it is necessary to achieve high efficiency (such as Ethernet) in
the data transmission, avoiding any power management concerning the distance from the router. In fact,
the Gateway is also the router/modem of the house
22

serving the connection to the Internet. The devices
can give commands by indoor, through a suitable IP
address or DNS dynamic services. Moreover, the
controller gives commands in LAN because through
the static local IP addresses the devices.
In the following sections, some related works
and the most used solutions in this research field will
be presented. Subsequently, a novel approach for the
analyzed application scenario will be introduced.
Next, an evaluation of system performance will be
shown.
II.

RELATED WORKS
Modern automation systems, developed in a
home or office, become much more critical in managing limited resources such as energy, time and workforce, as shown in [1]. The simple implementation of
this kind of architecture is not sufficient to reach a
high-level of comfort and energy consumption. In
fact, many actions regarding setting parameters of
temperature and humidity, activation of lights and
power regulation (if possible) are determined by a
human-labeled agent that, very often, does not take
into consideration the optimal values and/or necessary or of all alternative hypothesis. Therefore, it follows the necessity to introduce a system able to be,
too but not only, utterly autonomous in managing
better all these parameters, to have sound values and
reduced wastes, during all the day. A direct consequence is the use of soft computing techniques that
allow establishing these data most efficiently.
However, in several contexts, an optimal environment regarding humidity and temperature it is not
easy to realize due to connections problems and by
prediction of the two measures. In these cases, it is
possible to use several more or less complex techniques such as the Fuzzy logic, applied successfully
also in cultural situations [2] where these values are
considered critical. There are several works in this
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area [3][4] and the proposed approaches often have a
significant effect on applications. The goal is to
achieve a limited usage by users through the artificial
intelligence, automatism and machine learning. As a
consequence, it is necessary to operate on automatic
choices with the aim to make more proactive the domestic life.

rective will be sent to the specific actuator. In detail,
the activation and deactivation of the lights will be
elaborated according to the presence sensors received
value and to the light sensors through the MBSD (as
shown in the Fig. 1).

III.

THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The house taken into account in this work consists of 3 rooms all of 70 square meters. The house
has a centralized air conditioning able to provide an
air flow through three outlets exit for the three rooms
interrupted by electric pilot valves. LED lamps supply the light. The whole system is organized as follows:

Figure 2: Mechanism of debounce avoiding accidental
and sudden switching. The two mechanisms are
in logical AND.

Figure 1: Diagram used to determine the state of the circuit
breaker.

• 4 light sensors: 1 detects the amount of light
in external lux and 3 for the indoor one;
• 4 humidity/temperature sensors: 1 for each
room and 1 that records the external variations;
• 3 nodes representing clients' devices
(smartphone, tablets, and so on) and that can send
their preferences such as temperature and humidity;
• 3 presence sensors displaced in the rooms;
• 1 controller node (server): solves all those
tasks relating to the storage, management, and evaluation of the parameters to be assigned to the devices
(status, power, presence);
• 6 actuator nodes: 3 represent the electric pilot
valves of the outlet's exit of each room and 3 of the
lights power regulation devices;
• 1 electro-mechanical switch circuit able to
reactive the circuit breaker automatically by restoring
the current after an atmospheric/overload voltage
event (as shown in the Fig. 2).
The topological choice of the net is point-topoint star type with the central Gateway who is responsible for carrying out the routing data packet.
The transmission power is of 20 dBm, enough to
reach the router in almost all rooms without, unless
particular cases, excessive slowing due to objects and
walls. All data periodically sent to the controller, by
the sensors, first will be elaborated, and then a di-

Then, it will be evaluated if activate or deactivate the light according to the result of a "Debounce" mechanism (Fig. 1.2). The power values to
be assigned to the lights or air conditioning of a particular room is calculated by fuzzy logic controllers
with Gaussian-type membership functions as shown
in the figure 3 and 8. The optimal ranges for autonomous air conditioning (not before setting) are calculated concerning the UNI EN ISO 7730 standards
(about 20° C and 40%).

Figure 3: Diagram states of the smart
differential switch.

Figure 4: Fuzzy controller power calculation to attribute
to the air conditioning. The evaluation is obtained taking into
consideration the environment values to improve the efficiency
based on the perceived thermal change.
23
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IV.

SCENARIO
The context has been simulated in
Matlab/Simulink/TrueTime (a general picture is
shown in the Fig. 5). The duration of the simulation is
24 long hours. It has been decided to examine the
system with external temperatures that changed from
0 to 30 degrees with a Gaussian trend as that of humidity with a change from 0 to 70%.

door/outdoor thermal change is always not constant
or low, that could make the air conditioning system
inefficient regarding consumption and incisiveness. It
is useful to note that there are adoptable solutions on
the market regarding the microcontrollers, the sensor,
and the whole implementation.

Figure 6: Schematic representation of a programmable microcontroller, NodeMCU on ESP8266 ESP-12E base, easily integrated into a circuit and complete with everything necessary.
Figure 5: A general scheme of the network
and communications.

All sensors dislocated in the house send the
recorded values periodically to the controller and information about the position and type. The controller
will evaluate the lights quality or the air conditioning,
based on the previous detached values, if necessary.
Each node of the wireless sensor network has allocated a specific buffer on which sending data equally to
the controller to receive and identify the typology.
The server will continue, through sending of
suitable commands to the smart objects, to maintain
the environment climate conditions for each room,
assigning proper values of power, temperature, humidity and light to each one and, if the user provides
new settings, the system is adapted to new parameters.
Therefore, during all the day, the system will
self-manage the resources in an independent and precise way to the user, limiting the use of the net not to
stress the normal surfing, implementing the reduction
policy of the throughput. An example can be that of
data send by external sensors equipped with microcontroller able to store the previous values obtained,
avoiding the reimport if they are equal or their difference does not exceed a specific range since such parameters do not show sudden changes in similar context. Parameters such as the external temperature/humidity are essential for a proper assignment of
the exercise power since the perceived in24

The device must be equipped with a wireless
chipset complying with the IEEE 802.11b/g/n protocol, complete support to TCP/IP and fully programmable. An example can be the NodeMCU on
ESP8266 ESP-12E (Fig. 6), equipped with digital and
analogical pins that are adaptable to the Internet of
Things world and smart homes [5].
V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
During the simulation of 864 seconds (86400 s =
24h, 864 s in scale 1:100), consumptions have been
measured in W of LED lamps of 30 W and the centralized air conditioner of 4 kW. An arithmetic average has been carried out. The average power required
during all the day from the LED lamps is 10.27 W
while that of the air conditioner is of 0.776 kW. For
a good operation system, the meet of a deadline between the performance of a given task and the next
one is needed. Therefore, the jitter has been measured
as parameter considering a deadline of the actuators
performance times of 2 seconds. Such evaluation has
been carried out verifying recurrences to the end of
the simulation.
A measure of the delivery times of the data
packet has been carried out. Based on the given periodic nature of sensors coming data, no data packet
goes beyond half a second to arrive (an example in
Fig. 7).
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VI.

Figure 7: Commands delivery times in electro valves during all
the day, not exceed the 0.5 seconds and keep themselves about
the 0.3 seconds.

The throughput of the main channels has been
measured to verify that data are not too many and/or
too large. Considering the payload of each sensors
packet,
it
is
composed
of
humidity/temperature/light/movement value as a double of
64 bit.

Figure 8: Obtained surface related to the fuzzy controller managing lights' power. It is useful to note the inverse proportion development power as regards the relieved light.

As a consequence, all data packet with the highest size are sent at the same time. It has been measured that the input of data in the channels by the only
sensors, with sending time of 0.2 s, is 24000 bit/s.
Regarding the controller (server), its performance and
sending time of the data packet has been set to 3 ms
and considering a payload of 128 bit a value of 42,6
kbit/s has been obtained. The data load on the channel is quite low, so in these conditions, there are no
significant slowdowns.

CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper was to develop a centralized system managed (on site) by a server to improve
the quality of life for all house's occupants. It is clear
that the results of this overview are quite approximate, but better research of this field could lead to the
belief that such system can be developed as selfmanaged and autonomous. If the starting point can be
the idea that a system or a house can self-manage itself and, at the same time, makes itself comfortable
for a human user is, in a certain sense, the future that
can be expected in this direction. If we put ourselves
in the condition that the variety of parameters, habits,
and lifestyles finding in the world, can be schematized and computed in a short time on any future developments with advanced algorithms, surely we
could manage at best all the changes and improve the
quality of life in a place where we often spend much
time, i.e., our home.
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Abstract
The goal of this project is to empathize the importance of the network connection in those systems employed in
the production of renewable energy through the analysis of data collected by wireless sensors, which become
fundamental items for the maintenance, management and scalability of the system itself. This has lead to a proposal of
a system that includes solar trackers and bidirectional telemetry, which together improve the efficiency of the process.
This solution can be used by companies to become more competitive and efficient in the production market.

I. INTRODUCTION
Using the Matlab software and TrueTime[1]
simulator, based on Simulink, it was possible to show
how to monitor and control automated systems with
the wireless technologies available nowadays.
The simulation is designed with PV panels
mounted on a single axis tracker have one degree of
freedom and telemetry sensors that measure the
produced power. Solar tracker’s logic control is linked
by a bus D/A to another ZigBee-type wireless device;
the main Gateway is a WPAN Coordinator for the
ZigBee network, saving data and displaying them to an
operator or a control room via standard WiFi 802.11.
Furthermore, it is possible to give two different
command to the system: the first one can send a stop
command to the solar tracker if maintenance is needed,
the second one can be used to activate or deactivate the
forwarding of data to the operator connected with a
WiFi radio device.
Several case studies propose the introduction of
wireless sensor networks to collect data and analyze
critical parameters.
Telemetry is an automated communications
process by which measurements and other data are
collected at remote or inaccessible points and
transmitted to receiving equipment for monitoring [2].
Although
the
term
commonly
refers
to wireless data
transfer
mechanisms
(e.g.,
using radio, ultrasonic, or infrared systems), it also
encompasses data transferred over other media such as
a telephone or computer network, optical link or other
wired communications like power line carriers.
Telemetry can be classified in two different types:
• Mono-directional, where data flow is directed
towards a single direction; these systems are needed
for data detection;
• Bi-directional, where data flow goes in both
direction; with these systems is also possible to
measure or modify a fixed parameter by remote
terminal.
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A solar tracker is a device that orients a payload
toward the sun, increasing the amount of energy
picked up by the payload and therefore his effective
gain; in this case the payload is a PV panel. When it
comes to solar concentration, solar trackers are useful
to keep constant the focal point. The greater is the
perpendicular alignment with solar beams, the greater
will be the conversion efficiency and the amount of
energy produced with the same surface area; the plant
costs will then be reduced thanks to a smaller area
needed to produce the same amount of energy.
Active trackers can be classified on the base of the
electronic command that guides the movements; the
one used in this project is a light-sensing tracker, where
commands are generated by light sensors that detect the
brightest point in the sky; this piloting grants a higher
productivity when traditional cells are used, where the
surface/solar radiation ratio is 1:1 and that are effective
even in poor light condition, because of their sensibility
to reflected or diffused light. [3]

II. RELATED WORKS
These days it is required maximum efficiency in
energy production systems. A good way to be
competitive is to optimize the resources, improving
energy production and preventing system faults. These
faults can be prevented by using a MCU on the field,
that is able to measure key parameters which will be
successively analysed to provide further information
of the plant status.
Work done by S.S. and A.K. represents a good
monitoring system that uses two kinds of devices. The
first one used on field is a MCU that acts as a Client,
adopted for measuring the value of brightness that
impacts the solar panel and also the energy produced.
The second one, a PC displaced in the control room,
acts as a Server, that analyses data received from
Client through two communications standards, WIFI
and Ethernet.
Studying these data, it is possible to evaluate the
status of solar panel even in real time. [4]
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Another noteworthy work is the one conducted by
A.A., M.F., F.B and T. A. A. In this paper, was
developed a system able to identify and classify those
faults that are statistically more frequent in solar
panels. The hardware used on field for measuring and
transmitting data that will be later examined is a
Arduino Mega-type MCU. For data transmission, it
was employed an XBee radio module that uses the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Furthermore, it was
implemented a Fuzzy Controller on the MCU to
evaluate the entity of the fault. [5]
In the X. X. and Q. D.’s work, three base elements
needed for the realization of a smart production grid
are shown: condition monitoring, power control, and
data communication to connect individual modules
into a wireless sensor and actuator network.
The Server uses a neural network to calculate the
maximum power production point and the best
operating voltage of solar panels. There were
implemented field devices to measure examined
parameters, routers to extend the coverage of the
network and a base station connected to the internet
that acts as a coordinator. ZigBee modules were used
to create the network infrastructure. Such system is
able to estimate if the solar panel works in normal
condition, disconnecting it from the grid in case of
abnormal conditions, or else connecting it to the grid.
[6]
All works examined and this paper make use of
Wireless Sensor Network and various communication
standards. Almost all the author mentioned above had
used the IEEE 802.15.4 communication standard
because of its predisposition to energy saving.

regulate the motor rotation speed as well as the stop
when the endstop switches are triggered.
Description of the regulation of parameters based
on values received from MBSD and Fuzzy Logic
Controller:
Inputs directed to the Fuzzy Logic Controller are
the rate of the brightness measured by sensors fixed on
the external sides of the PV panel and the output is the
voltage through which drive the motor. The latter
rotate in the same direction of the voltage signs, at a
speed that grows according to the amount of voltage
applied.
The first MBSD is used to compare the brightness
in a rigorous manner, while the second can control if
the endstop switches are triggered. Both are equipped
with a debouncing management algorithm.
Brief description of debouncing:
Debouncing is apparently a trivial problem, but it
is often the cause of malfunction in micro controllers.
Although they are imperceptible from humans, the
mechanical bouncing of the switches can lead to
impure transitions of the applied inputs, which
correspond to consecutive pressure of the same button
(see picture below).

III. APPROACH
The system proposed is structured as follows:
Solar tracker’s logic controller is based on
analogic input and output. Using an A/D input it was
possible to detect those parameters used for setting the
position of the tracker itself.
Inputs description:
• Two light sensors;
• PV panels power sensor;
• Measurement of the rotation angle;
• Stop command send by the operator and
received by the ZigBee node;
• Two mechanical endstop switches sensors
fixed on the external sides.
Outputs description:
• Control signal connected to the motor control
circuit;
• Data signal obtained by power sensor and sent
to the ZigBee node.
Values measured by A/D sensors are elaborated
by MBSD and Fuzzy Logic Controller in order to

Fig. 1

“Bouncing time” it is defined as the time interval in
which the signal goes through the low logic level for
the first time and that where it remains in without
further ambiguity and viceversa.
In order to connect the solar tracker logic control
to a device with a ZigBee radio, it was emulated an
analogic reading. This measured value is used for
share into the network the solar panel produced power.
There are two networks in the system, the first
one is a WiFi 802.11b and the second one is a ZigBee
802.15.4.
The ZigBee network was utilized for his
versatility in connecting nodes between them and
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therefore to promote his scalability. Using a single
Coordinator and various Full Function Device it is also
possible to arrange plant modules in a freer way,
having the only limit in the signal range.
It was chosen to make independent the solar
tracker control logic from the one into the network in
order to grant right functioning if network breakdowns
occur. In addition, this approach can be used in already
functionally systems without network connection by
making ZigBee modules working properly.
The resulting topology is a cluster type. In this
kind of topology, every node has two branches, one
connecting the previous and one connecting the
following one. Communication between two nonconsecutive nodes must go through every intermediate
node and their relative branches: each step between
them is called jump or hop.
The advance taken by this kind of topology lies in
the easiness with which the network can be scaled,
setting it in advance.
WiFi network was used to grant access to
telemetry by a user with commercial devices provided
with dedicated application and to implements
bidirectional telemetry, allowing the possibility to give
a stop command to system devices. The system has
two networks, each of these relies on the Gateway that
will route data traffic towards sub-network.
The Gateway has the task to act as a bridge
between WiFi and ZigBee network. It sends both
telemetry and user’s commands that are given through
the WiFi network. This node transmits the telemetry
received to a device connected with an A/D bus for the
storage of a log file. This procedure is repeated each
time it receives a packet from ZigBee network nodes.
Brief description of the communication protocol
used between both devices:
In each transaction through the bus:
• Master device take control of the bus
• It sends a request (I/O) to the second device
through a signal delivered to “interrupt” slave port.
• The slave device read data from A/D ports.
The master device is the one that acts as Gateway,
while the slave one is the storage device.
The main task of the Full Function Device ZigBee node is to send telemetry to the Gateway and give
the stop command to the solar tracker control logic.
Telemetry is taken from solar tracker control logic via
analogic reading with an A/D port. Furthermore, this
network node forward messages that are destined to
next nodes. This algorithm was implemented starting
from the fact that the single node is already configured
to know his network id and which are previous and
following nodes, this setting is done during the
installation.
By using the message field sent to the Gateway,
which has the destination address, a ‘Handler’ device,
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reading this field, forward this message if it is destined
to other network nodes.
An exception is made for the stop message given
by the operator, which doesn’t have a destination field
when sent by the Gateway from WiFi to ZigBee
network. They are identified because opportunely
marked and then read and forwarded among nodes as
long as the last one is reached.
The system has a WiFi 802.11b connection. This
standard was chosen because most of the available
commercial devices have this kind of interface,
therefore it is possible to realize dedicated application
for various operating systems e.g. smartphone, tablet,
pc. The user has the possibility to access to the
telemetry asking for it from WiFi interface, he can also
activate or deactivate the plant.

IV. SCENARIO
The simulated scenario has a series of ZigBee True
Time Wireless Network nodes and the one that
represents the user connected to WiFi True Time
Wireless Network.
As represented in figure 1 three True Time Wireless
Network blocks were utilized two configured with
ZigBee standard and one configured with WiFi
standard, there are also six subsystems used for the
simulation of Full Function Device nodes of the
ZigBee network (coloured in yellow) a Gateway
(coloured in green) connected with all networks, finally
the represents cyan subsystem the operator.

Figure 1. Snapshot of the implemented Network on Matlab

Figure 2 shows the internal snapshot that
represents the network Gateway, the True Time Kernel
Gateway is part of the three networks shown before and
it is also connected with another True Time Kernel
simulated storage device.
Description of the algorithm used for log storage:
When the Gateway receive the message that was
sent by ZigBee nodes, it unboxes and transfers them to
the storage device bus, activating the device with a high
logic level signal on a trigger port, this signal was used
to start the process scheduling, that has a task to read
input data and store them in a file. The gateway acts
as a bridge between ZigBee and WiFi, it forwards
command given by the user to the node or the telemetry
received from nodes to the user.
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Figure 2 Snapshot inside of subsystem

The subsystem which contains the ZigBee kernel
used for telemetry data transmission; it has night
backup battery with a recharging circuit. It is also
connected to the subsystem of the solar tracker.
Description of the subsystem:
With an A/D converter it can be measured the
produced power of the solar panel and the
configuration constants.
Set parameter are:
1) Node network address.
2) Next node address (if present) if not the
algorithm expect point one to be set.
3) Previous node address.
4) Number of True Time Network needed
parameter to send and receive the messagges with
function provided by True Time.
These parameters were used to allow the message
forwarding.
If the message is a stop, it is directly forwarded to
next nodes and the proper task runs to stop the solar
tracker.

2) Two switches placed on the edges of the solar
tracker
3) Solar panel produced power
4) Simulation time used to run night positioning
procedure
5) The rotation angle of the solar tracker
6) A stop command from ZigBee node
Outputs are:
1) Analog signal for motor piloting
2) Value of the produced power to send to the
ZigBee node.
Inputs and outputs not shown before are used for
MBSD and Fuzzy Logic Controller.

Figure 5 Snapshot of inputs and outputs connected to the Fuzzy
Logic Controller block

As input to the Fuzzy Logic Controller there are
the right and left brightness sensors, while as output
there is an analogue signal which, after the
defuzzification, is used to pilot the motor that will
allow the rotation of the solar tracker.
The centroid method is used for defuzzification of
the output. Having to pilot a motor where it is mounted
a heavy structure it is better to use the maximum
method in order to not have a peak values in output.
Description of MBSD:

Figure 6 MBSD brightness light sensors controller

In order to straighten the control of the brightness gap
between right and left sides it was used a state machine
better shown below.
Such controller is used to delay the motor movement
that allows the tracker rotation. When an equal value
between the two sensor is reached, it stops his
movements for a settable time. This system was used
to avoid continuous vibrations from the tracker.
Second MBSD description:

Figure 7 Inputs and outputs of ‘Endstop sensor controller’

Figure 4 Snapshot of the control logic of solar tracker.

The subsystem shown in figure 4 represents solar
tracker control logic. Inputs to the True Time Kernel
(without considering MBSD and Fuzzy Logic
Controller outputs) there are:
1) Two brightness sensors that detect the light
intensity.

As input for the state flow (figure 7), it can be
seen the endstop located at the ends of the solar tracker
structure; in output, there are two variables used to
stop the rotation of the motor if its maximum right or
left rotation limit has been reached.
Description of the subsystem used to simulate the
operator interactions.
Interactions were simulated using input signals on
A/D and Trigger ports.
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Input signals for the trigger port are used to detect
the status variation of the commands; Such variations
allow the scheduling of the proper task. If ‘log signal’
become one, the log function will be activated, else
will be not. The same procedure was used for the stop
signal.
The activation or deactivation of the function
represented before is implemented thanks to messages
sent by the operator to the Gateway through a WiFi
device.
Brief description of modified ‘True Time Battery’
block.
Here a representation of an already modified
block, where it is possible to connect sources of energy
to recharge the battery.

V. PERFORMANCES EVALUATION
Below it is shown the graph representing the right
functioning of the Fuzzy Logic Controller and MBSD
used for granting the right functioning of the motor.

piloting the motor, red and blue signal are the Boolean
output of the state flow ‘controller of the endstop
sensors’, used to stop the motor when the switch is hit.
When one of the two switches are triggered, the motor
stops.
The graph represented in figure 10 has on the x
axis the time of the simulations, and on the y axis the
degree of the rotation of the solar tracker. The latter
has a range of [-60°, 60°].

Figure 10 in the graph above, the rotation angle of the tracker is
shown at each instant of the simulation

At 21 o’clock the panel is brought back to 0°,
parallel to the ground. This is the result of the
combination of the two MBSD and Fuzzy Logic
Controller mentioned before.
• Analasys of performance metrics:
• Number of packets sent from the FFD to the
Gateway.

Figure 8 Overlap of the graphs showing the MBSD ‘brightness
controller sensors’ and Fuzzy Logic Controller

Figure 8 shows the functioning of the Fuzzy
Logic Controller and the MBSD descripted before as
‘brightness controller sensors’. On the x axis is
represented the time of simulation, on the y axis the
voltage applied for the motor rotation (in yellow) and
the stop signal of the rotation (in blue).

Figure 9 Real Time kernel output and ‘endstop sensor controller'
state flow

In this graph are represented the time of the
simulation on the x axis, voltage signal (in yellow) and
Boolean signal (in red and blue) on the y axis. The
yellow signal describes the kernel output used for
30

Figure 11 Samples of the content of the message
exchanged between nodes
Data shown in the table were collected by using
the fields included in packets sent from ZigBee nodes.
Two important fields are ‘nodeSendMsg’ and
‘coordinatorRecvMsg’, rapresenting respectively
messages sent from the node and received by the
coordinator of the ZigBee network. Plus, there are also
indicated the node number in the ‘nodeSource’ field
and the True Time Wireless Network in the
‘SourceNetwork’. As evidenced by data, there is a lack
of packets either in network 1 and 2, with a
considerable lack on node 3. Also, msgTripTime data
is
calculate
as
(ArrivalMsgTimeStamp
–
DeliveryMsgTimeStamp).
N.B. the ‘TimeStamp’ taken in consideration is
the one given from True Time Library with the
ttCurrentTime call.
• Analysis of the response time after the stop
command
The response time after forwarding the stop
command, measured using video printouts in Matlab's
command windows, is 0.16 m[Sec].
• Analysis of the energy consumption of the
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ZigBee device.
Analysis of the energy consumption of the
ZigBee nodes. During the usage, the battery discharges
only a little bit. The great energy saving of the ZigBee
module is noteworthy. The battery is completely
recharged when the solar panel begin to produce
energy.
To allow better energy savings, the process
planning period was changed according to the time of
day. The sleep time of the process during the night was
increased.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed project shows, using the modularity
of the systems, that it is possible to adapt the control
logic already working to the sharing of the telemetry
in the network. Such functionality can be added using
modules with a ZigBee radio.
The library that made it possible and simplify the
realization of the code needed to complete the
simulation is True Time. It allowed the simulation of
cooperating devices with an integrated operating
system and the management of hardware and software
interrupts.
Thanks to the Matlab code generation tool it is
possible to extract the algorithms implemented in the
state machine and in the Fuzzy Logic Controller.
With the algorithms developed and tested in this
project it is possible to create solar trackers with a
degree of freedom using micro-controllers as control
logic.
It is also possible to extract the modification of
the True Time Battery contained in the True Time 2.0
library. This modification allows also to simulate the
recharge.
A possible future development could be to
experiment solar trackers with more degrees of
freedom.
In the future, by studying other positioning
algorithms, the project could be further developed, e.g.
using the power produced by the solar panel as a
reference variable.
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STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL OF THE PROCESS OF LAYERED SYNTHESIS OF
HULL ELEMENTS REA
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Saint-Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation,
Saint-Petersburg, Russia
E-mail: Chabalexandr@gmail.com
Abstract
In recent years, the methods of layered synthesis of prototype products which is included in additive technologies
have formed a fundamentally new direction in technology, where it is necessary to produce experienced, single,
exclusive and unique samples of products. The fundamental difference between these methods is that the finished part
is obtained not by removing the material layer from the workpiece, as it is customary in traditional methods of
processing, but by layered muscle material with simultaneous receipt of the given form and Size of the product. The
main peculiarity of these methods is the obligatory application of three-dimensional computer design of the product
as the initial stage of the layer synthesis technology. Application of these technologies is particularly promising in the
sphere of production of Hull elements REA in view of the ability to take into account the specific equipment.

For enclosures are characteristic: resistance to
physical influence; Long service life; Resistance; High
corrosion properties; resistance to chemical

Multidimensional
principle

influences; Ease of movement, design principles are
presented in (Fig. 1).

Standards Harmonization
Requirements

Hierarchical principle

Modular Design Principle

Figure 1. The principle of construction of Hull elements REA

The following works are performed during the
module design:-Study of functional diagrams with the
purpose of identification of the same subcircuits and
unification of their structure within the specific
product;
-selection of constructive;
-Design of the printed circuit board;
-selection of ways to protect the module from
overheating and external influences.
At formation of a case REA it is necessary to
consider those indicators which influence on
manufacture of Hull elements.
On (Fig. 3) The stage of designing of a case
element for the subsequent layer synthesis is
presented.
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Figure 2-The constructive hierarchy and the REA of the modules
the use of additive technologies allows to lay the qualitative
characteristics in the design of the hull REA shielding of
electromagnetic fields of electronic equipment nodes and their
connections when using conductive material.
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Lv= 60mm= 4mm

sf =

3 ⋅ 204,88 ⋅ 60
= 115,245
2 ⋅ 10 ⋅ 16

To manage and improve the process of production
of REA elements with the use of additive technologies,
the chart "Pareto spreadsheet" using statistical data
(table 2) and having a view (Fig. 3) is built.

Figure 3-The stage of designing the computer model
of the hull element

Еhe quality control of the process of layered
synthesis of hull elements REA is based on the
standards presented in (table 1).
Table 1
Quality parameters of the hull elements REA
Quality score Базовое
Нормируемый
значение
документ
test for static 117,6MPa
GOST 50598-93
bending:
density:
density:
1,4г/cm3
GOST 9590-76
Impact
8,8 kgs · GOST 50598-93
viscosity by cm/cm 2
Sharpe:
Absorption:
186mg
GOST 50598-93
Impact
0,075J/mm
GOST 50598-93
viscosity by
Izod:
Shear strength 250MPa
GOST 9590-76
in the sheet
plane:
Compression
98MPa
GOST 9590-76
strength:
Compression strength: 98 MPA GOST 9590-76
Quantitative evaluation of plastic quality indicators
1. Static bending test: (SF) According to GOST
4648-71, when determining the bending voltage, it is
necessary to use the following formula:
According to Gost 4648-71, when determining
the bending voltage, you should use the following
formula:

sf =

3F ⋅ Lv
2bh 2

Where: F-load, n;-distance between supports,
mm.-sample width, mm;-sample thickness, mm. =
204, 88h = 10mm

Table 2
Non-conformity of additive production by layered
fusion method
№
Non-compliant type
1
no extrusion at the beginning of printing
2
Распечатка не прилипает к платформе
3
Insufficient extrusion
4
Excessive extrusion
5
Cracks on the top layer
6
Hair or Web
7
Overheating
8
Layer offset or no alignment
9
Layers are separated and splited
10
Filtec Stachivaetsja
11
Clogged extruder
12
Extrusion interrupted
13
Poor filling
14
Accumulate and pimples
15
Gaps between filling and contour
16
Bend or jagged angles and edges
17
Scratches on the top plane
18
Gaps between layer angles
19
Lines on the sides of the printout
20
Vibration and "excitement"
21
Cracks between thin walls
22
Small parts do not missing
23
Uneven extrusion
To control and improve the process of production
of the hull elements of REA with the use of additive
technologies the chart "Pareto Spreadsheet", which has
a kind (fig. 3) is constructed.
On the basis of analysis the corrective action on
change of temperature mode is developed. After the
introduction of the corrective action, a stable process
has been set up in the middle of the tolerance field (Fig.
3.16 b), with the level of marriage 0005%. The
reduction of the defect level by 60% (CP = 2.241 and
IBS = 1.661) has been achieved. To prevent the TP
from being re-rejected from the managed state, the
snap-in is periodically checked. The result of the
system operation is to reduce the defect level to 0.03%
on average.
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The analysis of product defects based on IPMS
technology is necessary for the developed method and
algorithm which have been applied for additive
production. At first, the defects that lead to the greatest
losses were revealed. For automation and
formalization of the process of production of hull

elements of REA using additive technologies, the chart
"Pareto spreadsheet" was built, using statistics for
2017 according to the results of conducted
Experiments in the "Laboratory of additive
technologies".

Figure 3-Distribution of types of defects in the process of printing the Lorenz curve in the diagram allowed to distinguish the most
important defects from the general mass, the elimination of which contributes to a significant decrease in the level of marriage.

According to the results of the Pareto chart, the
defects constituting the main share of the inadequate
products are as follows:
− No extrusion at the beginning of printing.
− The printout does not stick to the platform.
− Violation of the temperature mode of the part
printing.
The analysis of data on defects and reasons of
their occurrence has shown, that the most part of
inadequate production of 41 products because of
problems connected with extrusion of polymers
because of deviation from manufacturing technology,
among which non-observance Temperature modes is
highlighted in a special graph for a visual
representation of the prevalence of this factor.
Quality management of the process of layered
synthesis of hull elements of REA will improve the
quality of manufactured products and reduce the costs
of correcting inconsistencies in additive production.
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Abstract
Pulkovo airport every year increases the volume of traffic, and now by the number of served passengers
per year it is the largest international airport in Russia after capital’s airports[1]. Recently, there was a topical
question: is there a need to build new metro station near the airport? [2] Firstly, it is necessary to evaluate the
economic relevance of such investments and the prospects of its future development in the city infrastructure,
as well as the efficiency of passenger flow distribution.

It should be noted that the transport availability
issue of St. Petersburg airport is not new, but has a
great importance. Now it is possible to get to the
airport by shuttle from the metro station
«Moskovskaya», but is this enough? Pulkovo international airport, where passenger flow growing
from year to year, that’s why it is necessary to provide
transport that allows passengers to save time and
money. With the raising number of passengers, there
is also a need to control passenger traffic, so the
number of airport employees will increase. Although
now the airport is a complex of organizations and
almost 4,000 employees not all of which are get by
their own transport.
From the transport development point of view,
the airport may have several ways. The first way airport modernization into a transport hub. That mean
the creation of a modern interchange hub that
integrates air transport with other kinds of transport.
This complex can provide not only high-speed nonstop transportation of passengers to the necessary part
of the city, but also connection with the nearest
significant objects. Such a modern mode of transport
can be a monorail following to the «Baltiyskiy»
railway station or the high-speed tram «Chizhik» [3].

Figure 1. tram «Chizhik»

The second way - development of existing land
transport. Now two buses follow to the airport: bus №
39 and duplicate express-route № 39E, which goes
without stops from the metro station «Moskovskaya».
The route operates a certain number of buses and there
is a dedicated lane for them, but it does not always help
to deliver passengers to the airport quickly. Passing
through «Pulkovskoye» highway at certain times of
the day is very difficult, which can lead to a delay of
passengers on the road and late for flights. Most of the
time the bus is full of passengers аnd the fastest
transport with time spent only on the road to airport
becomes unprofitable for some passengers, therefore
can lead to loss of profit. It is absolutely necessary to
value the need to increase the number of buses running
on this route. On the one hand it will help to relieve
passenger flows, and on the other hand it will not affect
the time of passengers road. Maybe now the optimal
number of buses with such passenger flow.
The third way – creation of a metro station in
the walking distance of the airport. In other case it will
be necessary to introduce a new connecting transport
which will increase the cost of the project. Metro is a
transport with high level reliability and since it is an
underground railway allows to unload the land city
traffic. If there is a metro station within walking
distance from Pulkovo airport, passengers will be able
to count their time, because the train runs every 3-5
minutes with rare delays for some reasons. Unwanted
time loss during the stay at the airport is minimized,
especially with possible option of electronic check-in
for the flight. The simplicity and accessibility of this
transport allows passengers to travel without
unnecessary waste, so the number of trips will only
grow. As well as foreign and Russian tourists will be
able to reach the city without any problems. A
schematic outline of the various options is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Planned ways of development routes

Figure 3 Scheme of distribution of passenger flows

To solve the problem of value the need to
introduce a new transport line can be using different
methods of forecasting the distribution of passenger
flow. To calculate the efficiency of metro stations
location the most widespread methods of
«Correspondence matrices»[4].
The model of calculation of correspondence
matrices is based on the analysis of information about
the movement of passengers around the city. The
micro-level of the metropolis is separated into
conditional areas which the passenger moves between
and base on these data it is possible to determine the
intensity of movement. When building a model
determined the price of the way which includes the
criteria by which the passenger chooses alternative
ways of travel. These criteria include:
• Travel time;
• Additional delays along the way;
• Cash costs.
Since the main factor in passengers’ choice of
alternative travel routes is time, all other factors are
presented in minutes and added to the total price of the
way:

To take information about distribution of
passenger flow used statistical data on the work of the
metro[5]. The lobby of the station «Moskovskaya» has
conceded an average of 82000 passengers per day. If
assume that the majority of passengers depart from the
«Moskovskaya» metro station, then is possible to
calculate average number of passengers using online
scoreboard Pulkovo data about one day flights.

Matrix of passenger airport transport
Station 1
Station 2

Table 1

Station 1

Station 2

Station N

Airport

0
t21

t12

t1N

t1a

0

t2N

t2a

t Na
tN 2
tN1
Station N
0
ta1
ta 2
taN
Airport
0
In this table, stations 1-N - various metro
stations, between which the passenger flow is moving,
t - movement time.
The scheme of distribution of alternative ways
of passengers can be represented in the form of some
points of movement of passengers around the city N,
alternative routes of departure from the Baltiyskiy
railvay station, «Moskovskaya» metro station and
«Prospekt Veteranov» metro station under the
corresponding numbers in the figure(Fig. 3) 1, 2 and
3:
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n

∑Ni *W=i
i =1

(1)

Va − Θ;

where N – the number of flights; W – the capacity of
the airplane; Θ – some casual error in the passengers
getting on private transport.
Table 2
Calculation the number of passengers depending on
the capacity of the airplane
airbus

crj

e190

e175

b739

200
96

50
8

114
2

88
1

183
1

19200

400

228

88

183

atr72

b735

dh8d

b735h

b777

74
5

118
9

78
1

215
11

300
1

370

1062

78

2365

300

Σ

24778

As a result of calculations the approximate
passenger traffic of the airport was 1/3 of the total
number of passengers, if you neglect some casual error
Θ:
k
=

Va 24778 1
=
≅ ;
Vm 82000 3

(2)

For modeling real passenger flow can be used
discrete-event simulation which considers the basic
sequence of events of the system; system dynamics,
which provides a comparison of the causes of changes
in certain factors and agent-based modeling, which
allows us to consider the processes as individual
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system. All of these techniques are implemented in the
simulation software «Anylogic».
The real route of bus No. 39 and possible routes
of monorail and subway lines were taken as a basis of
modeling. The results are shown in picture 4:

List of used literature:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
Figure 4 Modeling of passenger traffic in "AnyLogic"

Conclusion
This article discussed ways of automation the
evaluation of the distribution of passenger flows.
Using the creation of a mathematical model and
imitation modeling it is possible to visually calculate
the distribution of passengers on certain routes, in this
case, on alternative routes to Pulkovo airport. It can be
concluded that the introduction of additional transport
to the airport absolutely necessary for our city. St.
Petersburg is a significant tourist destination, which
means that the passenger flow increases every year.
The airport should be a modern interchange hub,
which is accessible to all passengers and allows you to
change transport. The development of existing land
transport is not the best way, as urban road traffic is
difficult at different times. Development is possible
only with an increase in the number of buses running
on the route, but this will not help to reduce the time
of passengers. Construction of a monorail or highspeed tram is a great modern way to relieve traffic and
simplify access to the airport, but the construction of
roads and additional infrastructure requires large
investments from the city budget. First of all, subway
is a very reliable mode of transport, so it will allow
each passenger to save time and money. So the metro
line can be the best way for the development of the
airport as a modern interchange hub, as well as the
development of our city as a metropolis.
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DETERMINATION OF THE SAFE ROUTE FOR SHIP DYNAMICS WITH
THE USE OF ELECTRONIC CHART DISPLAY AND INFORMATION SYSTEM
Liubov Efimova
Saint-Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation,
Saint-Petersburg, Russia
E-mail: orlik96@yandex.ru
Abstract
The article describes the application of ECDIS in modern navigation and the calculation of the safe movement of
the vessel according to its dimensions.
Keywords: navigation, electronic charts, course and speed vector, waypoints.
Because of the active exploration of Arctic, the problem of precise navigation is becoming more urgent.

Planning the route and mapping the coordinates on
the navigational chart even today are carried out by
boat masters in some cases manually, and the diagnosis
of the safe vessel’s movement is made visually.
The use of ECDIS (electronic chart display and
information system) allows to increase the level of
automation and create integrated systems for
monitoring the location of the vessel. Electronic chart
has accuracy and reliability in solving problems of
navigation and preventing collisions of vessels due to
the unceasing collection and processing information
and the elimination of the subjective errors.

On the ship navigation safety is ensured by the high
organization of the navigational service and the
maintenance of regulated factors affecting the safety of
navigation, within the limits that guarantee the
exclusion of navigation emergency cases with a given
probability.
Controlled or regulated quantities of navigation,
which numerical value affects the navigational safety,
are called the navigation safety parameters.
These include:
– course and speed of the vessel;
– the shortest distance to the nearest navigational
danger or to a colliding ship;
– deviation of the ship from the axis of the fairway
(lane/sea channel);
– angles of the ship's demolition by wind and
stream, etc.

Figure 1. Example of ECDIS placement in the wheelhouse

On the display screen in dynamics and in the
background of the chart can be seen at the same time:
– preliminary route;
– current vessel location;
– the track line;
– navigational waypoints and hazards;
– additional information.
In August 2017 ECDIS equipment was brought into
line with the new IEC and IHO standards. Changes in
standards consist mainly of new operational
requirements and test methods, improvement of digital
interface and data protection schemes etc.
Navigation safety is supported by complex of
organizational measures undertaken on the ship and in
the navigation and hydrographic support system.
38

Figure 2. Example of use of the electronic navigation chart

Electronic navigation charts are divided into raster
and vector charts.
Raster charts are obtained by scanning paper maps
with subsequent processing (adding projection, data,
etc.).
Vector maps are also obtained by scanning paper
maps, but with additional vectorization, i.e. with the
translation of all objects into a digital code.
The main functionality of ECDIS:
– automatic replacement and loading of electronic
charts;
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– automatic adjustment;
– automatic change of scale;
– route planning;
– mapping vessel’s coordinates;
– display of the vessel’s motion vectors relative to
the ground and water;
– automatic assessment of navigational safety;
– automatic maintenance of the ship’s log;
– obtaining information on ports, tides, streams, etc.
The values of the parameters of navigation safety,
under which the given probability of safe navigation is
provided, are called admissible parameters of
navigation safety.
When navigating in the recommended route along
the high seas, a moderate probability of the ship out of
range is assigned
(P 0,95 ... 0,99).
In many cases, the fairways and sea channels have
a width commensurate with the dimensions of the ship.
The width of the safe lane of the vessel consists of
two components — the geometric width of the vessel
and the maneuvering strip:
BПП = ВГ + 2ВМ,
(1)
ВГ = B + Lsin (CP + ∆C) + Bcos (cp + ∆C), (2)
BM = M1 + V (tИ + tЗ)

+

,

,

In addition to the alarms presented on the chart, it is
possible to create one’s own list by marking an
additional safety contour and adding new waypoints.

(3)

where ВПП — width of safe track, m; ВГ — geometric
width of the vessel, m; ВМ — maneuvering strip, m; L,
B — length and breadth of the vessel, m; ∆C —
possible error in determining the drift angle, deg.; ω —
angular speed of the vessel’s turn during course
correction, deg/min; М1 — the apparent displacement
of the vessel from the line of the given path (the
limiting error in determining the position of the vessel
relative to the channel axis), m; tИ — discreteness of
navigation definitions, sec; tЗ — time of delay of
information from the moment of production of
observations to the moment of rudder shift, sec;
СР — calculated value of the total drift due to wind and
stream, deg.
СР = αР + β Р,
(4)
where αР, β Р — calculated value of the angle of wind
and stream, deg.
The estimated margin for the width of the channel
from each side:
Н=

Table 1
Speed of ECDIS information arrival during the
navigation
Speed of the vessel
Information entry
speed, seconds
Mooring, less than 3 knots
180
Mooring, more than 3 knots
10
0-14 knots
10
0-14 knots with course
3,33
change
14-23 knots
6
14-23 knots with course
2
change
More than 23 knots
2
More than 23 knots with
2
course change

Figure 3. Choosing a caution area

Figure 4. Choosing a safety contour

The operator adjusts the intended direction of the
vessel’s movement, and the system notifies him of each
approaching waypoint.

(5)

where Н — calculated safe margin of the width from
each side, m; ВФВК — width of the channel, m.
ECDIS simplifies and automates cartographers
work. On the display the operator immediately sees the
possible routes of the vessel.
With the help of convenient alarm system, the
operator can find out in advance about any danger.

Figure 5. Ship symbol on ECDIS
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When an offtrack limit is defined for the current
route, an alarm will be given to the navigator whenever
the ship’s position is outside this limit.
Conclusion:
Being improved in 2017, the electronic navigation
system greatly improves the accuracy of planning the
route of the vessel, and also at the expense of a high
level of automation this system solves complex
shipping problems and improves the quality of
navigation on the water.

Figure 6. Schematic ship symbol, wind and speed direction

This is the standard ship symbol used on ECDIS
systems. The direction of the course and speed vector
is shown on figures 5, 6 as well.
The length of the vector is proportional to the speed
of the ship. Each line segment represents one minute.
Own ship is by default located in the center of the
display. The operator can change this position. As
default the chart on the screen is oriented north up.
The navigator may find course and distance from
the ship to any point in the chart or between any two
points in the chart.
The navigator may display all available routs on the
screen and select a suitable route for the voyage.
All data about waypoints is presented in a waypoint
list. The operator can add new waypoints while sailing.

Figure 7. Adding new waypoints
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Abstract
This article explores different techniques that allow to connect the domain of images and the domain of natural
language captions, enabling translation between elements of the two domains.
Keywords: images and text correlation, image to text transformation, natural language, likelihoods of data, nearestneighbor, kernel canonical correlation analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Humans find it easy to accomplish a wide variety
of tasks that involve complex visual recognition and
scene
understanding,
tasks
that
involve
communication in natural language and tasks that
combine translation between the two modalities. For
instance, a quick glance at an image is sufficient for a
human to point out and describe an immense amount
of details about the visual scene. Using the example in
Figure 1, we can look at the image and immediately
point out and describe the “red car Tesla”, the
“undulating ground”, the “the car Tesla is riding on
roadway”, “road marking double white lines”.
.

However, this task is more difficult for computer.
In a computer, this image is represented as one large
array of numbers indicating the brightness at any
position. An ordinary image might have a few millions
of these pixels and a computer must transform these
patterns of brightness values into high-level, semantic
concepts such as a “car”. A natural language
description such as “the car Tesla is riding on
roadway” will be represented in the computer as a
sequence of integers indicating the index of each word
in a vocabulary (e.g. “the car Tesla is riding on
roadway” might be {823, 300, 800, 400, 731, 534,
780}).

Figure 1. Example of parts descriptions of image.

Therefore, the very natural task of pointing out and
naming different parts of an image in fact involves a
complex pattern recognition process of identifying
salient subsets of a grid of a few million brightness

values and annotating them with sequences of
integers. Moreover, the image captions often require
detecting and describing complex high-level concepts
that are not only visual but require di cult inferences.
41
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For example, some images can be annotated by
humans as “a traffic jam”, which requires the ability
to detect multiple cars and analyze their quantity and
spatial arrangements

that the rate of inappropriate words ate gradually
decreased by accumulating similar patterns.
Figure 2 shows the concept of estimating
likelihoods of data.

EXISTING APPROACHES
ESTIMATING LIKELIHOODS OF DATA

Some of the earliest work focused on the problem
of associating nouns with image region features based
on statistical models that leverage co-occurrence
statistics [1, 2, 3, 4].
To find detailed correlation between text and
image, each portion of the image should be correlated
to words instead of the whole image to words.
Assigning keywords to images portion by portion
would be an ideal way to prepare learning data.
However, with the exception of a very small
vocabulary, such learning data cannot be found nor can
be prepared. The more the size of the data increases,
the more difficult assigning keywords to images
portion by portion becomes. So, was developed
another method to avoid this fundamental problem.
To avoid this problem, was proposed a simple
method to correlate each portion of an image to
keywords only using keywords for the whole image.
The procedure of the proposed method is as
follows:
1) Many images with keywords are used for
learning data;
2) Divide each image into parts and extract
features from each part;
3) Each divided part inherits all words from its
original image;
4) Make clusters from all divided images using
vector quantization;
5) Accumulate the frequencies of words of all
partial images in each cluster, and calculate the
likelihood for every word;
6) For an unknown image, divide it into parts,
extract their features, and find the nearest clusters for
all divided parts. Combine the likelihoods of their
clusters, and determine which words are most
plausible.
The main point of this method is to reduce noise
by accumulating similar partial patterns from many
images with keywords. For example, suppose an
image has two words, “sky” and “mountain”. After
dividing the image, the part which has only the sky
pattern also has “sky” and “mountain” due to the
inheriting of all words. The word “mountain” is
inappropriate for the part. However, if another image
has two words “sky” and “river”, accumulating these
to images, the sky pattern has two “sky”, one
“mountain” and one “river”. In such way, can hope
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Figure 2. Concept of estimating likelihoods of data.

Some extensions of these approaches have been
developed to model not just nouns but prepositions and
comparative adjectives that may be used to express
relationships between objects [5].
Figure 3 shows the model for image annotation
with using nouns, prepositions and comparative
adjectives.

Figure 3. Graphical model with using nouns,
prepositions and comparative adjectives.
Each image is represented with a set of image
regions and each region is associated with an object
which can be classified as belonging to a certain
semantic object class. These semantic object classes
are represented by nouns in the vocabulary. Assume
two regions 𝑗𝑗 and 𝑘𝑘 are associated with objects
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belonging to semantic object classes, 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 and 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝
respectively. Each region is describing by a set of
visual features 𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗 and 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 . The likelihood of image
features 𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗 and 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 would depend on the nouns 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 and
𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 and the parameters of the appearance models (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 )
of these nouns. These parameters encode visual
appearance of the object classes. For every pair of
image regions, there exist some relationships between
them based on their locations and appearances.
Relationship types are represented by a vocabulary of
prepositions and comparative adjectives. Let 𝑟𝑟 be a
type of relationship (such as “above”, “below”) that
holds between the objects associated with regions 𝑗𝑗
and 𝑘𝑘. The nouns associated with the regions, 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 and
𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 , provide priors on the types of relationships in
which they might participate (for example, there is a
high prior for the relationship “above” if the nouns are
“sky” and “water”, since in most images “sky” will
occur above “water”). Every relationship is described
by differential image features 𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 . The likelihood of the
differential features depends on the type of
relationship 𝑟𝑟 and the parameters of relationship
model 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 .
COMMON MEANING SPACE

Because this amount of data is not enough for the
allocation useful information from image people have
started to tackle more general language constructs and
full sentences [6, 7, 8, 9].
Since image description requires the ability to
associate images and sentences, all image description
systems can be viewed in terms of an affinity function
f ( i, s ) which measures the degree of association
between images and sentences. Given a candidate pool
of sentences Scand . Image annotation aims to find the

( )

sentence s* ∈ Scand that maximizes function f iq , s

for a query image iq ∈ I cand . In this case, f ( i, s )
should be maximized for image-sentence pairs in
which the sentence describes the image well:

( )

s* = arg maxs∈Scand f iq , s .
The challenge in defining 𝑓𝑓 lies in the fact that
images and sentences are drawn from two different
spaces, 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑆𝑆. There are two different kinds of
defining 𝑓𝑓. One is based on Nearest-Neighbor search
(NN), the other uses a technique called Kernel
Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA).
OTHER APPROACHES
Since these ranking methods are constrained to
annotating images from a finite collection of

sentences, many approaches have been proposed to
overcome this limitation and generate descriptions.
The early work of developed an approach processed an
image with a hierarchical parsing engine and then
serialized to text via an intermediate process of part of
speech production rules that get filled in based on the
image content [10]. Unfortunately, their approach
required extensive hand-coded details about the
generative process. A similar approach in spirit was
used earlier by Gupta who used AND-OR graphs to
describe sport event videos [11]. The work of Li
instead detected objects in the image and composed
them into a sentence using pretrained n-grams, which
act as large lookup tables of frequently-occurring short
snippet phrases [12]. Kuznetsova generate captions by
retrieving and then selectively combining pieces of
human-written sentences [13]. Kulkarni use an
approach where detections of objects, scenes,
modifiers or spatial attributes are inserted into fixed
sentence templates [14]. Finally, Yang et al. [15] and
Mitchell et al. [16] similarly estimate likely words
based on object detections and generate descriptions
by growing syntactic trees with production rules.
CONCLUSION
There are a lot of different approaches that allow
to transform images to texts. Some of them use the
estimating likelihood of data, some use common
meaning space, others try to generate full sequences.
But all of them are constrained by vocabulary size and
quality.
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Abstract
This paper presents a solution for traffic management in various application fields of smart cities. In
detail, the main aim is to achieve intelligent management of a road junction, parking, and lighting in
the context of a smart city.
I.

INTRODUCTION
A smart city is an urban area that uses different
types of data gathered by sensors to supply
information which is used to manage assets and
resources efficiently [1]. The smart city concept
integrates
Information
and
Communication
Technology (ICT), and various physical devices
connected to the network (i.e., the Internet of Things
or IoT) [2][3]. A smart city allows officials to interact
directly with both community and infrastructure and to
monitor what is happening and how the city is
evolving.
A study by Juniper Research [4] found that
measures to ease traffic will be crucial for smart cities.
The key to these considerations will be the creation of
a sustainable public transport network. Other measures
will also be of primary importance, such as the two
million intelligent parking spaces that will be installed
globally by 2021. In addition, the research discovered
that the smart street lighting market, which consists in
LED units and micro-controlled sensors, will raise up
a lot over the next five years, with over a half of the
globally LED luminaires connected to the network.
A WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) could be a
good starting point for a lot of IoT applications, and
this is especially true for our case scenario.
Furthermore, the possibility to provide connectivity to
the Internet through a gateway is even more
convenient to enable remote management of the smart
devices and remote analysis of the environment.
The wireless protocols involved in a WSN may
vary and strongly depend on the application
requirements. In the scenario described in this paper,
IEEE 802.11b (Wi-Fi) and IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet)
standards are used. The first one to send data among
the nodes of the network and the second one to
establish a communication between a gateway of the
WSN and an administration device. The usage of the
IEEE 802.11b standard has been chosen for simulation
purposes, but another wireless protocol, such as
802.11ah (HaLow) could be used as well.

II.

RELATED WORKS
Traffic light control systems are widely used to
monitor and control the flow of vehicles through the
junction of many roads. As described in [5], the
synchronization of multiple traffic light systems at
adjacent intersections is a complicated problem given
the various parameters involved. Conventional
systems do not handle variable flows approaching the
junctions. Besides, the mutual interference between
adjacent traffic light systems, the disparity of cars flow
with time, the accidents, the passage of emergency
vehicles, and the pedestrian crossing are not
implemented in the existing traffic system. As a
consequence, it is possible to have traffic jams and
congestions. The authors of [5] also designed a
portable controller device to solve the problem of
emergency vehicles stuck in the congested roads.
As pointed out in [6], it is useful to measure the
traffic density by counting the number of vehicles in
each lane and their weight, then park in automated
parking or diverge them accordingly. It is also tricky
for traffic police to monitor the whole scenario round
the clock. So, the system proposed by the authors can
be implemented on highways and city traffic.
In [7], it is analyzed the impact of smart traffic
handling scheme in managing the radio resources
among the different layers of a multimode and
multiband radio network. The impact of two different
traffic handling schemes on loading of GSM900/1800
layers
along
with
Universal
Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) 900/2100
layers was observed. Interference margin is introduced
in the UMTS link budget as a system parameter that
will account for systems degradation. One of the
targets of this massive simulation campaign was to
observe the impact of smart traffic handling scheme on
interference margin.
Finally, a web-based application for vehicle
drivers is proposed in [8]. The main aim is to derive
the data from real-time traffic analysis to indicate the
local traffic flow and to suggest the incoming vehicles
45
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to make use of alternative routes to alleviate growth of
the gridlock further.
III.

THE PROPOSED APPROACH
We have chosen to implement our sistem with a
star network topology with various modules that
converge in a central controller that deals with the
processing of data for the creation of traffic statistics.
The external modules of the network take care of the
management of a crossroad (with a traffic light
system), a parking lot with slot control and the public
lighting system of a long avenue. The transmission of
data between the external modules and the hub takes
place via Wi-Fi, while the internal communication in
each module is wired and uses the Ethernet protocol.
For the realization of this network, we have simulated
several sensors to detect data, controllers, and
gateways for routing, and, finally, actuators that have
different functions (traffic light activation, luminary
switch-on, and so on).
A first module coordinates vehicular traffic at an
intersection via traffic lights. Specifically, we
simulated a crossing of two orthogonal roads, with the
possibility, in each lane, to continue straight or turn
right. The traffic lights are not merely timed, but adjust
according to the presence of vehicles, thanks to
appropriate sensors.
The second module manages a controlled parking
lot. Thanks to sensors, we can detect how many and
which places are free and show it to the drivers on a
display. The hourly car exit rate is also measured,
which is used for forecasting traffic.
The third module manages the lighting of a road.
It uses sensors to detect the presence of cars, as well as
traffic statistics collected by the other two modules and
processed by the central node. The lights will be turned
off when not needed to reduce energy consumption,
but always ensuring road safety.
The central node of the network consists of the
module that generates the traffic forecast. In a real
case, it would also be interesting to send these data on
the Internet to allow users or other services to draw on
them.
IV. SCENARIO
The proposed approaches have been implemented
in Matlab/Simulink/TrueTime. The Crossroad module
simulates the operation of a smart road junction. Inside
it, we find four sensors able to detect the presence of
vehicles in the four roads of the intersection. These
sensors have been implemented with a Uniform
Random Number block that outputs real numbers
between 0 and 1. To have a Boolean output (i.e., 1:
vehicle present - 0: vehicle absent), we have rounded
the output value via the Matlab function block. By
performing the simulation, we realized that, due to
random sensors, we could verify the case in which a
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vehicle stopped at the traffic light disappeared. To
solve this problem, we introduced an artifice, i.e., at
the Matlab function blocks of the sensors, we also
input the value of the respective traffic light, so that
the sensors continue to give output 1 (vehicle present)
if the traffic light is red. Undoubtedly, in a real context,
it would not be necessary as it is rare for a vehicle to
disappear from the sensor's range of action.

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the modules

Each sensor is connected to a TrueTime Kernel
able to send the collected data to the central crossover
kernel via the network. The traffic lights are
implemented with TrueTime Kernel blocks connected
to monitors (Scopes). The central kernel monitors the
traffic lights (with MBSD approach) and calculates a
traffic index for each time interval (in the 3 min
simulation). Messages are forwarded through a kernel
that acts as a gateway. For the calculation of this index,
we use a Matlab Function block to which we input the
data collected by the sensors and the maximum value
of vehicles that are supposed to cross the intersection
in the chosen time interval. The central kernel also
takes care of sending the calculated index to the central
node of the smart city via a wireless network.
In the Crossroad module, we chose to use three
wired Ethernet networks: the first connects the sensors
to the gateway; the second connects the gateway to the
central kernel; the third connects the gateway to the
traffic lights.
The Parking module simulates the operation of a
smart parking space. Inside it, we have included three
sensors that reveal the presence of vehicles in three
parking spaces (slots). These sensors have been
implemented with a Uniform Random Number block
that outputs real numbers between 0 and 1.
Presumably, in a real context, there will be many more
slots. Each sensor is connected to a TrueTime Kernel
able to send the data collected to the central parking
kernel via the network. Outside the parking, there will
be a monitor that will indicate the availability of seats.
This monitor has been implemented with kernels and
scopes. The central kernel is also responsible for
calculating a traffic index for each time interval (in the
3min simulation). Messages are forwarded through a
kernel that acts as a gateway. For the calculation of this
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index, we use a Matlab Function block to which we
input the data collected by the sensors and the
maximum value of vehicles assumed to leave the
parking space in the chosen time interval. The central
kernel also takes care of sending the calculated index
to the central node of the smart city via a wireless
network. In the Parking module, we chose to use three
wired Ethernet networks: the first connects the sensors
to the gateway; the second connects the gateway to the
central kernel; the third connects the gateway to the
monitor's kernels.
The Lighting module simulates the functioning of
the lighting system of an urban road. The system
consists of 16 lamps divided into four sections of 4
consecutive. For each section, there is a sensor able to
detect the presence of a vehicle within this sector. The
lights are controlled sector by sector to give sufficient
visibility to the vehicle in transit. Assuming that a
vehicle is in the second section, we will turn on the
previous section (I), the current section (II) and the
next section (III). The sensors have been implemented
with a Uniform Random Number block that outputs
real numbers between 0 and 1. To have a Boolean
output (i.e., 1: vehicle present - 0: vehicle absent), we
have rounded the output value via the Matlab function
block. Each sensor is connected to a TrueTime Kernel
able to send the collected data to the central kernel of
the lighting system via the network. For each sector,
we have a TrueTime Kernel with four outputs
corresponding to the four lights that it controls. The
outputs can take Boolean values (i.e., 1: light on - 0:
light off). The central kernel controls the lighting of
the lights; it is based both on the data collected by the
sensors and on the statistics produced by the central
node and received via the wireless network. During the
hours of intense traffic, a proactive approach will be
adopted by switching the lights on regardless, while in
the remaining time slot, they will turn on according to
the presence of vehicles (reactive approach). Messages
are forwarded through a kernel that acts as a gateway.
In the Lighting module, we chose to use three wired
networks: the first connects the sensors to the gateway;
the second connects the gateway to the central kernel;
the third connects the gateway to the lighting kernels.
The central node of the project consists of a
TrueTime Kernel and a fuzzy logic controller. To
calculate the traffic statistic, we chose to use a soft
computing approach, i.e., a fuzzy controller. The
central node communicates with the other three
modules via a wireless network. The nodes of this
network, in a real context, could be arranged at
distances of the order of hundreds of meters or even of
a few kilometers. Therefore, the transmission must
take place at high power, which would not be a
problem as the electricity grid powers the stations. The
use of the star network topology was considered
appropriate because, even in the event of failure of the

wireless links or the central node, traffic in the smart
city would be managed less optimally, but in any case,
such as to guarantee correct viability.
The use of soft computing plays a central role in
this project. The fuzzy logic controller is responsible
for establishing the extent of traffic congestion. The
total traffic index is calculated by five membership
functions: very low, low, medium, high, very high. As
inputs, we have two variables that are the hourly traffic
indexes: one coming from the parking lot, which is
based on the number of vehicles passing by, and one
coming from the intersection, which is based on the
number of vehicles leaving the parking lot. The indices
are integer numbers from 1 to 10 (i.e., 1 little traffic,
10 much traffic). These values are sent to the fuzzy
controller at the same time, once every hour. The
controller will output a third hourly traffic index
(integer from 1 to 10) which will take into account
both the traffic in the crossroad and the parking traffic
in an appropriate manner. In particular, it gives more
weight to that recorded at the crossroads. The traffic
statistics will be sent to the lighting system that will
turn on the lights smartly (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The traffic index and the state of a light (on-off). When
the traffic index is above 5 the light is always on.

The model-based software design (MBSD)
approach was used to manage the functioning of the
traffic light system located at the center of a road
junction. The controller of the traffic light system is
configured in such a way as to allow vehicles to pass
in only one direction and with a time limit. This
controller receives the data from sensors that detect a
car as input and drives the actuators that will change
the color of the traffic light. The use of a finite-state
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model for the management of a semaphore seemed
perfect, as it has three states (green, yellow, red) and
simple transitions. The finite-state diagram is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: finite-state diagram for a semaphore

V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the context of the Crossroad and Parking
modules, we chose to measure the data throughput sent
by the controllers to their respective gateways. Given
the slow rate of transmission, due to the nature of the
context, we measured the throughput over a period of
180 sec. We have calculated it both as the number of
packets sent in the unit of time and as the number of
bits sent in the unit of time. Regarding the
communication between the modules and the central
node, being this wireless, we chose to monitor the endto-end delay and the reliability (percentage of packets
received compared to sent). To measure it correctly
even with a non-zero error probability, we have
implemented an acknowledgment mechanism (ack) to
ensure receipt of the package containing the number of
packets sent (Figure 4). The central node is the data
processor for generating traffic hour statistics; this is
not a real-time context so that even the presence of
high delays (of the order of seconds) does not preclude
the proper functioning of the system.

Figure 4: Example of the reliability computation
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS
The traffic management system proposed in this
project offers the following advantages: 1) decrease of
city traffic; 2) decrease of electricity consumption; 3)
provide useful information to citizens. This system
could be applied to a real context using many modules
and dividing the city into zones. One could then
calculate the traffic indices by zone and take the
following actions only in that area. Finally, it could be
possible to combine all traffic indexes and create a
map of city traffic at various times. This map could be
sent to smart cars that could recommend the most
convenient route. Furthermore, by combining this
system with others, such as the management of public
transport, a significant improvement in mobility could
be achieved. By adding sensors of environmental
pollution, it could be feasible to study the correlation
between traffic and pollution, as various factors vary
(alternating plates, electric vehicles).
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Abstract
The article considers the implementation of mathematical models of algorithms for processing audio signals in
the Mathcad environment. As the graphic models are the structural diagrams of devices for implementing different sound effects.

INTRODUCTION
Mathematical modeling plays a significant role in
the development of digital processing of sound signals.
Currently, there are a number of ready-made software products that allow implementing some or other
algorithms of sound processing. This definitely is the
simplest way. However, it does not allow us to disclose
the mathematical essence of the algorithms underlying
the signal conversion. Therefore, the idea of implementing mathematical models of digital sound processing seems to be the most attractive by instruments
of computer mathematics and modeling. Such features
can be provided, in particular, by the Mathcad package
[2].
IMPLEMENTATION OF EFFECTS
The choice of instruments of implementing mathematical models of algorithms for processing audio signals is justified, first, by the clarity and ease of working
with sound samples. Thus, load a sound signal in * .wav
format, the READWAV operator is used in the matrix,
and WRITEWAV is used to write the processing results
[2]. The work uses single-channel audio files (mono).
However, the results obtained can be extended to stereo
tracks. Using the Mathcad environment also allows displaying the results of processing on the screen in the
form of graphs or diagrams. This makes it possible to
compare sound files with images corresponding to
them. In particular, a simple one-tone sound in the time
domain is a sinusoidal oscillation with a frequency corresponding to the sound height. The higher the oscillation frequency, the higher the corresponding sound.
In Fig. 1 shows a fragment of the program, which
allows to illustrate how "a sine wave" sounds.
A sufficiently large number of algorithms for processing audio signals is associated with the concept of
"modulation". In particular, the modulation effect can
be used by modeling in the characteristic sound of individual musical instruments. The use of amplitude
modulation leads to the appearance of the "tremolo" effect, which is characteristic of such an instrument as the
electronic organ.

Figure 1. Sound sine wave

Below (in Fig. 2) is a block diagram of the device
for implementing this effect and a mathematical description of the algorithm.

y ( n ) = 1 + m ⋅ m ( n )  ⋅ x ( n )]
Figure 2. Structural scheme for realizing the effect of "tremolo"

The program, which illustrates the simulation of
the effect, is below in Fig. 3.
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Figure 5. Modeling the "vibrato" effect

If we combine the amplitude and phase modulations together, we can obtain an effect close to the
"wah-wah" effect.

Figure 3. Modeling the effect of "tremolo"

Phase and frequency modulation is also often
used to realize various sound effects. In particular, to
create the timbre of the sound of the woodwinds (oboe),
the "vibrato" effect based on the phase modulation effect is applied [1].

Figure 4. Structural diagram for realizing the effect of "vibrato"

In the discrete-time domain, the modulated oscillation is the expression:
x=
( n ) Amsin(2πFn + Isin ( 2πFmd n )

The following figure can show an implementation of the effect in the Mathcad environment.
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Figure 6. Modeling the "wah-wah" effect

In addition to the simple effects mentioned above,
the effect of the "echo" effect is often applied to give a
natural effect to the sound. To implement this effect,
delay lines are usually used. The structure of the devices that realize this effect is shown in Fig. 7 [1].

Figure 7. Structural scheme for implementing the effect of "echo"

The use of one or more delay lines in conjunction
with the reverse links allows you to mix the original
signal with its weakened and time-shifted copy, which
creates the illusion of an echo. Feedback creates an infinite number of repetitions of sound, followed by an
interval equal to the delay time. However, in reality,
due to the sound attenuation effect, the number of repetitions perceived by ear is usually small. Therefore,
when modeling the operation of such a device, for exemplification, you can limit yourself to three repetitions.
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In Fig. 8 shows the software implementation of
the "echo" effect in the Mathcad environment.

CONCLUSION
The possibility of signal processing in the
MathCAD environment has great advantages over the
available known methods. First, the most important is
the ability to create any effect that can be mathematically described. Secondly, an important factor is that it
is possible to adjust this or that effect to the smallest
detail. When processing the sound signal, we, among
other things, also get an opportunity to evaluate the received sound visually for the presence, for example, of
distortions that could occur during recording. The only
significant drawback is that the file being processed
must have the extension ".wav", which at the moment
severely limits its functionality, since this extension is
not the most popular in the music environment (obviously worse, for example, to ".mp3" ). Nevertheless, the
program has a huge potential, and with the proper level
of knowledge can be an indispensable assistant in the
processing of audio signals.
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Abstract
This paper shows the development of an intelligent management system for an industrial greenhouse. Versatility
is the primary goal of our project: managing some specific parameters our system can be adapted to the needs of
any new or existing structure. In according to Internet of Things philosophy, internal microenviroinment management is performed by microsensors, which collect datas from the environment, by controllers, which analyse and
create solutions, and by actuators, which drives connected devices like sprinklers or air conditioners. Our system
is characterized by a smart and efficient use of resources and a good interoperability among devices, which work
together and interchange informations, transforming raw datas into useful and functional informations, not only
for management but also to forecast future costs and consumptions.
Keywords
Internet of Things, Wireless Sensor Network, Neural Network, ZigBee.

I. INTRODUCTION
A greenhouse is an artificial environment usually built for cultivating fruit and vegetables in places
whose climate conditions would not allow to grow
plants naturally. These structures protect cultivations
from adverse weather conditions maintaining the same
characteristics of the natural habitats required by
plants and allowing the creation of artificial and more
profitable seasons-related climate condition by managing several environmental factors such as air and
soil humidity, temperature, exposure to light and wind
speed. The increasing request for off-season products
led to the more frequent use of new technologies.
The primary goal of this paper is to realize a
complex system by which it would be possible to manage an industrial greenhouse by automatic monitoring
of environmental conditions and by implementing devices in controlling internal greenhouse microclimate.
These features would be helpful both in production
maximization and in costs reduction, decreasing the
human effort needed in traditional intensive agriculture.
The greenhouse concept implies the creation of
an ideal environment to increase the number of different types of cultivated crops. Nevertheless, without
proper control of atmospheric variables, adverse conditions may occur in the greenhouse. These variables
are managed to start by their detection, using smart devices which allow the control of the heating and irrigation systems, and of the motorized mobile covers.
The idea of a network made by communicating smart
electromechanical systems is inspired by the
SmartDust project developed in 2001 by Kristofer SJ
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Pister, at University of California, Berkeley. The concept of the mote, as it is often called in the literature,
i.e., a sensor node of a wireless network which can
manage several processes, gather sensor information
and communicate with other connected nodes, is the
theoretical base for this paper. A development that is
not to be understood from the point of view of power,
as would be expected from Moore's law. Energy saving has always been a significant feature of these units.
The proposed Smart System is composed of
three macro-sections:
● Hardware components: Sensors, actuators,
controllers, and networks;
● Software components: Applications in controllers which react to events and monitor costs;
● Simulation functions: Empirical physicalmathematical system which simulates reality.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the SmartDust project, Pister explains the project of a network made of a micrometrical electromechanical system capable of wireless communication
for information exchange about temperature, humidity
level, light exposition, and so on. [1] WSN is one of
the most relevant of 21st-century technologies, especially considering the advantages on embedding costs
and power consumption.[6]
Furthermore, our project tends to have more
flexibility and adaptability to different kinds of input
information. Costs reduction is guaranteed by the possibility of using different types of sensors; in this
sense, the choice of using the ZigBee standard played
a crucial role. Recently several different platforms are
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working on increasing the flexibility of interconnected
systems, trying to reach a new level and also preserving the capability of data injection from every kind of
source, physical devices, human inputs, online data,
and so on [7].
At the same time data gathering has been taken
into account.[8] In this paper, both data collected by
sensors and weather forecasts have been analyzed by
a neural network concerning power consumption.
Moreover, the use of smart devices in this field enables a reduction in resource needed [9]. It is clear, according to the cited literature, that utilizing the existing potential of both WSNs and IoT would allow researchers to offer key-findings to the agri-food industry, enabling the development of other systems similar
to the one we projected and granting the chance of increasing efficiency in production and resource availability.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Choices about hardware components depended
on the already available commercial devices which
would guarantee reliability. Sensors belong to a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) which ensure mobility.
Microclimate corrections are made by the actuators
that were led by control devices connected to each
other by a wired network.
The connection between the two networks, the
WSN and the wired network, which allows the communication between sensors, control devices, and actuators, is managed by a gateway, which is the center
of the network (as shown in figure 1). In this way, parameters can be monitored by sensors and then processed by control devices responsible for managing
actuators included in the wired network.

area network (WPAN), of small low-consumption antennas. These WSN nodes send detected parameters to
the gateway, which allows the communication with
control devices connected to the wired network. The
wired network, which connects actuators, was implemented with the CSMA/CD protocol (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Detection).
Control devices use soft computing techniques
for the management of the actuators, specifically polyvalent logics, such as the fuzzy-logic, and a neural
network. The climate control system, involved in regulating the temperature of the blown air, is managed
by a Fuzzy-logic controller which checks temperature
difference between the external air and the internal
one. These two parameters represent the input signals
of the controller. In this case, triangular waves functions - as membership functions - are the best choice
in representing data. Inputs measure unit chosen is
Celsius degree.
The Fuzzy-Logic controller converts inputs to
linguistic variables. Then, it chooses an output based
on rules described in the controller. The output is a dimensionless value which expresses blown air temperature. The Output is combined with some Matlab
Function blocks as shown in figure 2, and it guarantees
air flow regulation.

Figure 2: The climate control system.

Figure 1: WSN and wired network.

WSN nodes use a technology known as Zigbee,
an IEEE 802.15.4-based specification, to ensure communication. This standard specifies the application
profiles based on the use, for the wireless personal

Great importance is given to costs analysis concerning climatic cell usage. The energy cost trend is
not only monitored. In fact, the system makes forecasts using a Neural Network (NN) implemented in
the tool: Neural Network Toolbox. The NN training is
based on results obtained during the simulation, in this
way it could predict future costs of the climate control.
The irrigation system is represented by a Platform-Independent Model (PIM), a finite state machine
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which describes the entire irrigation cycle analyzing
actuators behavior using State flowchart. The input
values are humidity and temperature level detected by
the sensor network. The machine evaluates inputs detected by WSN than move through states which will
turn on or turn off irrigation actuators. A debounce
system has been embedded on the finite state machine,
a mechanism which avoids those wrong readings of
values determine passage to the next state when not
needed. Also, the Greenhouse's coverage system is
represented by a PIM. Input considered values refer to
the external light brightness and wind speed.
IV. SCENARIO
The primary goal of this paper is to guarantee
the maximum flexibility of the system previously explained, allowing changes in several parameters, such
as the greenhouse size, the thermal characteristics of
used materials, properties of the actuators themselves,
and set up constants such as electricity costs, thanks to
a configuration file included in the project without the
necessity of modifying functional block.
The TrueTime Network block represents the
wireless network. Inputs are the positions of the nodes
belonging to the network, while outputs are the scheduling of the network and the power of the node consumption. The choice of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
simplifies the management of the devices. The wired
network (Ethernet, CSMA/CD) is simulated within
the same block.
Wireless sensors have been represented by subsystems made by TrueTime Kernel (which simulates
the operating logic, the sensor connectivity, and an analog source which represents the environmental inputs). The Kernel schedules a timed reading task routine of the time-continuous source value and then send
detected data to the gateway. Each basic unit can communicate and also to calculate and memorize.
The environmental variables control systems are
represented by complex systems, constituted by
TrueTime Kernels, which schedule tasks that manage
the communicative aspect of these devices. As already
mentioned in the second section, both soft-computing
techniques and conditional controls made by Matlab
functions are used mixed. A module is developed to
translate physical principles and models into Matlab
blocks imitating the real world and analyzing the implemented system.
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Figure 3: Simulation results: power consumption
and temperatures.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In analyzing system performances, we take into
account data such as transmission capacity of the wireless channel used (Throughput), or end-to-end transmission time between terminal nodes (e.g., sensors
and control devices). These measurements have been
identified as critical for the system because a sensor
failure or malfunctioning in detecting a parameter or
in activating an actuator could compromise the entire
system. An analysis was performed using the Matlab's
profiler tool, as in the case of controllers consisting of
Matlab Function blocks. By the simulations ran by
Matlab software it could be possible to see how these
parameters fit entirely within the implementation limits. The WSN throughput value stands at 4 bits/sec,
representing the 0.0005% of the maximum capacity of
the network. Indeed, a result of this type depends on
the negligible length of the byte strings transmitted by
the sensors, while the average end-to-end transmission
average time is less than 0.002 sec, as shown in figure
4, ensuring the perfect functioning of the control devices.

Figure 4: Performance evaluation results: Trend of the end to
end delay during the simulation

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The object of this paper perfectly fits in the Simulink software, which allows us to shape and analyze
complex mathematical systems such as the way heat
is transferred from a greenhouse to the external envi-
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ronment, an aspect analyzed and translated into a subsystem which offers consistent results. The system allows determining a result that adheres to a specific application reality, allowing a technical evaluation of a
possible design. The whole system offers us the
chance of both generalizing and integrating it into
more complex systems, as already mentioned, maintaining a high-level of concreteness. In this sense, possible future development could be linked to the use of
distributed programming techniques.
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Abstract
The article considers the possibility of symbiosis of two fundamentally different systems for high-precision determination of the spatial coordinates of objects: an active bistatic radar system and a highresolution optical system. The results of modeling the two-position system are presented. The limitations
of each of the systems are shown separately. The structure of the radio-optical complex is proposed
which allows to achieve qualitatively new results in solving problems of detection, recognition, and
determination of the trajectory coordinates of objects.
INTRODUCTION
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RADIO-OPTICAL COMPLEX
STRUCTURE
The structure of the symbiosis of the two systems is shown in Figure 1, where two transposing positions are located at a distance D from each other and
perform joint monitoring of the required «Obj» object.
In this case, objects can be as motionless and moving.
The second system of the radio optical complex
of visual diagnostics scaning surrounding space within
the monitoring zone by using the optical sensor C. After that, all information received from the two different
observation systems is transferred to the control and
joint processing point of information, where all information are identify, complexing and displayed in a single information field.

R1
Data fusion

Traditionally, radar systems are used to determine the coordinates of a moving object. Because of:
- The opportunity for a short period of time to
cover the vast areas of the observed space;
- the ability to inform the user about the presence
of detected objects in the coverage area in real time;
- high efficiency of work in adverse weather conditions and the ability to work at any time of the day.
Radar systems have limitations. For example,
the monostatic radar uses information contained in the
characteristics of the electromagnetic field reflected
from the object of observation. With the single-position radar it is not possible to determine the total velocity vector of the observed object, and also low azimuth resolution for these stations.
Consequently, it is profitable to use a system
consisting of several stations spaced in area, where realized the algorithms of joint processing of radar information. Radar information obtained from several
spaced positions allows to obtain a number of advantages in comparison with a monostatic radar, in
particular: to improve the accuracy of coordinate
measurements, to increase the resolution, noise immunity, etc. [1- 3].
However, even for multi-position radar systems,
it is difficult to meet modern requirements for space
monitoring systems, for example, it is difficult to accurately identify the boundaries of an observable object with the help of radar stations and solve the problem of object identification.
In this regard, it is proposed to use additional observation systems - visual diagnostic systems. Separately, they have a number of disadvantages indicated
in table 1, but using the above described systems in
symbiosis it is possible to achieve qualitatively new
results in solving problems of determining the trajectory coordinates of objects, as well as their identification in difficult meteorological conditions.

D

Obj

С

R2

Fig 1

BISTATIC RADAR
The main advantage of multi-position radar systems is the ability to determine the coordinates of the
object using distance-ranging information or goniometric [4].
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So the bistatic radar system makes it possible to
achieve high measurement accuracy, in comparison
with a monostatic radar [5], which is relevant in modern radar systems, because it makes it possible to improve the accuracy of trajectory coordinates determination by complicating radar processing algorithms
without changing existing equipment, thus saving time
and financial resources.
The results of modeling the range measurements
obtained separately by the single-position radar and as
a result of the joint processing of the data obtained
from the two-position system for various standard deviations of σ = 1, 10 and 100 meters are shown in Fig.
2. The red color indicates the measurement by one position, the blue indicates the measurement obtained by
joint processing data obtained from two positions, and
green the true value of the range.
SYSTEM OF VISUAL DIAGNOSTICS
The used system of visual diagnostics allows to
solve problems which are difficult to solve separately
by radar means, or requires large computational resources and processing time.
Table 1 shows the limitations of both systems
considered and their possible solutions for radar and
camera symbiosis
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CONSLUSIONS
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+

+
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Systems where radar and camera using together
have great potential and harmoniously complement
each other when solving a complex of problems
The key point in the implementation of the systems considered is the algorithms for combining the
data obtained into a single information field.
With the joint use of these sensors, it is possible
to achieve qualitatively new results that are not available when they are used separately.
At [6], it was proposed to use radar and camera
together, but it is proposed to use one radar, the article
presents the shortcomings of this approach, and also
the simulation results that make it expedient to use
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multi-position radar systems in symbiosis with optical
sensors.
These systems can be used in various types of
human activities, for example, in dealing with road
safety, organizing the security of various objects or
searching for and rescuing people in various disaster
areas.
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Annotation
The article deals with aspects related to the assessment of the possibility of switching to the full automation of the infrastructure of a large metropolis, such as the city of St. Petersburg, that can lead to
the creation of a qualitative new standard of living for the population.
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The percentage of urban population in the world is
growing every year. Accordingly, consumption of energy resources, water resources, equipment, communications, management resources is growing. To solve
all the above needs of humanity, it was decided to create "Smart Cities", or "smart-city". At the heart of the
"smart city", as a rule, there are 8 components, namely:
energy, water supply, transport, security, services, integration, government, residents. [1] All these are integral parts of an intelligent city, which in turn must
also be "smart", i.e. automated and integrated with
each other. In this article, we will consider possible
methods for implementing smart-city technologies
that are relevant in the city of St. Petersburg. There is
an international standard ISO 37120: 2014 "Sustainable Community Development. Indicators of the evaluation of services and urban quality of life. The application of this standard when automating the social infrastructure of St. Petersburg will ensure:
- more effective management and implementation
of urban services;
- accessibility of the evaluation of results;
- reliability of estimates and validity of planned
changes;
- the use of the provisions of this standard and the results for policy decisions and in daily practice by city
administrators
- mutual learning between cities;
- application of this standard as a methodical and
practical guide for substantiating, in understandable
terms, requests for funding from various funds, including international ones;
- improvement of the investment climate;
- Planning of economic development of the city and
so on. When designing the "Smart City", when calculating all its components, the most optimal solution
will be the use of information modeling (BIM). However, this may cause a number of problems, since most
programs are foreign, and therefore not adapted to the

specifics of Russian cities. Another drawback in applying information modeling of cities in Russia is the
lack of import substitution, therefore, very few standardizing documents in this area. [2]
The city is located in the northern part of the continent, and it is characterized by moist windy weather, a
large amount of precipitation, and a large presence of
water bodies. On average, 365 days a year, 200 days
with precipitation. All these factors lead to the fact that
within the "smart city" program to provide a megacity
of electricity produced from the city's water sources
and the region. Despite the very high costs of installing
the HPP, it will pay for them completely and such energy will not be subjected to any inflation. It is also
worth using the energy of tides and consider the possibility of using waves. Another equally interesting idea
was proposed by the Commission on Atomic Energy
in France, very suitable for the climate of St. Petersburg. The idea is to use the energy of the falling rain.
Each falling drop has its effect. Getting on the piezoceramic element, it affects it physically, which leads
to the appearance of an electrical potential. Further, the
electric charge is modified (just as in the microphones
the electrical signal is converted into oscillations). Due
to the diversity of its forms, water has a truly enormous
energy potential. Now, hydropower is a quarter of the
world's electricity production and is a growing trend in
this area. [3] The city of St. Petersburg, due to its geographical location, could be the foremost among the
"smart cities" using water sources of energy. Wind
power should become another branch of the development of electricity in St. Petersburg. The Leningrad region has a large number of unoccupied non-residential
areas, where you can put a wind farm. An analogue of
such a wind farm is already in the city of Ulyanovsk,
built by the Finnish energy company OAO FORTUM
and RUSNANO. Ulyanovsk wind power station has
one drawback - it is low-power for a city like St. Petersburg. In order to provide the entire city for one
year, about 150 Ulyanovsk wind power stations will be
needed. To calculate the consumption of electricity
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consumed by the city, you need to use the following
formula:
(1)
=
W P *t ⋅T ,
where W - electricity consumption in kWh; P - power
consumed by the city in kW; t - time of operation of
the source of consumption (city) per day in hours; T number of days of operation of the source of consumption (city).
Figure 1 shows the consumption and generation of
electricity in St. Petersburg and the Leningrad Region
in 2013-2017.
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Figure 1 - Consumption and power generation in St. Petersburg
and the Leningrad Region

Thus, over the past 5 years in St. Petersburg, more
electricity was generated than consumed. But the existing types of power plants are not environmentally
friendly and cause great damage to the environment.
To reduce harmful factors, it is possible to replace part
of the power plants with wind parks, which operate at
the expense of an inexhaustible natural resource wind. Despite the fact that wind power plants do much
less harm to the environment, their installation for St.
Petersburg is unlikely to pay off, as building a very
powerful station will require very large financial investments that the city will not be able to provide.
Thus, in order to provide 1/3 of St. Petersburg with
such wind farms as the Ulyanovsk wind power station,
it will be necessary to spend more than 150 billion rubles. Let's sum up the pros and cons of introducing
wind power plants into the supply system of St. Petersburg, plus:
- an inexhaustible source of energy - significant reduction of harmful environmental impacts;
minuses:
- occupies large areas
- very high cost, unaffordable for the city budget.
The transport system of St. Petersburg within the
"smart city" project needs to be modernized not only
with an interactive video surveillance and monitoring
system both in Moscow and further - equipping the
60

city with "smart" traffic lights. They, collecting information on traffic congestion by traffic and pedestrian
flows, could adjust the color of the signal, thus unloading the routes during peak hours and facilitating the
movement of pedestrians in the daytime on multi-lane
sections of roads. Such a system is used in Sydney, its
use allowed to reduce traffic jams by 40%, and the
amount of fuel burned in Sydney fell by 12%. Accordingly, the volume of exhaust gases decreased by 7%.
To date, in St. Petersburg, installed "smart" traffic
lights, but there is one big problem: they are not synchronized with each other, and therefore they do not
perform the specified functions. In the "smart city" to
collect all the data requires a single center, which will
integrate all the information received, on the basis of
which it will be possible to make conclusions and
amendments for the modernization of the system. The
project of a single center is under development. For
example, Barcelona is the only city where a common
platform for collecting readings from all sensors is created and operates. The integrated system Sentilo combines devices for monitoring water supply, light, energy, road conditions, noise level, etc. - only about 550
sensors that collect information about the situation in
the city.
The population of St. Petersburg is 3.2 times the
population of Barcelona, therefore, more than 1500
similar sensors will be needed.
In July 2017, a group of companies joined forces to
develop the CityNet project - the digital platform of
the smart city. It is expected that the introduction of
the CityNet communication platform in St. Petersburg
will create the conditions for the emergence and development of a new industry - digital city services (digital
smart city services). The working group of the CityNet
project will create a competence center, the main task
of which will be the leadership of St. Petersburg in the
field of developing intelligent software and hardware
solutions for smart cities. [4] Nevertheless, there are
very large risks, for example, the system does not take
root at the initial stages of implementation and will require large financial investments and time to eliminate
errors; there may be difficulties in using the system by
certain categories of citizens; reduction of workplaces
in the automation of social infrastructure of the city.
One of the most interesting and promising ideas for
creating a "smart city" is the introduction of "smart
traffic lights." Modern "smart traffic lights" are complex devices that consist of: a controller; sensors of vehicles; directly the bodies themselves with LEDs or
electric incandescent lamps; pillars or supports on
which they are installed (Fig. 2).
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Conclusion
Implementation of the concept of automation of logistics processes in the social infrastructure of St. Petersburg is feasible in the near future. Part of the required technology in the city is already available.
However, the main part - the synchronization of the
entire infrastructure, has not yet been implemented and
is in the project.

Figure 2 - The principle of the "Smart Traffic Light" system

The controller is the brain of a traffic light. It is a
computer that selects the priority directions of the
movement of machines and controls the distribution of
flows in accordance with the readings of the sensors.
The sensors scan the situation on the road every 3 seconds. Data on the transport stream is analyzed by the
transport detector, this information is processed by the
controller installed in a specific traffic zone. The device builds a forecast for the development of the situation and, based on this information, a control plan for
traffic light objects is formed. For example, if the system records the congestion on one and the direction of
the traffic, then the green light is extended to the detriment of other directions. "Smart light", guided by the
readings of the sensors, regulates the traffic so that the
transport is as little as possible at the crossroads, does
not accumulate and does not form a stopper. According to experiments, the waiting time of the driver of
the green signal when using "smart traffic lights" is reduced by 1.5-2 times compared to conventional signaling devices. In addition, "smart traffic lights" are connected to each other in a single network, they exchange
data from different intersections and predict the traffic
situation 10-20 minutes ahead to develop an effective
mechanism for missing vehicles. In the event of a surprise, such as an accident, the system is able to
promptly adjust the plan. Also, the work of "smart traffic lights" can be remotely corrected by specialists of
the situation center. The systems of "smart traffic
lights" are constantly being improved, and the development lies in the field of artificial intelligence. Over
time, it is the traffic light that will take over the entire
traffic flow adjustment, completely eliminating a person from this process. [5]
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Abstract
This paper shows the simulation of a smart washing machine. The system is composed of several steps of
programming and working, and had been implemented through Matlab/Simulink/TrueTime simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper foresees the simulation of the operation of the predefined program inside a washing machine. This program is constituted by a first washing
phase and a second spinning phase. The washing machine program will be started under the command
given by the user through its device with the ZigBee
network. This paper, is organized as follows. SECTION I describes the communication between the user
and the washing machine. SECTION II describes the
functioning of the MBSD and the change in the phases
of the washing program. SECTION III describes the
transmission of the data collected by the sensors of the
values of water, detergent, and temperature. SECTION
IV describes the operation of the fuzzy logic control.
SECTION V describes the adjustment of the three parameters based on the received alarm values.
II. RELATED WORKS
The authors of [1] explain that with the rapid development of IoT (Internet of Things) and artificial intelligence technologies, an intelligent washing machine will be able to have a sensitive induction, an intelligent control system, and a natural interaction way.
The project introduced in this paper bases its idea on
the implementation through software with a programming language like MATLAB/Simulink [3] [4], of
systems projects with automatic controls, which are
studied in the field of mechanical engineering and automation. Following the example proposed in [2], in
this project the simulated washing machine will come
with a control center fuzzy logic for resource management, and following the approach of [5], was implemented the spinning phase.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
SECTION I: The first part of the simulation consists in the communication of the User's choice about
the start of the washing machine. Once the choice has
been entered, the user's device, sends a message containing the user's choice. The message is received by a
receiver, located inside the washing machine. The receiver will read the content of the message, which represents the choice to start the washing machine pro62

gram. If the choice of the user is affirmative, the receiver will send a signal of "1" on the output D/A, and
the manager of the program phases will later read that.
Otherwise, it will send a "0" signal, where also this will
be read by the manager of the program phases.
SECTION II: After that the user has confirmed
the start of the program, the program's phase manager
allows the passage from Phase 0, corresponding to the
inactivity phase of the washing machine, to Phase 1
(washing phase). In the program phase manager, there
is an MBSD block, used for synchronization and time
management of the washing machine program phases.
In the MBSD system, there is an input variable, an output variable, and a local one. The input variable called
Activation has the task of informing the system if the
start button of the washing machine has been pressed
(or if the user has confirmed the start of the washing
machine), and that it is, therefore, possible to start with
the first phase of the program. The output variable
called Program provides the rest of the washing machine architecture at which stage of the program we
are at that precise moment of simulation. The local flag
variable allows the phase change of the program based
on the time elapsed since the start of the washing machine. The MBSD block bases its operation on two
MBSD subsystems, one of which is used to receive the
start signal and the subsequent time measurement,
while the second one is used to sequence the phases of
the washing machine program. As already mentioned
before, for both MBSD subsystems, there is an idle
state, which is both start and finish, in which the washing machine suspends its operation or is already suspended. The operation of the MBSD is as follows: after receiving the program start input, the second subsystem passes from the state Phase 0 to the state Phase
1, with consequent change of the value of the local variable Flag, which passes from the value 0 to the value
1. The change of the value of the Flag variable allows,
in the first subsystem, the change from the Off state to
the Washing state, with a consequent change of the
value of the Program output variable that goes from
the value 0 to the value 1. Later, precisely after 30 seconds since the start of the whole program, the second
subsystem passes from the state Phase 1 to the state
Phase 2, with consequent change of the value of the
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local variable Flag that goes from the value 1 to the
value 2. Again, the change of the value of the variable
Flag allows, in the first subsystem, the change from the
Washing state to the Centrifuge state, with a consequent change of the value of the Program output variable, which passes from the value 1 to the value 2. Finally, after 40 seconds from the beginning of the
Washing phase, and then after 70 seconds from the beginning of the whole program, the second subsystem
passes from the state Phase 2 to the state Phase 0, with
consequent change of value of the local variable Flag
that passes from the value 2 to the value 0. Again, the
value change of the Flag variable allows, in the first
subsystem, the change from the Centrifuge state to the
Off state, with a consequent change in the value of the
output variable Program that passes from the value 2
to the value 0. Once returned to the Off and Phase 0
status, the washing machine will not be able to reactivate until it receives new start commands.
SECTION III: The operation of the entire washing machine program starts from the reading of the levels of water, detergent, and the temperature inside the
washing machine by three sensors, each one used to
read one of the three variables mentioned above. Each
sensor consists of a kernel and a memory block used
to store the three current variables. After, the three sensors will send the data gathered of the levels of the
three variables to a Gateway through a simple message
containing the information. The gateway mainly carries out the task of routing the packets received from
the three sensors to the fuzzy controller manager. Besides, the gateway receives from the D/A input, from
the program's phase manager, the current one running.
If the program is "1" or "2", the gateway performs the
routing task on a regular basis. O the contrary, if the
program is "0", the gateway task is canceled, definitely
interrupting the entire communication and, therefore,
the washing program of the washing machine, bringing it to a state of suspension or inactivity.
SECTION IV: The fuzzy control, part of the entire architecture, is divided into two functional groups.
The first receives messages, the sensor data received
from the gateway, and sends these values to the D/A
output. It receives in the D/A input the alarm values
processed by the second functional group and then
sends the alarm values via messages to the final controller. The second functional group consists of four
real fuzzy controllers, which process the data received
from the first functional group and send the value of
the alarms processed to the controller. Once the gateway has routed the various messages, the latter are received by the first functional group for fuzzy logic
control, where the latter consists of a kernel block. The
kernel extrapolates the values within the received messages and sends them to the D/A output, where they
will arrive at the D/A input of the second functional
block. In the second functional block, there are two

subsystems based on the fuzzy control, where each
subsystem will operate in one of the two phases of the
washing machine program. The first subsystem contains two fuzzy logic controllers. The first one is used
to control the water and detergent level during the
washing phase. It has the water and detergent levels as
input variables and the output levels as the output variables water and detergent that "should" be reached as
soon as possible. Both inputs and outputs have intervals [0 - 100], which indicate the percentage of tank
filling, dividing the interval into Low, Moderate and
Abundant memberships, both for inputs and outputs.
The second controller is used to control the temperature level during the wash. It has an input variable that
indicates the current temperature level and an output
variable that indicates the temperature level that
"should" be reached as soon as possible. Both input
and output have intervals [10 - 70], which indicate the
minimum and maximum temperature supported by the
washing machine, dividing in Cold, Warm and Hot.
The second subsystem differs from the first exclusively from the number of outputs present in its first
fuzzy controller. One is used to empty the tanks. In
fact, there are the usual inputs with the same intervals
and same membership to indicate the level of filling of
water and detergent. However, this time, there is only
one output variable that indicates the critical level of
removal of both liquids, also with a range of [0 - 100]
and with the same memberships. As in the first subsystem, also in the second there is a fuzzy controller for
temperature regulation during the spin phase, having
the same intervals and membership of the fuzzy controller of the temperature of the first subsystem. During the washing phase, the fuzzy controllers will have
to try to gradually increase the values of water, detergent, and temperature according to the current value of
these three variables, but without ever reaching the
limit values of 100%, 100% and 80 ° C respectively.
During the spin phase, vice versa, the fuzzy controllers
will have to reduce/clear the current water and detergent values gradually. Once the alarms have been processed, the alarms will go into the D/A input of the first
functional block. The first functional block will also
have the task of reading the current phase of the program in execution that is sent to it, again in the input
D/A by the operator of the phases of the program. Consequently, if the received program is equal to "1", the
first functional block must take the values of the
alarms processed only from the first subsystem of the
second functional block, while if the received program
is equal to "2", the first functional block must take the
values of the alarms processed only by the second subsystem of the second functional block. Once the correct alarms are received according to the phase of the
program in execution, the first functional block sends
all the values acquired through messages in the network to the final regulator.
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Figure 1: Internal components of the whole project. From left to
right: the first block is the device of the User connected to the
ZigBee network that allows the washing machine to start, the
second block represents the ZigBee network itself, and the third
block represents the washing machine.

SECTION V: The last point of the transmission
line is regulated by the Regulator node. This node has
the task of receiving all the data and alarms processed
at the beginning and transferring them via D/A output
to four regulators, each specific for the regulation of a
parameter. The first three regulators respectively receive the current water, detergent, and temperature
values, plus they receive the phase of the program currently in use and the alarm level inherent to the parameter that the regulator is processing. Besides, the presence of a fourth regulator must be detected, the latter
being delegated to adjust the revolutions of the drum
of the washing machine, and this is done based on the
current volume of water and the phase of the program
currently in use. Therefore, if the phase of the program
currently in use is "1", then the regulator will maintain
the number of revolutions around 5 rpm, while if the
phase of the program currently in use is "2", then the
regulator will increase the number of revolutions per
second, around 13 rpm/sec, increasing or decreasing
this value gradually if more or less water is present.
The data processed by the four regulators, plus the status of the program, together represent the overall state
of work of our washing machine.
IV. SCENARIO
This scenario has been simulated with Matlab /
Simulink using TrueTime.

Figure 2: Internal components of Temperature Sensor.

The first part of the washing machine consists of
the sensors of water, detergent, and temperature,
where each inside consists of the same elements, i.e.,
a kernel block and a memory block for saving the current level of the variable in question (Figure 2). Then
there is the block of the Wired Network, where inside
there is the gateway for the routing of messages deriving from the three sensors and the blocking of the
wired network, which represents the first network of
our project. Next comes the Fuzzy Helper block, that
is the one dedicated to the reception of the data of the
current variables and to the transfer of these data to the
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real fuzzy controllers constituting a kernel that represents the fifth node of the wired network. In detail, this
block represents the first fuzzy functional block. Immediately after the first functional block is the second
one, the one constituted by the real fuzzy controllers,
which receive the data to be processed directly from
the first functional block and send to the latter the
alarm levels processed. Following the two fuzzy function blocks, there is the regulation center, where the
last node of the network used to receive the alarm levels, received from the first fuzzy functional block, with
which it is possible to adjust the water levels, detergent, temperature and the number of turns of the basket
per second. In this case, the saturators allow limiting
the values of the variables above and below. For instance, water and detergent can obviously not be below
0% or higher than 100%. As the last block, but not in
importance, there is the one used to manage the washing machine program phases (Figure 3) and the one
used to receive the start message in the ZigBee network by the user.

Figure 3: Internal components of manager of washing machine
program.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this paper, it was decided to measure three
performance metrics that broadly characterize the performance of the washing machine control system:
• number of processed packages (water,
detergent, and temperature) from the gateway
during the whole simulation period;
• delay time used by a generic packet
generated by one of the three sensors to arrive
from the gateway to the regulation node;
• time taken by the system to respond to
the user's request to start.
To perform the first measurement, it was decided
to send a unit value to the D/A output each time the
gateway receives one of the three types of packets.
This unit value will then be added to the partial sum of
the number of previously processed packages (Figure
4).
To perform the second measurement, it was necessary to receive the instant of time in which the generic message is received by the gateway and the instant in which the same message is received by the
node that regulates the regulation of the values. Once
these two moments were obtained, it was enough to
calculate the difference (Figure 5).
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Figure 6: Second measurement: delay time used by a generic
packet.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system aimed to show how an
electronic appliance, such as a washing machine, can
be managed remotely from a device if the network being used and the technology of the washing machine
allow it. The architecture introduced in this paper allows it without any significant change to be able to add
more washing programs, with a completely transparent way for the three sensors, the gateway, and the four
regulators.
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MEDICAL ANALYSIS OF KNEE INJURIES USING KINEMATIC DESIGN WITH A
MECHATRONIC APPLICATION FOR REHABILITATION
Molly Joseph
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Abstract
This paper proposes a medical analysis of knee injuries using kinematic designs with a mechatronic application
for rehabilitation. The goal of the design is to enhance the recovery experience for knee injuries and help improve
quality of life for person(s) with knee injuries. It has a focus on to introduce robotics into a recovery system that
allows the user to still walk and function through their daily regime. The focus of the design is for the lower body,
with the research being directed towards knees.

INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this exploration is to improve
the life of people who have incapacities in their lower extremities by constructing therapeutic robotic innovations.
Interest in lower limb orthoses started in the 1950s in various fields, such as military upgrades and restorative patient change. From that point forward, specialists have
designed exoskeletons for impairments, as robot’s
modernism strategically assist individuals in developing
their lower limbs. Today, the exoskeleton's primary function is to operate as a device for advancing patients with
issues in lower limb development. The goal is to improve
a patient’s ability to move and to help them live a productive life (Rodriguez-Martinez, Lopez-Amaya-Urriolagiotia-Sosa, Romero-Angeles & Urriolagoitia-Calderon, 2017). In many cases, active mechanical stratagems
are yet to be developed that help individuals who have
impaired lower body mobility. In this approach, it is critical to strategize a restorative mechanical innovation to
assist in the recovery of individuals impacted by lower
limb mobility.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Physical exercise, such as walking, running,
standing, and sitting are essential in today’s fast and
busy world. There is also an increasing number of victims of accidents, strokes, and spinal cord injuries who
are likely to become paraplegic. At the point when a
substantial percentage of society cannot walk or move
appropriately due to neurological or physical injury,
there is an opportunity for creative solutions. This suggests that it is critical to discover substantial methods
that can help provide these individuals with physical
enhancements. In order to escalate the rational therapeutic approaches of knee injuries, and to help improve the personal contentment of people with lower
disabilities, a unique robotic exoskeleton could be
strategized. This science aspires to enable patients to
improve their everyday activities and to minimize the
mending process of the knee.
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SCOPE
This project will analyze and design three robotic exoskeletons that accelerate the healing process
of the knee. The project will investigate the methods,
which include labor, parts, study, and analysis, of current rehabilitation compared to the integration of an
exoskeleton with neuromuscular electrical stimulation. It will also include CAD designs of the three robotic exoskeletons and the parts needed to build them.
THEORY
Modern medicine and therapy have seen numerous advancements from generation to generation. Each
one of these methods has taken steps in the right direction, but there is still room for progress. These methods
can be divided into five different categories: “(1) footplate-based gait trainers, (2) treadmill gait trainers, (3)
over ground gait trainers, (4) ankle rehabilitation systems, and (5) stationary gait trainers” (Diaz, Jorge &
Sanchez, 2011). Each of these procedures depicts advantages and disadvantages that have been in place for
a long time. With the progression of science and technology, an accumulation of these techniques might
produce a more efficient outcome.
Exoskeleton technology coordinates with a human to make a mechanical-natural framework that is
built out of integral subsystems. Neuromuscular diseases (NMD), focal sensory system wounds, and muscle weakness are the essential drivers of becoming
handicapped or disabled. Conversely, the mechanical
controllers used to perform this undertaking may require substantial power (Breen, 2015). The exoskeleton's development control calculations are not as refined as a human's capacity to coordinate. There are
significant challenges to overcome before the idealistic dreams of exoskeletons can be developed. For exoskeletons to be valuable, they should supplement, rather than obstruct or compel, the human body's normal
kinematics.
An exoskeleton goes through a progression of
general repeating steps when it is given portability to
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help the client: (1) The exoskeleton control framework
utilizes sensors similar to ones that gather electromyography signals to determine the position of the client's
body. (2) When the client desires to move, the exoskeleton utilizes those signals to interpret the client's
planned activity. (3) The control framework chooses a
pre-customized development design that modifies the
client's present position with the support of the actuators. (4) After the process of expansion, the exoskeleton identifies the new position (Van Kammen, 2014).
An exoskeleton made by the Japanese organization Cyberdyne has successfully gone through the German wellbeing tests and is currently being sold in different parts of Europe (Kim & Bae, 2017). This machine is known as the Hybrid Assisted Limb, or HAL.
There are two types of HAL frameworks that can help
clients with performing regular living exercises. The
HAL 3 offers the ability of strolling, standing, climbing, and profound knee curves, while HAL 5 is a fullbody exoskeleton that incorporates arm and mid-body
abilities (Kim & Bae, 2017). The HAL is a unique exoskeleton that is slender, light, and has a cutting-edge
look. This research focuses on the knee joints and tendons (see Figure 1).
Не удается отобразить связанный рисунок. Возможно, этот файл был перемещен, переименован или удален. Убедитесь, что ссылка указывает на правильный файл и верное размещение.

Figure 1. The anatomy of the knee (Anatomy of the Knee, 2016)

Knee joints include semitendinosus, quadriceps
tendons, and various muscles. The development of the
knee requires collaborations of these muscles and tendons. Consequently, the necessary application of robotic actuators for the knee joints needs a proven
method of neuromuscular electrical stimulation therapy that can encourage the clients' movement and development of the knee.
RESEARCH
The very first exoskeleton venture began with
the that of Yang (1890). He pitched the idea of creating an automated robotic assembly that would help
individuals with strolling, running, and even hopping
(Zhao, 2017).
The utilization of the automated systems of an
exoskeleton should communicate an exact estimation
of development flow and kinematics. Special attention
should be given to an injured party to observe the healing process. Currently, the limit of the patient to ultimately regain their mobility is evaluated by continuous

education and research (Diaz, Jorge & Sanchez, 2011).
With the advancement of automated technologies,
walking distance, acceleration, stride speed, and various ongoing efforts are there to evaluate a patient's capacity to recover the ability to walk. This makes it imperative to devise a traditional clinical technique that
can enable patients to improve their walking capacity
(Yua, Hanb & Choa., 2014). With that said, the three
exoskeletons’ mechanical devices accelerate the recovery period of the knee and measure the patient’s
walking capacity with the integration of neuromuscular electrical therapy.

Figure 2. Knee pain intensity by group across assessments.

Figure 2 illustrates the decrease in pain levels
using conventional therapy verses electrical stimulation therapy. Sixty-three patients participated in 12
bi-weekly treatments. The addition of the neuromuscular therapy shows a significant reduction in pain vs.
exercise only (Laufer, Shtraker, Elbolm, 2014).
TEST AND EVALUATION
The method of designing the layout for the exoskeleton was a lengthy process. In the selection of the
appropriate material, aluminum was chosen because
of its weight, density, and strength. In addition, it is
an anti-corrosive material and is less likely to fade
because of its polished finish.

Figure 3. Exoskeleton leg with reference
frames assigned.

Torque Calculations
Figure 3 shows the typical kinematics of walking that assisted in calculating the torque needed to
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move the exoskeleton( Latif, Shaari, Ida, Isa, Jun,
2015). A male adult in the USA weighs approximately 195.7lbs, which is equivalent to 88.7 kg
(Vakharia, 2016). The average male leg is then approximately 16.68% of their total
body weight, and the average foot is 1.4%
(Vakharia, 2016). This data was used below to
determine the torque necessary for the exoskeleton:
 The gravity constant is 9.81 m/s2
 Leg mass = 14.7 kg
 Foot mass =1.24 kg
 The Forces calculates as follows:
 Hip (1 legs) 14.7 kg x 9.81 m/s2 = 144 N
 Knee (1/2 leg) 7.35 kg x 9.81 m/s2 = 72 N
 Foot 1.4 kg x 9.81 m/s2 = 13.74 N
 Torque = F x D
The average stride for one step is 32 inches,
which is 0.8128 meters. Only half of a human’s stride
is realized in reference to force, however. The foot
would only need to be mobile for an approximate
range of 10 inches, or 0.254 meters (Johnson, 2017).
Considering that weight and force are distributed proportionally in the human body, the torque calculations are as follows:
T = F x D
 Hip 144 N x .406 m = 58.46 Nm
 Knee 72 N x .406 m = 29 Nm
 Foot 13.74N x .308 m = 3.48 N
Recommended Specifications
Table 1 shows the selected motors for the exoskeletons. Given that DC motors can operate momentarily above their normally rated torque, the following
gearbox specifications are selected at a 100:1 reduction ratio. Table 2 identifies the recommended gearheads needed with the motors in Table 1 for the appropriate torque. The manufacture will provide a custom coupling and adapting plate.
Table 1
Maxon motors.
Hip

Model

Knee Model
Foot Model

Maxon
Motors
Maxon
Motors
Maxon
Motors

EC90 Flat Continuous Torque 560mNm
EC60 Flat Continuous Torque 560mNm
EC45 Flat Continuous Torque 128mNm

Harmonic drive gearheads
Hip

Model

Gearheads

CSD-32-50-2UH

Knee

Model

Gearheads

CSD-32-50-2UH

Foot

Model

Gearheads

CSD-14-50-2UH
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DESIGN

Table 2
53
Nm
53
Nm
3.7
Nm

Figure 4. Model 1 exoskeleton.

Model 1

Figure 5. Iliac height and sub-ischial length. Credit:
Roger Harris/SCIENCE PHOTO.

Aluminum will be the primary material in the
fabrication process of the knee. With this design, there
are five adjustable rods: two for the femur, two for the
tibia, and one for the hip region. This will allow the
exoskeleton to be adaptable. "The anatomical definition of leg length is the length of the femur + tibia. Due
to the bipedal nature of the human species, “leg
length” often is measured as, femur + tibia + the height
of the foot, from the tibia-talus articulation to the
ground" (Bogin & Silva, 2010). The measurements for
the exoskeleton are for the distance between the summit of the iliac crest, the floor, and the iliac height (IH)
(see Figure 5). This exoskeleton will have four DC
motors to control the hip and knee joints. There is a
place to rest the foot with straps along the thigh and
calf region.
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footplate that allows it to be adjustable. This exoskeleton will have six DC motors to control the hip, knee,
and ankle joints.

Model 2

Static Analysis Results

Figure 6. Model 2 exoskeleton.

As for Model 2, aluminum will again be the primary element during the fabrication process. With
this design, there are five adjustable rods: two for the
femur, two for the tibia, and one for the hip region.
The leg length is the same as in Model 1. There is an
adjustable strap on the footplate that allows it to be
adjustable. This exoskeleton will have four DC motors to control the hip and knee joints.

Figure 7. Model 3 exoskeleton.

Model 3

Figure 9. Safety factor analysis.

A stress analysis calculation was performed. For
the evaluation, various loads and constraints were applied. The magnitude of force used was 200 lbs. The
volume of the exoskeleton is 318.155in^3, and the
mass is 27.6715 lbs. The Von Mises stress test produced a summary multidirectional analysis. Figures 8
and 9 provide an illustration of the analysis. The Von
Mises stress test identified the exoskeleton as having a
minimum of 0.00000000500831 psi and a maximum
of 9.26608 psi. The results showed that the model and
the material used are safe for individuals weighing up
to 200lbs. The exoskeleton safety factor calculations
were completed, which were determined from the ultimate tensile strength. Engineers recommend a safety
factor above 1, and the safety factor of the design has
a minimum of 3.24 ul to a maximum of 15 ul, verifying
that the design and material used for the exoskeleton
are appropriate.
COST ANALYSIS
Table 3 shows the parts needed for model 3 and
identifies the total cost of the exoskeleton.

Figure 8. Von Mises stress analysis.

As for Model 3, aluminum will again be the primary material for fabrication. With this design, there
are five adjustable rods: two for the femur, two for
the tibia, and one for the hip region. The leg length
will be the same as in Model 1. There is a strap on the

Quantity

Part #

4

429271

2

397172

2

CSD-1750-2UF
CSD-17100-2UF
CSD-20160-2UF

2
2

Parts list.

Table 3

Description

Price (Unit)

Maxon Motors
EC90 Flat
Maxon Motors
EC45 Flat
Ultra Flat
Gearheads
Ultra Flat
Gearheads
Ultra Flat
Gearheads

$266.38
$160.50
$1,121.00
$1,122.00
$1,292.00
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Quantity

Part #

Description

Price (Unit)

6

520885

$499.20

6

520850

EPOS4 Compact
50/8
Power Cable

6

520858

CAN-CAN Cables

$23.70

6

354045

Motor Cable

$51.60

1

NA

$19.95

6

522-1007ND
P141-ND

Arduino Uno R3
Micro Controller
B B Battery
BP1.2-12-T1
BATTERY LEAD
ACID 6V 4.5AH
Rolyan Temper
Foam Splint Padding Sheets 3/8in.
X 16in. X 24in.
Triple Axis
Accelerometor
Uline Velcro
Straps
FREEMG

1
2

PM081443878

1

13926

9

S-15756

1

NA

6

NA

1

RB-Cix-01

2

412932

1

216639

1

PB520B

1

NA

1

NA

1

NA

1

520857

1

RB-Spa1181

1
1

$16.30

$16.82
$14.75
$57.86

$10.49
$19.00
$5,800.00

Additional
FREEMG Sensors
Jumper Wires

$1,000.00

Biomedical Life
Systems Bioknit
Conductive Knee
Brace, Universal
Roscoe Medical
Top TENS Pain
Relief System
Project Box

$111.99

Adruino CAN bus
module
Adruino Shield

$66.00

3.7 Lithium
Battery
CAN-COM Cable

$9.99
$29.60

Remote Control

$4.70

Exoskeleton
Manufacturing
Cost
Installation Labor
Cost

$ 12,275.47

$3.95

$82.99
$8.95

$40.00

$600.00

Conclusion
When an individual suffers an event that means
they can no longer use their body functions properly,
they will undergo a significant life change. With today’s continuous failing health and tragic terrorist at-
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tacks, the need for robotic medical assistance continues to rise. The three exoskeleton innovations detailed in this report will revolutionize the therapeutic
industry. The culmination of the therapeutic aid of the
medical exoskeleton and the scientific method of neuromuscular electrical therapy should significantly reduce the time needed for physical recovery.
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Abstract
Thermoregulation systems have an essential role in building new houses for comfort management. This paper
shows how the renewable energies, together with the progress in information technology and communication, can
help users to increase energy saving and improve their quality of life also thanks to the ability to make a decision
and automatize the best choice.
In this paper is presented a possible implementation of an active controller that operates by responding to a combination of internal set points and external signals. The optimization objective of the heating systems management
is to minimize the cost of gas and electrical energy, maximizing thermal efficiency. As a result, traditional heating
system and renewable energy can work together, and their benefits can be added when used in combination. The
presented analysis is validated employing both simulation and experimental results, testing also the performance
of the network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The renewable energies have always represented
an inexhaustible resource on Earth. The necessity to
reduce harmful emissions of gases and consumptions,
causing climate changes, have pushed research towards a greener and more efficient products, to guarantee maximum performance with minimum consumption.
The ICT deals with management, transmission
and sharing data between different devices. The protocol IEEE 802 represents a standard for communication
systems, that allows independent devices to communicate each other using a physical channel at high speed
and low error rate.
II. RELATED WORKS
Even if many standards exist in the world, many
companies have based their approach on a proprietary
bus transmission system, implicitly binding the end
customer to use their own range of products, in order
to guarantee compatibility between devices.
The authors of [1] have already proposed an approach with Ethernet gateway for wireless sensors to
collect and share data within an existing network. This
choice would also allow, as discussed in [2], connecting devices to internet natively. Obviously there is a
problem concerning the power supply of wireless sensors. Some proposals in literature suggest to install batteries with a higher capacity [3] or completely shut
down blocks of circuities [4].
Heat production, today, bets on renewable resources, first of all the sun, although it needs an external source. The union between the systems requires an
intelligent electronic control to allow this automation.
[5] One of the most efficient alternative external supplier is the heat pump, as tested in details in [6], which
however has excellent performance only in positive

temperatures, but it is not the most efficient choice in
lower.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
According to these considerations, we decided to
realize the network architecture on the standards IEEE
802.3 (Ethernet) and IEEE 802.11 (WLAN), developing a hybrid domotic scenario for thermoregulation
with an efficient heat pump, thermal fireplace, and solar panels, supported by the classic condensing methane gas boiler.
System, depending on room temperature and user's setting, will chose the best combination of them,
preferring renewable sources. If they aren't enough,
two auxiliary generators will be activated alternately
or simultaneously. A thermostat, belonging to an
Ethernet wired network, sends the operating modes
(hot/cold) to the control unit. It will receive solar panels’ and thermal fireplace’s temperature from wired
sensor, belonging to another network, and outdoor humidity and temperature, coming from WS. These data
will be used by the control unit to choose the energy
combination more convenient between the boiler
and/or the heat pump.
A display will receive all of them, also with the
remaining capacity of the WS battery, and estimates
costs related to electricity and gas, based on consumption and values inserted by the user.
IV. SCENARIO
This scenario has been simulated through
Matlab/Simulink and TrueTime software. The simulation's period is 24 seconds but reproduces 24 hours,
starting from 12:00 P.M. Every parameter has been set
to obtain temporally consistent results.
Solar panels and thermal fireplace have been
represented through a signal builder that reproduce the
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thermal trend in a typical day; for this reason, panels
will increase temperature starting from the first lights
of the sun, reaching their peak around 12:00 A.M, then
decrementing until late afternoon. Thermal fireplace,
instead, will simulate a daily ignition between 6:00
P.M. and 8:00 P.M. They are both connected to a single TrueTime Kernel block each, responsible for transmitting temperature data, with detection and transmission every 2 minutes, toward the control unit, through
an Ethernet network with a capacity of 1 Mbits/s.
The outdoor weather sensors (temperature and
humidity) have been represented by uniform random
numbers. Thanks to a special switch, it’s possible to
choose which kind of day to generate (nice, with temperature values between 15° and 26° and humidity between 35-55% or gloomy, with temperature between 10° and 15° and humidity between 65-90%). In this
way it’s possible to check the consistency of the
choices made by control unit. Both sensors are connected to a single TrueTime Kernel block that will detect and transmit the above data and the remaining capacity of the battery every 10 minutes, via a wireless
network with transmit power of 20 dbm and a capacity
of 0.8 Mbits/s.
Heat pump and boiler are represented by a
MatLab function. They receive data on ignition, operating mode (the heat pump can also work in cooling
mode) and power values, returning a ΔT output that
reproduces an increase of temperature and a consumption proportional to them.
Both heat generators are connected to a single
TrueTime Kernel block each, responsible for receiving
and transmitting data through an Ethernet network
with a capacity of 2 Mbits/s. Also, in this case, values
inside MatLab functions have been adapted to ensure
consistency in the results.
The thermostat has been implemented inside the
user's control panel, using a MBDS for the management of system status, which, depending on the input
temperature and the values set by the user, will modify

his exit activating the system in cooling or heating, or
turning it off completely.

Figure 1: user’s display

Through a switch, it is possible to modify the oscillations of room's temperature, simulating the operation in winter mode (20-21°) or summer mode (2527°). These variations allow reproducing the thermal
changes caused, for example, by opening a door or by
the exposure of the apartment to the sun. The increases/decreases coming from the radiant floor will
be added or subtracted to them. To avoid the rebound
between the states, if for a few moments (less than 3
minutes) room's temperatures should fluctuate rapidly,
the debounce will prevent the consequent switching on
or off suddenly, which could damage the equipment.
User's control panel also allows setting the current
costs of electricity/gas to calculate consumptions. A
TrueTime Kernel block will take in input the ON/OFF
values from the thermostat, communicating directly
with the control unit through an Ethernet network with
a capacity of 5 Mbits/s, receiving from it all data related to the sensors to show them on the user display
(Figure 1).

Figure 2: control unit

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, in order
to make the simulation as close as possible to reality,
omitting however the physical/mathematical details of
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thermodynamics and calorimetry, that are not relevant
here, we decided to implement a MatLab function that
imitate the radiant floor, increasing its temperature according to generators and/or renewable energy
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sources, and at the same time giving heat to the surroundings.
The core of the system is represented by the control unit (Figure 2), which acts as a gateway between
the different networks, thanks to a TrueTime Kernel
block. It also contains within it a MatLab function and
two fuzzy logic controllers.
The first controller acts as a thermostatic valves
mixer, receiving as input the temperatures of thermal
fireplace and solar panels. Its purpose is to provide a
maximum temperature output that does not exceed 55°
also when one of the two sources, or both, are too high
(e.g.: thermal fireplace produces hot water that can exceed 80° C).
Exclude one of the two inputs, when it is not operating and falls below 30° (eg: night for solar panels
or thermal fireplace turned off), or mix them both. In
any case, a temperature value of between 10° and 55°
will be supplied in the output. The MatLab function,
after receiving the operating mode by the thermostat,
will check (in winter mode) if the temperature of renewable sources is higher than radiant floor or above
45° and in positive case, it will bring its contribution
to increase their temperature. Otherwise it will exclude
the two sources.
The second fuzzy logic controller, depending on
the outdoor temperature and humidity values, and radiant floor temperature too, will choose the least expensive energy source, switching on boiler or heat
pump, or both, to integrate the production of hot water
from renewable sources. Despite the coefficients of
performance (COP), which measure the thermal efficiency basing of consumption, are significantly higher
and economically advantageous in heat pump, compared to boiler, although the condensing technology
has brought considerable improvements on it, when
the temperature is too rigid and there is also a high percentage of humidity, heat pump can't work ensuring
performance and energy efficiency, so it is necessary
the intervention of a "traditional" heat source.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Simulations performed have the aim to test the
network and his capacity to carry out tasks for which
it was designed. Traffic inside it is cyclical, because is
related to periodic measurements from the sensors, and
asynchronous, depending on processes that evolves
over time in unpredictable ways (for example ON/OFF
according to room's temperature variation).
The few data transmitted allows an easily overprovisioning of the network to ensures excellent performances without modify costs.
Results obtained on a 24-hour statistical sample
show that solar panels have a delay end-to-end from
the sensor to gateway of 10 ms, fireplaces 12 ms and
weather sensors 5 ms.

This data will be sent individually to the control
panel/display through the network 3 with the following delay: solar panels 5 ms, fireplace 4 ms, temperature 8 ms and humidity 15 ms.
Checking the time spent from each sensor to the
control unit via networks 1 (WLAN, weather) and 2
(Ethernet, panels and thermal fireplace) and the time
spent to complete the route from control unit to display
via network 3 (Ethernet) and comparing the sum of
these results with the times taken by each sensor to
reach the display (panels 18 ms, thermal fireplace 18
ms, temperature 15 ms, humidity 21 ms), it is also possible to obtain the processing time of the gateway to
sort the package and send it to another network: this
time amounts to about 2 ms (Table 1).
The graph in Figure 3 shows instead the response time, that is the time interval between thermostat request to switch on the system and the answer of
control unit: it amounts to about 7 ms.
The count of the packets sent and received by
WSN in optimal conditions, keeping within the range
(Transmit power: 20.00 dbm <==> 100.00 mW - Receiver threshold: -48.00 dbm <==> 1.58e-05 mW Maximum signal reach: 86.67 m) show that there isn’t
loss.
Table 1
Delay end-to-end

panels
fireplace
weather
temperature
humdity

from
sensor to
gateway
10 ms
12 ms
5 ms

from
gateway
to display
5 ms
4 ms

from
sensor to
display
18 ms
18 ms

8 ms
15 ms

15 ms
21 ms

processing
time
3 ms
2 ms
2 ms
1 ms

We have also measured the delay between sending consumption data from boiler and heat pump, belonging to the network 4 (Ethernet), and their receiving
by display: it’s about 18 ms for both.

Figure 3: system response time

In order to extend battery life in the wireless sensor, after several simulations, we decided to not use a
tasks that periodically calculate transmit power to
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adapt it. Besides we assumed devices in a fixed installation. An additional factor used to guarantee battery
lifetime duration, avoiding sensor maintenance by human intervention, is to perform a measurement and
subsequent transmission every 10 minutes (6 every
hour, 144 in 24 hours), trusting that daily temperature
fluctuations are never so sharp in a short time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Introduction of Ethernet and WLAN inside
home automation allows full compatibility between all
devices within the network, providing the strength of
a standard IEEE 802 already widespread, and it opens
the doors to interesting scenarios of IoT, that allow users or programmers to connect with every system
above mentioned, using a simple web browser.
It's easy, for example, monitoring the status of
the system or giving user's commands from outside,
also for technicians. It allows a fast advice and a rapid
research of the breakdown without a real intervention
on site.
People seem to be positively influenced by technology and systems' automation, increasing in the last
few years their ability to use electronic devices, that
ensure power saving, optimizing, reduced human intervention, even keeping the same efficiency.
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The most accurate device for detecting a fire is
currently a fire detector. On how well selected the type
of fire detector and its location, depend on the lives of
people and the safety of property. Consider in more
detail the types of produced fire detectors (hereinafter
IP) and determine which of them is the most effective
for the detection speed of the ignition process.
By referring to the monitored characteristic of
the automatic fire SP are divided into [1]:
- thermal;
- smoke;
- flame's;
- gas;
- combined.
Area coverage isolated point SP, able to determine the source of fire in a small specific area, and linear, designed to control the room on fire in a linear area
[1].
Smoke is considered to be the main sign of fire
all over the world, since at the initial stage of the fire
there is mainly melting of the material, accompanied
by smoke, and only then open pockets of flame with
heat are formed. So today is smoke SP are the most
common.
More than 80% of smoke detectors in the world
(in Russia – about 90%) are optoelectronic, which use
the optical effect of scattering infrared radiation on
smoke particles. Optical IP can be equipped with led
or laser light emitters.
The principle of operation of the electric induction IP is to pump the studied air through the measuring line, which contains the charging and measuring
chamber [2]. Then aerosol particles get an electric
charge similar to their size. Charged particles direct the
charge to the measuring chamber, the amount of
charge depends on the size and the calculated concentration. The measuring chamber amplifies and subjects
the signal to further processing.
In view of the urgent need to prevent a fire situation in the early stages of highly explosive production
requires a fire detector with high sensitivity to fine particles of smoke (aerosol), which stand out during pyrolysis, which allows you to detect a fire situation long
before the outbreak of the flame (Fig. 1) [2].

In addition, potentially explosive environments
and buildings require highly protected, intrinsically
safe and explosion-proof equipment.

Where:
○ - 0,01 mkm; ● - 0,10 mkm; ∆ - 1,00 mkm; + - 2,50 mkm.
Figure 1 - Experimental curves of the particle size differential
distribution depending on the sample heating temperature

We will review point devices that combine the
required qualities, and a comparative analysis of the
characteristics of the detectors, which allows us to determine the most effective ones for fire prevention at
an early stage.
The main representatives in a number of point
smoke optical-electronic detectors are: DIP-66 (IP212-66) Partner, DIP-41M (IP-212-41M), DIP-43M
(IP-212-43M), DIP-45 (IP-212-45) Marco, DIP-141
(IP-212-141), DIP-142 (IP-212-142), DIP-3CM (IP212-3CM), SP 212 MK To Trion, having degree of
protection of housing IP 30 to 31 according to GOST
14254; IP-212-3СУ, SP 212-90.Ex (home Alone2.Ex) DIP-34ABT (IP-212-34ABT) – degree of protection IP 40-41; PI 212-52 "pulsar 53" – IP 54; SP 212
"Dimfix" 1KV, SP 212 "Dimfix" 2KV, SP 212-81 Aurora – IP 67. The fire sensitivity of an optical smoke
point detectors is in the range of 0.05...0.2 DB/m,
which corresponds to requirements of GOST R
533252009 [3,4].
Among fire-detectors, using electromagnetic
technology, the range is much narrower. In this category, the following smoke detectors are available on
the market:
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- UN-DAE, the sensitivity (the mass concentration of smoke) 0.01 mg/m3;
- IP 213-001 explosion-proof housing IP 50, responds to the aerosol concentration in the range of 0.130 mg/m3;
- IP 216-001-Ex, reacts steadily to smoke of all
range of the sizes of particles, irrespective of color and
chemical composition (from 0,01 microns to 10 microns), aerosol concentration from 0,05 mg/m3.
Optical smoke detectors are used in cases where
it assumes the appearance of a large amount of smoke
to the possible fire. The best of optical smoke detectors, including laser ones, have a lower detection limit
ranging from 30 mg/m3 [5]. Among the above models,
no fire detector is able to detect a potentially fire hazard at the stage of low-temperature pyrolysis, when the
concentration of gases is quite low. As shown in figure
1, the aerosol particle size 0.01-0.1 mkm reach the
number density, by several orders of magnitude
greater than the background, while the heating temperatures of the materials used is much lower (250-300 K)
than the temperature of their ignition. High confidence
identification of the fire status on the dynamics of concentration changes of aerosol particles have electromotive SP. So, the point fire detector from "RADAR"
IP 216-001-EHE (Fig. 2) capable of capturing fine particles of smoke size 0.01-0.1 microns at a mass concentration ranging from 0.01 mg/m3 [2].
Another advantage of this model is the body
made in explosion-proof category 1ExdllBT6 according to GOST R 51330 and having explosion-proof
shell IP 54. Provided protection to prevent the explosion of the detector due to the triggering of a detonating explosive effect on production.

Figure 2 - appearance of "RADAR" IP 216-001-EHE

The detector is designed to monitor the fire situation and issue information about the emergence of a
fire situation, when used indoors in macro-climatic areas with a temperate cold climate.
Important advantages in comparison with other
explosion-proof fire detectors are:
- ability to install on industrial sites in extreme
conditions;
- increased probability of detection of a fire situation at the facilities;
- compatibility with modern control devices;
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- over temperature detection of power electric
equipment, including wiring.
Recommended installation location of the detector:
- oil and gas complexes;
- explosive industries;
- energy facilities;
- refuelling complexes;
- tunnels, mines;
- military warehouse.
Taking into account these characteristics, it can
be argued that it is the electro-induction fire detectors
that are preferred for installation at sites where the occurrence of a fire situation is unacceptable.
Conclusion
Summing up the results of the analysis, it should
be noted that the electro-induction technology is the
most advanced among competitors for fire detection at
an early stage, since fire devices operating on its basis
are able to identify the concentration of aerosol ranging from 0.01 mg/m3, which is not available to other
similar models.
Therefore, in cases when the task of preventing
fire or emergency under any circumstances (industrial
and military facilities, protection of material and cultural property, life and health of people and animals,
life support systems, hospitals, orphanages, sensitive
facilities, etc.), it is advisable to use smoke point electromagnetic detectors.
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Abstract
This paper describes main robotic systems for inspecting power transmission lines. Russian and foreign (Canada,
Japan and the USA) developments in this field are presented. The structure, mechanism and principle of operation
of each robot are analyzed, their main advantages and disadvantages are revealed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Uninterrupted power supply to consumers is the
most important task of electric power industry. The
quality of energy transmission over long distances directly depends on the state of the grid elements. Overhead transmission lines are the most emergency element of the transmission grid for consumers, and
therefore the creation of an inspection system for
power line will solve a number of problems in this
field. Today in Russia, the level of wear of power lines
and used equipment reaches 70% [1], and 90% of
transmission lines are not equipped with monitoring
systems [2]. All this combined with a million lines, not
always favorable weather conditions for work and lack
of infrastructure in many areas makes the problem of
creating an automated robotic system for inspecting
power lines in Russia increasingly topical.
II. ROBOTIC SYSTEMS FOR INSPECTING POWER LINES IN RUSSIA
Now, the monitoring of power lines is carried
out by traditional and remote methods. The traditional
method includes a visual inspection without lifting and
lifting to towers, and the remote method consists of
satellite monitoring and aerial inspection using aircraft
and helicopters. However, the use of manned aircraft
is not always economically justified. As an alternative
to this solution, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are
used in various regions of Russia, performed on a
quadcopter scheme (quadcopter) and carrying digital
photo and video equipment (Fig. 1). Based on several
digital photographs that do not require the exact attachment of survey points to geographic coordinates,
automated modeling and evaluation of the shape of
power line towers are performed. The main disadvantage of this method of inspection is the limited
scope of application of such devices, since the control
of aircraft is carried out from the ground by the operator. In addition, the low carrying capacity of quadcopters does not allow the use of modern diagnostic equipment [3].

Figure 1 shows carrying out aerovisual inspection
of power lines with UAV

III. FOREIGN EXPERIENCE IN THE
OPERATION OF ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
FOR INSPECTING TRANSMISSION
LINES
In contrast to the domestic experience of operating transmission line inspection systems, foreign research institutes are actively developing robot inspectors, rolling on wires robots-RWR [4]. The first robot
was LineScout (Fig. 2a), presented in 2006 by the Hydro-Québec's research institute (IREQ, Canada). It is
designed to move through a single wire and is able to
overcome obstacles such as warning spheres (0.76 m
in diameter), corona rings, vibration dampers and a
double insulator strings.
The robot mechanism consists of two parts: "extremity frames" and a "centre frame" (Fig. 2, b). "Centre frame" in its turn contains electronics and a battery,
and "extremity frames" -"wheel frame" (dark frame)
and an "arm frame" (light frame). The latter, in addition to the two arms and two grippers, includes two
chambers on the pivoting element [5]. Overcoming
barriers occurs as follows: in the immediate vicinity of
the obstacle, the "arm frame "moves forward and fixes
behind it to support the entire robot design, while the
"wheel frame" passes under the obstacle. The implementation of this algorithm takes less than 2 minutes.
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then the rear pulley rises in the same way and the Expliner moves forward bypassing the obstacle, the rear
pulley lowers, and the robot continues to move in its
normal state. The disadvantage of the Expliner is the
impossibility of its application on the lines of the voltage class less than 330 kV, since they do not have split
phases.

a)

a)

b)
Figure 2 shows LineScout robot (а);
LineScout overcomes the obstacle (b)

Diagnosis of the power line is carrying out using
high-resolution cameras, a corona probe, infrared and
hyperspectral sensors. On-board computer system LineScout consists of custom boards using PIC microcontroller technology that are designed to control the
movement (rotation of wheels, turn and tilt the structure), DC-DC converters, protection circuits, communication systems and data acquisition.
The Japanese HiBot corp. introduced a similar
robot Expliner in 2008. It is developed jointly with the
Kansai Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) and Tokyo Institute of Technology. Expliner is designed for
inspection of power lines with split phases. The robot
mechanism is made of carbon fiber and consists of two
pulleys, a T-shaped base, a counterweight and a manipulator with two degrees of freedom (Fig. 3a).
The diagnostic system allows to inspect all the
wires of the split phase simultaneously, because it consists of four sets of equipment: cameras and laser sensors to identify the change in wire diameter with a
measurement accuracy of 0.5 mm and the detection of
internal corrosion along the entire line [6]. Fig. 3b
shows the sequence of overcoming the obstacle by Expliner. When the robot approaches the barrier, the front
pulley is lifted by displacing the center of gravity and
the robot travels forward, then the pulley lowers onto
the wire and the obstacle is between the two pulleys,
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b)
Figure 3 shows Expliner robot (а);
Expliner overcomes the obstacle (b)

In the US, the development of robotic systems
for the diagnosis of power lines is also underway. Scientists from the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) have designed a robot, that moves along the
shield wire (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 shows EPRI robot

Robot is equipped with a high-resolution camera
to detect obstacles such as overgrown trees. This
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makes it possible to analyze the image, comparing it
with the previous one. Also, the robot is equipped with
sensors, which make it possible to identify electromagnetic noise [8]. The main disadvantage of this robot is
its high cost.
Compared to the previous one, the SkySweeper
robot, engineered at the University of California, much
cheeper, since all its components are printed on a 3D
printer. SkySweeper has a V-shape, on the bend of
which is located the motor. This motor drives the robot's shoulders (Figure 5). The robot's shoulders are
equipped at the ends with grippers, which, opening and
closing, move the robot along the line [7]. The robot is
equipped with a camera and an induction coils that harvest energy from the power line itself. That allows to
maintain autonomous operation for an unlimited time.

Figure 6 shows University of Georgia’s robot

The main disadvantages of this system include a
small number of devices to diagnose the condition of
power lines and low speed.
There is a comparative table of parameters of robotic systems for inspecting transmission lines below.
Each of the considered robots has both advantages and
disadvantages, that shows the necessity for long-term
research in this field.
Table 1
Shows parameters
of the power line inspectors
robot

Figure 5 shows SkySweeper.

In recent years, many projects are oriented not
just to the creation of robotic systems for diagnosis and
monitoring, but the implementation of additional functions, for example, cleaning the wires of power lines
from pollution. Such development is the robot, created
at the University of Georgia, the USA (Fig. 6). The robot moves with four V-wheels and four rollers, which
are driven by two DC motors: one is for forward, the
other is for backward. Wheels and rollers wrap the
wire of the phase on both sides by means of springs
with a correctly selected value of rigidity. Overcoming
obstacles is carried out by compressing the springs,
thereby increasing the space between the wheels, and
the robot travels around the obstacle, wrapping it in the
same way as the wire [9]. The system is equipped with
a camera and two ultrasonic proximity sensors to detect any objects on the path of the robot. In addition, a
brush rests on top of the line and, rotating, cleans the
wire from debris, industrial dust and salt deposits (in
coastal areas) that can accumulate on the wires and
lead to corrosion. The power supply of the robot is provided by three batteries, two of which are intended for
motors, and one for a brush.

speed,
km/h
weight,
kg
length,
m
battery
life,
hour

Line
Scout

Expliner

EPRI

SkySweeper

University
of Georgia

3,6

1,4

5

0,72

0,36

98

-

65

0,45

13,7

1,37

-

2

0,6

0,43

5

6

-

24

24

IV.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the main developments in the field
of power transmission line inspection were considered. The introduction of such complexes into the
power system will allow to prevent emergency shutdown of consumers, and as a consequence, to reduce
costs for idle production, to increase the efficiency of
power transmission through conducting lines due to
the use of power lines at the limit of their electrophysical capabilities. In addition, it will increase the safety
of staff and in the future, when creating completely autonomous diagnostic and monitoring systems. It may
completely eliminate the need for the departure of the
operational team. Obviously, further research should
be aimed at developing a multifunctional complex capable of not only diagnosing damage to a section of the
line, but also carrying out minor repairs.
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Abstrac
In this paper let us derive new method analyze for a general quadrature amplitude modulation(QAM), given
that messages have exponential distribution the signal (symbol) to noise ratio(SNR) is .
5. Receiving the signal and constellation
I. INTRODUCTION
decoding with the method neighbor [1] (Using
In this paper, we propose a statistical QAM almidway point between 2 symbols as the detection
gorithm for the exponential distribution of messages
threshold). If the noise was a huge the value of signal
over wireless transmission for a new coding and modcould move to another nearest point.
ulation. It is shown that the described solution has significant power consumption. The suggested solution is
B. Average energy of QAM
Consider a typical 16-QAM modulation scheme
analyzed from the position of the Bit Error Rate, anawhere the alphabets is
lyzing of energy signal, analyzing of noise, structure
QAM constellation. All the explanations are shown for
QAM system. Statistical QAM is based on the following two ideas. Firstly, the exponential distribution is
used to make a distribution of the image pixels closer
The average energy of the 16-QAM constellato the non-uniform distribution. Secondly, the resulttion is
[2]. The 16-QAM constellation
ant values of the processed symbols are mapped into
is as shown in the figure 1.
the constellation point according to their frequency.
The exponential distribution is the usual situation in real life and has a lot of in common with the
output of real codecs or generators of values or sensors. This distribution is well-known and easy modulating in the different types of a programming environment.
II. QAM
Due to the rapid growth of capacity demand in
core networks and the advancement of digital coherent detection technology, high-order M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) formats such as
square 16QAM and 64QAM have attracted significant attention due to their potential to realize very
high-speed transmission at high spectral efficiencies [4, 5].
A. Modulation
Modulation and demodulation QAM consist of
Fig. 1. Constellation QAM16
the following main blocks:
1. Getting a value that is distributed according
Each point in constellation is symbol. QAM16
to the uniform continuous. Value are ranging from 0 to
use 16 symbols. This value will be called 𝑀𝑀 = 16.

2. Coding by Gray code [3].
3. A matching of the points to the constellation
M-QAM and giving signal which has two carriers
shifted in phase by 90 degrees are modulated and the
resultant output consists of both amplitude and phase
variations.
4. Transmiting signal over the communication
channel and adding a noise.

The average power in general standard M-QAM
in which probability distribution of input values is considered to be uniform is calculated as follows [6]:

is probability of symbol,

.
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C. Noise Model
Let the received symbol is,
Where

is the normalizing factor.

Value of will be used
for
(QAM16).
is transmit symbol at the constellation and is the
noise. Assuming that the additive noise follows from
the Gaussian probability distribution function,

With
and
. If has huge value,
can go to another point and be decoded wrong.
The conditional probability distribution function
(PDF) for given
are showing

D. Bit Error Rate(BER)
An error is an incorrectly decoding the symbol.
It happened when a point in constellation was moved
to another area by noise.
The theoretical probability bit error rate(BER)
function for uniform distribution QAM16 is [2]

Where

,

where
is the error function (also called Gauss
error function).
III. STATISTICAL QAM
The average energy is calculated as uniform distribution. If cryptography or data compression not included in the processing of symbol, there is used an
exponential distribution in real systems. Every symbol
has a different probability.
A. Main idea
The main idea of Statistical QAM (S-QAM) for
exponential distribution is to map the most frequent input values to the QAM symbols with the lowest transmission energy. As the result, the average energy consumption of the transmission system is seriously decreased because the low-energy modulation values are
transmitted more common than the value with higher
energy level. The typical scheme distribution is shown
in the figure 2.
Compare two signals with different energy is not
correct enough because they have different energy
level. QAM with exponential distribution can be comparable with usual QAM if they have the same average
power. The average power of QAM can be increased
by increasing distance between points in the constellation.
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Fig. 2. Exponential distribution with SQAM16

Let use the formula from section II-B for calculating of energy for a sprawling constellation and average energy QAM16
:

Where
constellation.

is the coefficient of sprawling of the
can be gained

This formula depends on a probability of each
symbol, but the probability of symbols depends on exponential distribution, which has the features such us
mathematical expectation or intensity of input inflow.
If one of this characteristics could be gained, the coefficient would be gained for SQAM.
Compare two signals with different energy is not
correct enough because they have different energy
level. QAM with exponential distribution can be comparable with usual QAM if they have the same average
power. The average power of QAM can be increased
by increasing distance between points in the constellation.
B. Practical results
The Matlab code for generating signal
QAM16/SQAM and transmission at a channel, pass it
through additive white Gaussian noise and demodulation at the receiver will be useful for understanding the
concept further. The results are shown in figure 3.
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Meanwhile, if the value of the mathematical expectation is large, when the distribution resembles a uniform
one, the gain from the proposed modelling scheme will
be minimal.

Fig. 4. Constellation Statistical QAM

Fig. 3. The quantized symbols

The constellation for SQAM 16 is used following as shown in figure 4. The scheme of mapping symbols is a table I.
Table 1

The Matlab code for generating a QAM16 transmission, pass it through additive white Gaussian noise
and demoduation at the receiver will be useful for understanding the concept further. The results are shown
in figure 5. The symbol error rate plots obtained from
simulations compare well with the theoretical formulas.

Mapping for SQAM

Input symbols

Input binary symbols

0

QAM symbols

energy

Re

Im

0000

-1

1

2

1

0001

1

1

2

2

0010

-1

-1

2

3

0011

1

-1

2

4

0100

-1

3

10

5

0101

1

3

10

6

0110

-1

-3

10

7

0111

1

-3

10

8

1000

1

-3

10

9

1001

1

3

10

10

1010

-1

-3

10

11

1011

-1

3

10

12

1100

3

-3

18

13

1101

3

3

18

14

1110

-3

-3

18

15

1111

-3

3

18

Fig. 5. BER-SNR

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Statistical QAM was compared
with exponential distribution scheme. It was shown
that for the same average energy costs for Statistical
QAM could be reduced value of bit error rate. It was
shown, this system is working if the uniform distribution does not use.
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Abstracts
In this paper, we describe the development of a computer model of an information system, represented as a
queueing network with a specified resource reservation mechanism. The proposed computer model was developed
on the basis of a method of discrete-event simulation. Model can get such parameters of the network as the number
of service devices, a set of possible service request routes, a probability of selecting these routes, an intensity of
requests arrival rate, the intensity of service rate in each service device and a modeling volume. This model allows
calculating the following statistics: an average request sojourn time in system, an average request service time and
average system load.

II. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the process of informatization of
society actively grows. Many everyday actions are no
longer possible without the use of computerized
storage and processing systems (information systems,
IS). An example is а library systems, reference
services, subdivisions of the management structure of
enterprises (bookkeeping, personnel department, etc.).
Any system which using limited means and
resources and trying to satisfy a flow of incoming
requirements, can be considered as a queuing network
(QN) [1, 2]. The queuing network is a set of
elementary queuing systems (EQS), each of which, as
a rule, consists of a storage device (queue, buffer) and
a server (service device, SD). The network receives
requests (requirements), the process of servicing of
requests can occur in a sequence from several EQS that
have been assigned with predetermined probability.
The main element of most part of modern
information systems are databases (DB) [3]. Special
attention in such systems is paid to speed, reliability
and maintaining of data integrity [4]. Therefore, in this
article, queuing networks with computing resources
reservation are considered. These QN represent IS
with high requirements for maintaining data integrity.
Reservation of resources in such QN is as follows: for
the time of a request processing on a network, this
request blocks a certain set of servers for other requests
[5].
Since the actual task in ан analysis of
information systems is a development of mathematical
and simulation models that allow us to estimate the
main characteristics of IS, in this paper we will
estimate such characteristics of the system as: an
average request service time, IS performance, a level
of loading of IS modules, load of queues in a
processing path, etc.

Since a theoretical analysis of systems with
resources reservation mechanisms is difficult even in
a simplest cases, as a rule, a simulation method is used
to estimate characteristics of IS. The most effective
method of modeling queuing networks is discreteevent simulation [6, 7]. Events in the system occur at
random times. The state of the system can change only
at the moments when the events occur, and a complete
set of system states can be obtained by moving the
simulation system time from one event to another,
which significantly reduces simulation time
(Figure 1).
S1 S2

S3

. . .

Sk

. . .

Sn

t1

t3

. . .

tk

. . .

tn

t2

t

Fig. 1: Sequence of events occurrence in the system

Thus, the work of the simulation model of the
system is a chronological events sequence of the
system changes from one state to another (Figure 2).

2

1
m

3
…

Fig. 2: Abstract machine of state changes

The purpose of this development was to create a
simulation model of a system with resources
reservation, working according to the principles of
discrete-event simulation. The characteristics of the
proposed model are given in Table 1.
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Input
parameters:

Output
parameters:

Reservation
mechanism:
Query flow:
Order of
service:

Model characteristics

III. ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM GENERAL CYCLE

Table 1

- a quantity of elementary QS (SD
and buffer);
- an intensity of a request arrival
rate;
- a service rate for each SD;
- a set of routes;
- probabilities of choosing a route;
- a quantity of requests in the
system;
- an average service time of a
request;
- a sojourn time of a request in a
system;
- an average working time of a SD;
- a reservation of a SD set in a
request route for a time of processing
request;
- Poisson flow;
- in order of arrival (FIFO - first in,
first out).

The block diagram of the main cycle of the
modeling program is shown in Figure 3.
Here K is a quantity of elementary QS in the
network; μ - a service rate for each SD; λ - an intensity
of a request arrival rate; Route - a set of routes; P - a
probability of selecting one of the routes; num – a
quantity of requests to be processed (modeling
volume).
In the block “Determining the next event” of the
block-scheme shown in Figure 3, the event closest to
current system time is selected. First, the entire set of
event is sorted by time, then it is rewritten in the
correct order, after which the first event is selected.
Start

Input: K, μ, λ,
Route, P, num

The following events are realized in the
developed model:
• Arrival of a request;
• Ending of a service in SD;
• Moving of a request from a buffer to a SD;
• Moving of a request to the next SD on a route;
• Blocking a set of SD;
• Removing the block from a set of SD.
Table 2 shows the reaction of the model to the
occurrence of an event.
Table 2
Connection of events
Events
Arrival of a
request in free
system:

Arrival of a
request in busy
system:
End of service in
intermediate SD
in a route:
Moving of a
request to the next
SD on a route:
End of a service
in last SD in a
route:
Removing a block
from a set of SD:
Moving of a
request from a
buffer to a SD:
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Consequences of the event
- Blocking a set of SD on an entire
route;
- Calculation of an ending service
time of request in the SD;
- Calculation of an arrival time of
the next request;
- Arrival of a request into a buffer;
- Calculation of an arrival time of
the next request;
- Moving of a request to the next
SD on route;
- Calculation of an ending service
time of request in a SD;

- Removing the block from a set of
SD;
- Moving of a request from a
buffer to a SD;
- Blocking a set of SD on an entire
route;
- Calculation of an ending service
time of request in a SD;
- Calculation of an arrival time of
the next request.

i ≤ length(λ)
A: While quantity of serviced
requests ≤ num
Determining the next event
Execute the subprogramm of
selected event
A
Calculation of a system
characteristics

Output of a
statistical data
End
Fig. 3: Block diagram of the simulation program main cycle

In the “Execute the subprogramm of selected
event” block, the following happens: the pointer to a
function of processing the selected event is taken from
the value PointerExecute variable, which subsequently
runs it (see Listing 1).
Listing 1
Running the processing function of the selected
event
func_Event =
Events_List(IndexOfNextEvent).PointerExecute;
);

System_table = func_Event( System_table
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Consider the block “Calculation of a system
characteristics”, presented in the block-diagram of the
main modeling program, shown in Figure 3. In this
block, basic calculations are performed to get
statistical data on the analysis of the system
functioning. The average service time of a request is
estimated using the sample mean method [8]. It is
known that the error of such an estimate decreases
inversely proportional to the root of the modeling
volume [9].
IV. SUBPROGRAMMEMS FOR EVENTS
PROCESSING
A. Arrival event of request
The block-diagram of the subprogramm for
processing the arrival event of request to the system is
shown in Figure 4.
Start

Changes in a system
data

Is the route busy?

Yes

No
Processing of the event
of SD blocking
Calculation of the ending
of service time

Arrival of a
request into a
buffer

5) assignmenting of the request number (the
request number is given as a serial number of its arrival
to the system);
6) writing the arrival time of request to the
system. Sets to the current system time.
Listing 2
Route selection function
function Route =
generate_route(System_table)
n = my_rand(System_table.Pr);
switch n
case 1
Route = [1 2];
case 2
Route = [1 3 4];
end;
The path busyness check is performed as follows
(see Listing 3): initially the path is asumed to be free
(the value of the PathBlocked variable is zero), then
add a variables values that specify the SD blocked (the
value is zero if the SD is unblocked and one if the SD
is blocked ). The resulting value determines whether
the path is free (PathBlocked = 0) or busy
(PathBlocked > 0).
Listing 3
Path busy check
PathBlocked = 0;
for i =
1:length(Request_table(QuantityOfEnteredReque
sts).Route)

Calculation of an
arrival time of the next
request

PathBlocked = PathBlocked +
Server_table(Request_table(QuantityOfEnteredR
equests).Route(i)).ServerBlocked;

end

end;
If the route is free, then the request goes to the
service, otherwise it goes to the buffer. The following
actions are performed:
1) changing in the request status;
2) writing the request arrival time to the buffer;
3) increasing of the requests number in the
buffer;
4) writing of the request number to the array of
requests in the buffer.
When a service request is received, the
“Processing of the event of SD blocking” block must
be executed. This block corresponds to the creation of
the event of blocking a set of SD, i.e. adding a data to
the structure describing the events (see Listing 4). The
event time variable is assigned to the current system
time, and the parameter value for the event is the
request number.

Fig. 4: Processing the arrival event of request

In the “Changes in a system data” block of the
above block-diagram, the following actions are
performed:
1) increasing of a quantity of received requests;
2) one of the routes is selected for a request.
The function code for route selection is shown in
Listing 2. The choice is as follows: according to the
given probabilities, a random number from 1 to R,
corresponding to a route number, is selected (here R is
the number of routes in the network);
3) changing the current position of a request on
the route. When the request is submitted to the system,
its status becomes equal to 1 - this means that the
request is either in a buffer, or in the first SD on its
route, if it immediately accepted to the service;
4) determination of the first SD number on the
request route;
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Listing 4
Create of an event of SD blocking
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Na
meEvent = 'BlockOfServers';
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Tim
eOfStart = CurrentTime;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Opti
ons = QuantityOfEnteredRequests;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Poi
nterExecute = @func_BlockOfServers;
The next block “Calculation of the ending of
service time” corresponds to the creation of an event
of a request ending service in the first SD on its route.
In this case, a value of the event occurrence time is
equal to the current system time plus the request
service time in the given SD, and a value of the event
parameter is a number of the first SD on the request
route (see Listing 5).
Listing 5
Creation of an ending service event in one SD
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Na
meEvent = 'ServiceOfRequest';
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Tim
eOfStart = CurrentTime + (1/System_table.Mu(WhichServer))*log(rand);
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Opti
ons = WhichServer;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Poi
nterExecute = @func_ServiceOfRequest;
The block “Calculation of an arrival time of the
next request” corresponds to the creation of the arrival
event for the next request (see Listing 6). The time of
this event will be equal to the sum of the current
system time and time before the arrival of the request.
Listing 6
Creation of a request arrival event
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Na
meEvent = 'EnterOfRequest';
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Tim
eOfStart = CurrentTime + (1/System_table.Lambda)*log(rand);
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Opti
ons = 0;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Poi
nterExecute = @func_EnterOfRequest;
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B. Ending service event in one SD
A
block-diagram
of
the
processing
subprogramm of the event of a request ending service
in one SD is shown in Figure 5.
Start

Writing a system
characteristics
Did
a request go through
the entire
route?

No

Yes
Calculation of
system
characteristics

Processing of an
event of the
request moving
to the next SD

Processing of an event
of unblock of a set SD
End
Fig. 5: Processing of the ending service event in SD

In the first block of the above block-diagram, the
data of system are written, namely:
1) definition of the SD in which the service of
request was finished;
2) writing the work ending time of the SD,
which is equal to a current system time;
3) determination of a request number, a service
of which has just been finish;
4) calculating a service time of a request in this
SD;
5) changing a status of the request for
“Serviced”;
6) changing of a current request position on its
route.
If the value of the current request position on its
route is greater than the route length of this request, it
means that the request has gone through the entire route,
and its service in the network is completed. In this case, an
SD unblock event for SD in the request rote is generated,
with the start time equal to the current system time, and the
parameter of the event is the number of request that was
just served (see Listing 7).
Listing 7
Creation of the unblock event of SD on a route
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Na
meEvent = 'UnblockOfServers';
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Tim
eOfStart = CurrentTime;
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Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Opti
ons = WhichRequest;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Poi
nterExecute = @func_UnblockOfServers;
The following parameters that related to the
output of a request from the system are calculated (see
Listing 8):
1) a request sojourn time in the system;
2) a number of requests that was serviced in the
system.
Listing 8
Calculation after an output of a request from a
system
Request_table(WhichRequest).TimeInSyste
m = Request_table(WhichRequest).
TimeOut(Request_table(WhichRequest).Route(en
d)) - Request_table
(WhichRequest).TimeIn(Request_table(WhichRe
quest).Route(1));
Server_table(WhichServer).QuantityOfReq
uestsServiced = Server_table
(WhichServer).QuantityOfRequestsServiced + 1;
If the request does not go through its entire route,
an event of a moving of the request to the next SD on
its route is created. The time of occurrence of this
event is equal to the current system time, and the value
of the event parameter is the request number to
determine the next SD on its route (see Listing 9).
Listing 9
Creation an event of a request moving to the
next SD
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Na
meEvent = 'FromServerInServer';
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Tim
eOfStart = CurrentTime;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Opti
ons = WhichRequest;
Events_List(CurrentQuantityOfEvents).Poi
nterExecute = @func_FromServerInServer;
C. Event of а reqest moving from a buffer to
an SD
The block-diagram of the subprogramm for
processing the event of a moving of a request from the
buffer to the SD is shown in Figure 6.
In the first block of the above block-diagram, the
following calculations are performed:
1) writing a work start time of a SD;
2) writing of a request number, which passing
from a buffer to a SD;
3) removing of request that has left from a
buffer requests array;

4) decreasing of a quantity of request in this
buffer;
5) calculating an exit time of the request from
the buffer;
6) calculating a request sojourn time spent in a
buffer;
7) changing a status of a request to “In
processing”.

Start
Changing of a system
data
Calculation of a request
ending service time in a SD
End
Fig. 6: Processing an event of a reqest moving from
the buffer to an SD

After the changes to the system data are
completed, an event of request service is created in this
SD.
D. Event of request moving to the next SD on
its route
A block-diagram of the procedure for processing
the event of a request moving to the next SD on its
route is shown in Figure 7.
In the first block of the above block-scheme the
following calculations are performed (see Listing 10):
1) adetermination of the next SD on a request
route;
2) writing of a request arrival time in a system.

Start
Writing of a system
data
Calculation of a request
ending service time in a SD
End
Fig. 7: Processing of a request moving event to the next SD
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Listing 10
Calculations during to moving of request to the
next SD on its route
WhichRequest = Events_List
(IndexOfNextEvent).Options;
NextServer = Request_table
(WhichRequest).Route(Request_table
(WhichRequest).CurrentStage);
Request_table(WhichRequest).TimeIn
(NextServer) = CurrentTime;
After the above calculations, an event of request
service is created in this SD.
E. Event of blocking a set of SD
In subprogramm of processing of blocking event
for a SD set, when the request is moved throught each
SD on its route, the value of the variable that reflects
the block of SD has becames equal to 1, i.e. each of
SD has becomes blocked (see Listing 11).
Listing 11
Sequential blocking of а set SD
for i = 1:length(Request_table
(WhichRequest).Route)
Server_table(Request_table
(WhichRequest).Route(i)).
ServerBlocked = 1;
end;
F. Event of unblock of a set SD
A block-diagram of the subprogramm for
processing an event of an unblock of a set SD is shown
in Figure 8.
Start
Unblock of SD on a
request route

Is there one
among waiting requests for which
a route is not
occupied?

No

Yes
Processing of event of moving
from a buffer to a SD
Processing of event of
blocking a SD set on
entire route
End

Fig. 8: Processing of an unblock event of a set SD
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In the first block of the above block-csheme, the
following operation is performed: when the request
has moved throught entire set SD on its route, the value
of the variable that reflects the block of SD is changed
to 0, i.e. the SD block is removed.
After unblock of a set SD, it may happen that
some of the routes have become completely free of the
block, which means that requests awaiting the unblock
of these routes can be received for a service. The
search code for such request is shown in Listing 12.
Listing 12
Search for requests that waiting to an unblock
MinTime = inf;
for j = 1:System_table.
QuantityOfBuffers
if Buffer_table(j).
QuantityOfRequestsInBuffer == 0
continue;
end;
for k = 1:Buffer_table(j).
QuantityOfRequestsInBuffer
PathBlocked = 0;
for r = 1:length(Request_table
(Buffer_table(j).NumRequests(k)).
Route)
PathBlocked = PathBlocked +
Server_table( Request_table
(Buffer_table(j).NumRequests(k)).
Route(r)).ServerBlocked;
end;
if (PathBlocked == 0)&&
(Request_table(Buffer_table(j).
NumRequests(k)).TimeEnterInBuffer(j) <
MinTime)
MinTime = Request_table
(Buffer_table(j).NumRequests(k)).
TimeEnterInBuffer(j);
WhichRequest = Buffer_table
(j).NumRequests(k);
WhichBuffer = j;
end;
break;
end;
end;
If among the requests that waiting in buffers was
found such that its route has became free, an event of
the request moving from the buffer to the first SD on
this request route is created , as well as the event of
blocking of a set SD from the route of this request is
created.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this work, a software tool was
developed and debugged for the simulation of complex
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information systems with high requirements to an
integrity of a data.
Within the framework of a development of this
work, it is planned to seach other algorithms for
reserving of computing resources of information
system in order to find the optimal algorithm that
allows improving the performance characteristics of
the system without reducing the data integrity index.
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Abstract
The technique of synthesis of various discrete linear systems is considered: low and high frequency filters, vibrational links, rejection and selective filters based on known differential equations of continuous analog filters
using difference equations. To obtain difference equations describing the operation of synthesized linear systems,
the derivatives of differential equations are replaced by their analogs in the form of difference equations. With
the correct choice of the period of discreteness, the frequency properties of the synthesized discrete filters practically coincide with the frequency properties of the corresponding continuous filters. Specific examples of design of discrete filters of lower and upper frequencies, serial oscillatory circuit, notch selective filters by the
method of invariant differential equations are given.
Keywords: filter, differential equation, difference equation, frequency transfer function.

INTRODUCTION
Currently, due to the intensive development of
computer technology and the emergence of highly efficient digital devices, such as microprocessors, microcontrollers, signal processors, the most widespread
digital methods of processing video signals. To improve the quality of images, suppression of noise and
noise, a wide variety of low and high frequency filters,
band and rejection (liters are widely used. In this case,
specific requirements are imposed on the time and frequency properties of the filters, depending on the tasks
being solved.
The problems of constructing discrete filters
with given time and frequency characteristics in the literature have been thoroughly investigated [1, 2, 3]. To
synthesize discrete filters by their continuous analogs,
both frequency and time methods are used [4], The basis of frequency methods is the use of a bilinear z transformation, which allows to develop a discrete filter with a given frequency transfer function of a continuous filter, whose frequency properties practically
coincide with the frequency characteristics of a continuous analog filter.
In the case of synthesis of discrete filters in the
time domain, either the invariant impulse response
method or the invariant transition characteristic
method [5,6] is used. Both methods are based on applying pulsed or transient characteristics of a continuous analog filter to create discrete filters.
At the same time, a method for synthesizing discrete filters is possible on the basis of differential equations describing the operation of continuous filters.
In the literature, this method is not given much
attention. However, the use of differential equations
allows relatively easy to obtain algorithms for virtually
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any discrete filters - low and high frequency filters,
bandpass and notch filters.
SYNTHESIS OF DISCRETE FILTERS
The aim of the work is to create a technique for
synthesizing discrete filters using differential equations of continuous analog filters.
In the most general form, a linear system (filter)
of the n-order is described by the following linear differential equation [7]
a0
= b0

d n y (t )
dt n

d m x (t )
dt m

+ a1

+ b1

d n −1 y ( t )
dt n −1

+ …+ an y ( t ) =

d m −1 x ( t )

+ ... + bm x ( t ) ;        (1)
dt m −1
m ≤ n,

where x ( t ) , y ( t ) − input and output signals of the system; ai , bi − are weights.
Derivatives in the relation (1) can be represented
in the form
dy ( t )

dt
dx ( t )

dt

d 2 y (t )
dt 2

= limT →0

= limT →0

= limT →0

y (t ) − y (t − T )

T
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T
dy ( t ) dy ( t − T )
−
dt
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;
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−
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;
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d n −1 y ( t )

d y (t )
n

dt n
d y (t )
m

dt m

dt n −1
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d m −1 x ( t )
dt m −1

= limT →0

d n −1 y ( t − T )

−

dt n −1

T
−

n

− n −1
a0T − n ∑ci y ( t − iT ) + a1T ( ) *

;

i =0

n −1

*∑ pi y ( t − iT ) + ... an y ( t ) =

d m −1 x ( t − T )
dt m −1

T

i =0

. ( 2)

m

= b0T − m ∑ki x ( t − iT ) +
i =0

In what follows, we assume that no significant
changes occur in the time 𝑇𝑇 for the functions
x ( t ) ; y ( t ) , or their derivatives.
Then relations (2) can be replaced by approximate difference equations
dy ( t )
dt
dx ( t )
dt

d 2 y (t )
d 2 x (t )

≈

y (t ) − y (t − T )
T
x (t ) − x (t − T )
T

;
;

− m −1
+b1T ( ) ∑di x ( t − iT ) + ...bm x ( t ) .            ( 4 )
i =0

In this expression, the weight coefficients ci −
correspond to the n th derivative; pi − correspond to
the n − 1 th derivative; ki − correspond to the m th derivative; di − correspond to the m − 1 th derivative, and
so on.
From the relation (4) we find the output signal of
the filter
m

y ( t ) − 2 y ( t − T ) + y ( t − 2T )

≈

dt 2

≈
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T2
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≈
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n

dt 2
T2
……………………………………………
d y (t )
n

dt n
d x (t )
m

dt

m

− n −1
− a0T − n ∑ci y ( t − iT ) + a1T ( ) *
i =0

n

n −1

≈ T − n ∑ci y ( t − iT ) ;
i =0

=i 0=i 0

m

≈ T − m ∑ci x ( t − iT ) .          ( 3)
i =0

The table 1 shows the values of the weight coefficients 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 of the difference equations corresponding to
the derivatives of different orders.
Table 1
Values of weighting coefficients
n

ci
c2

c3

c4

1

*∑ pi y ( t − iT ) −…− an −1T −1 ∑li y ( t − iT ) ].       ( 5 )

In the discrete representation of the input and
output filter signals, when t = iT , the operation of the
discrete filter based on (5) is given by
m

=
y [ n ] an−1{b0T − m ∑ki x [ n − i ] +
i =0

m −1

− m −1
+b1T ( ) ∑di x [ n − i ] + …+ bm x [ n ] −
i =0

c0

c1

c5

c6

c7

c8

1

1

-1

2

1

-2

1

3

1

-3

3

-1

4

1

-4

6

-4

1

5

1

-5

10

-10

5

-1

6

1

-6

15

-20

15

-6

7

1

-7

21

-35

35

-21

7

-1

8

1

-8

28

-56

70

-56

28

-8

1

9

1

-9

36

-84

126

-126

84

-36

9

n

с9

− n −1
− a0T − n ∑ci y [ n − i ] + a1T ( ) *
i =0

n −1

1

*∑ pi y [ n − i ] − ... − an −1T −1 ∑li y [ n − i ] }.    ( 6 )

=i 0=i 0

This relationship determines the algorithm of operation of a discrete filter of n − order.

1

-1

Taking into account relations (3), the differential
equation of the linear system (1) is written as finite differences

EXAMPLES OF SYNTHESIS
OF DISCRETE FILTERS
Let us consider a number of concrete examples.
1. Low-pass filter of the third order
The frequency transfer function of a continuous
filter and its differential equation have the form [7]
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1

=
W ( jω )

;   τ3

d 3 y (t )
=
+ y (t ) x (t ) ,
dt 3

1 + ( jωτ )3 


where τ − is the filter time constant.
After replacing the third derivative in the differential equation by its difference equivalent (the third
line in the table 1), we obtain the following difference
equation of the discrete low-pass filter of the third order.
1
a
=
y [ n]
x [ n] +
*
1+ a
1+ a

*{3 y [ n − 1] − 3 y [ n − 2] + 3 y [ n − 3]} ,                 ( 7 )
3

where a = ( τ / T ) .
Expression (7) allows us to write the amplitudefrequency response (AFC) of the filter in question in
the form
1
1+ a
W ( ω) =

2

a


1 − 1 + a ( 3cos ωT − 3cos 2ωT + cos3ωT )  +
2

 a
+
( 3sin ωT − 3sin 2ωT + sin 3ωT )
1 + a

The results of the calculation of the response of
the continuous and discrete filters considered for the
3

case a (=
=
τ / T ) 103 are shown in figure 1 (1 – AFC
of a continuous low-pass filter; 2 – AFC of a discrete
LPF).

W ( jω ) =
d 3 y (t )

( jωτ )3 ;         
1 + ( jωτ )3 



d 3 x (t )
τ
+ y (t ) =
τ
,
dt 3
dt 3
Applying the previously considered technique,
we obtain for a discrete filter a difference equation of
the form
y [ n] =
3

=

3


x [ n ] − 3 x [ n − 1] + 3 x [ n − 2] −
a 

 .  
1 + a − x [ n − 3] − 3 y [ n − 1] + 3 y [ n − 2] − y [ n − 3] 

Then the response of the filter under consideration is written as follows
W ( ω) =
2

=

a (1 − 3cos ωT + 3cos 2ωT − cos3ωT ) +
1 + a + ( 3sin ωT − 3sin 2ωT + sin 3ωT )2
2

a


1 − 1 + a ( 3cos ωT − 3cos 2ωT + cos3ωT )  +
 a
+
( 3sin ωT − 3sin 2ωT + sin 3ωT )
1 + a


2

In figure 2 (1 – AFC of a continuous HPF; 2 –
AFC of discrete HPF) for the case 𝑎𝑎 = (τ/T)3 = 103
the AFC of the continuous and discrete filters under
investigation is shown. In this case, the deviation of
the AFC of continuous and discrete filters does not exceed 0.7 dB.
.

Figure 1 – AFC of a continuous and discrete LPF

From the presented AFC filters, it is seen that the
deviation of the frequency response of the filters does
not exceed 0,5 dB.
2. High-pass filter of the third order
In this case, the frequency transfer function and
the differential equation are described by the relations
[7]
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Figure 2 – AFC of a continuous and discrete HPF

Consider the synthesis of more complex linear
systems by the method of invariant differential equations.
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3. Sequential oscillatory circuit
For a given linear system, the frequency transfer
function and the differential equation are determined
by the relations [7]
1
W ( jω ) =
;   
2
( jω ) LC + jωrC + 1


d 2 y (t )

dy ( t )

+ y (t ) =
x (t ) ,
dt
dt
where L, C , r − inductance, capacity and loss resistance of the oscillatory circuit, respectively.
Replacing the second and first derivatives in the
differential equation by their difference expressions
(the second and first lines of the table 1), we obtain the
following difference equation that determines the operation of the discrete oscillatory circuit
y=
[ n] a0 x [ n] + b1 y [ n − 1] − b2 y [ n − 2] ,
where
1
a0 =
;
 LC rC 
1 + 2 +

T 
T

LC

2

+ rC

4. Notch filter
There are a large number of circuitry solutions
of notch filters. Let the notch filter be built on the basis of a series oscillatory circuit. The scheme of such
a filter is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4 – Scheme of such a filter

Omitting the intermediate calculations, we will
write down the frequency transfer function and the
differential equation of this filter in the form
W ( jω ) =

 2 LC rC   LC rC 
b1=  2 +
+
 / 1 +
;
T   T2 T 
 T

LC

( jω )2 LC + jωrC + 1


( jω )2 LC + jωC ( r + R ) + 1



d 2 y (t )
dt

2

+ C(R + r)

dy ( t )
dt

;

+ y (t ) =

 LC rC 
d 2 x (t )
dx ( t )
b2 LCT −2 / 1 + 2 +
=
.
LC
Cr
=
+
+ x (t ) ,
T 
T

dt
dt 2
The response of the oscillatory circuit under conwhere R is the resistance of the input resistor.
sideration is
The difference equation and the amplitude-frea0
quency
W ( ω) =
. characteristic of the notch filter are written as
2
2
follows
(1 − b1 cos ωT + b2 cos ωT ) + ( b1 sin ωT − b2 sin ωT )
y [=
n ] a0 x [ n ] + a1 x [ n − 1] a2 x [ n − 2] +
Frequency response of a continuous and discrete series oscillatory circuit for the case
+b1 y [ n − 1] − b2 y [ n − 2];
a0 = 0,009; b1 = 1,8919   and b2 = 0,9009   are
( a0 − a1 cos ωT + a2 cos 2ωT )2 +
shown in figure 3 (1 – AFC of a continuous oscilla2
tory circuit; 2 – AFC of a discrete oscillatory circuit).
+ ( a1 sin ωT − a2 sin 2ωT )
It follows from the presented data that the difference
W ( ω) =
,
in these frequency response does not exceed 0,7 dB.
(1 − b1 cos ωT + b2 cos 2ωT )2 +

+ ( b1 sin ωT − b2 sin 2ωT )

2

where
 LC rC   LC C ( r + R ) 
a0 =  2 +
+ 1 /  2 +
+ 1 ;
T
T
T
 T

 2 LC RC   LC C ( r + R ) 
a1 =
+
+ 1 ;
 2 +
/
T   T2
T
 T

=
a2

Figure 3 – AFC of a continuous and discrete oscillatory circuit

LC  LC ( r + R ) 
/
+ 1 ;
T
T2 


 2 LC C ( R + r )   LC C ( R + r ) 
+ 1 ;
b1 =
 2 +
/ 2 +
T
T
 T
 T
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LC −1  LC C ( R + r ) 
+
+ 1 .
/
T
T2  T2

The frequency response of the notch filter for
the weight coefficients a0 = 0,9877, a1 = 1,9745,
a2 = 0,9873 , b1 = 1,9869 and b2 = 0,9873 is shown
in figure 5 by a solid line. It is evident from the characteristic that at the rejection frequency the transmission coefficient is practically equal to -30 dB (1 –
AFC of the notch filter; 2 – AFC of the selective filter).
b2=

y=
[ n] a ( x [ n] + x [ n − 1]) + b1 y [ n − 1] − b2 y [ n − 2];
W ( ω) =

( a0 − a cos ωT )2 + ( a sin ωT )2
,
(1 − b1 cos ωT + b2 cos 2ωT )2 +
2
+ ( b1 sin ωT − b2 sin 2ωT )

where
C
 2 LC Cr   LC rC 
; b1=  2 +
+
+ 1 ;
/
T
T   T2 T
 T

LC
b2 = 2 .
T
The frequency response of the selective filter
for weight coefficients a = 0,0099 , b1 = 1,9802      
and b2 = 0, 9901 is shown in Figure 5 by the dotted
line. We can note a fairly good coincidence of the frequency response of continuous and discrete filters.
a=

CONCLUSION

Figure 5 – AFC of the notch and selective filter

5. Selective filter
The sequential oscillatory filter is placed in the
basis of the circuit-based solution of the selective filter (Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Bandpass filter circuit

In the case under consideration, the frequency
transfer function, the differential equation, the difference equation and the filter frequency response have
the form
jωC
;
W ( jω ) =
2
( jω ) LC + jωrC + 1


LC
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d 2 y (t )
dt

2

+ Cr

dy ( t )

dx ( t )
+ y (t ) =
C
;
dt
dt

The technique of invariant differential equations
considered allows one to synthesize a variety of discrete linear systems: low and high frequency filters, vibrational links, notch and selective filters based on
known differential equations of continuous analog filters using difference equations. The frequency properties of synthesized discrete filters with the correct
choice of the period of discreteness practically coincide with the frequency properties of the corresponding continuous filters.
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Abstract
To observe the object in the Earth's atmosphere by means of an optoelectronic system, an infrared optical range of
3-5 µm was chosen. Earth's atmosphere and its influence on the passage of infrared radiation was analyzed. It is
revealed that in the selected operating range the greatest influence on the transmission of radiation is exerted by
water vapors. The spectral transmittance coefficient of radiation for water vapors is calculated. According to the
obtained data, a graph is built and conclusions are drawn.

INTRODUCTION
For the optical system works to targets in the
earth's atmosphere, it is necessary to select the wavelength range at which the object of observation will be
detected. To do this, it is necessary to analyze the composition of the atmosphere and its influence on the
propagation of optical radiation. As the object of observation there may be meteorological formations,
smoke from fires, etc.
The operating range for the optoelectronic system (OES) was chosen the average infrared range( 3-5
microns).
The Earth's atmosphere consists of the following
main components: nitrogen, carbon dioxide, oxygen,
water vapor, methane, nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide
and ozone. In addition to these gases in the atmosphere
there are also many tiny particles. These particles are
distributed in the atmosphere at random and have sizes
in the range from 10-7 to 10-1 cm. They can be presented water drops, particles of carbon, dust, earth,
smoke particles, crystals of ice, bacteria, pollen, etc.
The percentage composition of the main gases of
the atmosphere remains almost constant up to heights
of 25 – 30 km. But due to the presence of water vapor
in the atmosphere percentage of gases may vary. Molecules of water vapor and carbon dioxide contribute to
the absorption of radiation at altitudes up to 12 km.

The concentration of water vapor varies from 10-3 to
4%, depending on the humidity and temperature. Also
the water vapour concentration depends on the altitude, time of year and local weather conditions. At
high altitudes, the percentage of water vapor decreases
significantly due to removal from evaporating surfaces, the influence of condensation processes and low
temperatures. At the height of more than 10 km water
vapors are absent at all [2].
Carbon dioxide changes its concentration in the
range from 0,03 to 0,05%. The smallest amount of carbon dioxide is contained above the areas, poorly populated people, the upper threshold is achieved in the
atmosphere over large megacities [4].
The passage of infrared radiation (IR) in the atmosphere is seriously influenced by water vapors and
carbon dioxide, which have certain absorption spectra,
as well as small particles, on which the radiation scattering occurs. Water vapor selectively absorb IR radiation, the absorption bands are observed in the entire
region of the IR spectrum. Carbon dioxide absorption
is concentrated in the middle part of the IR spectrum.
Particles also have the maximum effect in the surface
layer of the atmosphere (below 150 m).
The spectral transmittance of radiation by the atmosphere, measured on a horizontal route 1,8 km
above sea level, is shown in the figure 1 [3].

Figure 1 – Spectral transmittance of atmosphere
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From figure 1 it is seen that in the atmosphere,
there are Windows of transparency for the IR range.
Between the transparency bands there are bands of
complete absorption of IR radiation by the atmosphere, mainly carbon dioxide CO2 (2,6–2,9 microns;
4,2–4,4 microns) and water vapor H2O (2,5-2,8; 4,2–
4,4 microns).
The IR band is often subdivided into smaller sections:
− Near-infrared, wavelength 0,7-0,9 µm;
− Short-wavelength infrared, wavelength 0,93,0 µm;
− Mid-wavelength infrared, wavelength 3-5 µm;
− Long-wavelength infrared, wavelength 8-14
µm.
The near-infrared is characterized by the use of
natural or artificial radiation. Reflected from the observed objects, the radiation passes through an uncooled photodetector based on relatively cheap charge
coupled devices or complementary structures of metaloxide semiconductor, which has good spatial resolution. At the heart of the work with the short-wave IR
range is the use of illumination generated by the glow
of the night sky, which is formed due to the photochemical reaction of hydroxyl in the upper atmosphere
at altitudes of about 85 km. This illumination is several
times higher than the light from the starry sky, which
allows the OES to operate in moonless nights. This
system is based on a non-cooled photodetector capable
of operating at ambient temperature using a relatively
simple thermal stabilization system. This range is good
because compared to the visible, the passing radiation
is less attenuated due to haze, dust and fog. In the
short-wave IR range, as well as in the near IR, reflected
radiation from objects generated by third-party sources
is used.
Mid-wavelength IR band is usually well suited
for systems designed to detect rocket engines, small
arms, artillery ammunition outbreaks, fire outbreaks,
food, etc. For most sensors this range do not require
cooling to cryogenic temperatures, which significantly
reduces size, energy consumption, mass, cost, and time
of entering the operating mode after switching on.
Long-wave IR band is designed to operate on
their own radiation of objects of observation. To detect
radiation, both uncooled photodetectors and cooled to
cryogenic temperatures are used. Long-wave IR systems operate at a relatively high range of target detection and recognition. The recognition work is based on
the contrast between the target and the background.
Such systems are used in industrial control, medical
thermography, as well as in military equipment [3].
1. MATH MODEL
The main component absorbing infrared radiation in the atmosphere is water vapor. To calculate the
98

absorption coefficient of water vapor introduced the
concept of effective absorbing mass measured in the
amount of deposited water – ω.
For a horizontal track, the effective absorbing
mass is calculated using the formula [4]: ω = ω0 𝐿𝐿,
где L – track length in km, ω0 – absorbing mass of
gas in the surface layer on the track 1 km. In case of
observation of the air object from the ground, the route
will be inclined. To calculate the effective absorbing
mass on such a track, it is necessary to resort to another
formula [5]:
1,75

H2

 P (h) 
ω= ∫ ω0 

 P0 
H1

T0 dh
,
T ( h ) sin α

(1)

where P0 = 1013 mbar; T0 = 273 K, α – the slope
angle of the track, the count is from the horizon; altitude profile of temperature and pressure are calculated
according to GOST 4401:
T ( h=
) T0 − 0,0065h ,

h 
P=
( h ) P0 1 −

44308



5,255

(2)
,

(3)

where h– height in meters (<11 km).
When finding the effective absorbing mass of
water vapors, it is necessary to calculate the vertical
profile of the humidity distribution. According to the
sources [6, 7, 8] to altitudes of 10 km the change of
absolute humidity with height sufficient for engineering calculations it is possible to accurately describe by
the function:
=
a ( h ) e ( 0 ) exp ( −0,5h ) .

(4)

The elasticity of water vapors can be found by
the formula [6]:
7,665t
243,33+t

f
,
(5)
100
where f – the relative humidity of air in %, t – the temperature in oC.
Substituting expressions (2-5) in formula (1), we
obtain:
=
e ( 0 ) 6,107 ⋅ 10

ωH 2=
O

H2

∫

H1

×

7,665t

21,7
⋅ 6.107 ⋅ 10 243,33+t ×
T0

f 
h 
1 −

100  44308 

0.9

exp ( −0,5h )

dh
.
sin α

(6)
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Formula (6) is the required formula for finding
the effective absorption of the mass of water vapour on
an inclined track.
2. RESULTS OF RESEARCHS
Take the following conditions to calculate: the
slope of the track length of 10 km (L), height 9 km (h),
the air temperature at the ground 10 °C (t), air humidity 70% (f), the angle of inclination of 8 degrees (α).
Substituting the data into the formula, it is easy to calculate that we obtain an effective absorbing mass of
water vapor equal to 9,8 mm. Using the tables from the
source [3], we calculate the transmission coefficients
of water vapor for the selected range of 3-5 microns
(table 1).

Table 1
The spectral transmittance of radiation
by water vapor.
The waveThe spectral translength, µm
mittance
3
0,065
3,2
0,353
3,4
0,738
3,6
0,947
3,8
0,98
4
0,97
4,2
0,947
4,4
0,804
4,6
0,621
4,8
0,458
5
0,293

Figure 2 – Graph of spectral transmittance of infrared radiation by water vapor in the range of 3-5 µm.

According to the obtained coefficients, it is possible to build a graph (figure 2).
CONCLUSION
Comparing the graphs shown in figure 1 and 2 it
can be concluded that the coefficients are calculated
correctly. The spectral transmission coefficient of water vapor calculated according to the formula (6), presented in table 1, indicates that the operation of the
OES in the 3-5 µm range is possible, especially if the
receiver is adjusted to the wavelengths of 3,5-4,3 µm.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
A gyrotron is a high-power microwave radiation
generator that can create record amount of output
power in the range from a few kilowatts to several
megawatts in millimeter and submillimeter frequency
ranges, substantially exceeding capability of conventional vacuum microwave devices, such as travelingwave tubes (TWT), magnetrons, klystrons and so on
[1]. Gyrotrons have already become highly required
tools for electron current drive and plasma heating in
controlled fusion experiments, such as International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [2] and
Demonstration Power Station (DEMO) power plant.
Gyrotrons are also used for particle acceleration, high
resolution spectroscopy, material processing and other
applications.
The efficiency of gyrotrons strongly depends on
the quality of the helical electron beam (HEB) being
formed. Such parameters as mean values of transverse
and longitudinal velocities of the beam electrons and
the spread in their values highly influence gyrotron efficiency. To attain high efficiencies, it is necessary to
increase the working value of the pitch factor (the ratio
between velocities that characterizes the amount of
electron energy associated with their transverse motion) because the transverse energy of electrons is converted to the microwave field energy in gyrotrons.
Theoretical analysis of three-dimensional nonuniform HEBs encounters serious problems, which
makes attainment of experimental data on the velocity
characteristics of such beams very desirable.
Knowledge of these parameters is desirable both for
the beam upstream from the cavity entrance and for the
spent beam deposited onto the collector [3,4]. The task
of diagnostics of dense magnetized electron beams of
gyrotrons assumes the application of special experimental techniques that should combine high reliability, sensitivity with low beam disturbance, and sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. Previously, modifications of two basic methods — the method of retarding field and the method of a diaphragm and a collector screen — were used for definition of average
spreads and mean values of longitudinal and transverse
components of electron velocity in gyrodevices [5,6].

The major drawback of these methods is the disturbance in the self-field of electron space charge in the
case of introduction of additional electrodes in the
beam tunnel [17]. Weakly disturbing diagnostic techniques had also been used for measuring electron velocities in gyrotrons, but they showed to be inefficient
because of the large uncertainty of information on the
space charge field distribution [8].
However, the efficiency of gyrotron with high
quality HEB still does not usually exceed 35–40 % [9].
The overall efficiency can be increased by recuperation in which the spent beam is decelerated by the electric field in the collector region, transferring part of
electron energy remained after gyrotron generation
back to the electric circuit. Presently, high power gyrotrons are usually implemented with one stage depressed collector systems that allow to raise the total
efficiency up to 50–55 %. The implementation of multistage recuperation systems will allow to achieve even
higher efficiency. Such systems split the HEB on fractions with different electron energies and provide its
deposition on collector sections with different potentials ([9–12]). However, previously developed techniques did not provide sufficient spatial separation or
collector systems based on these techniques were too
complicated for realization in gyrodevices.
In this work we demonstrate the concept and design of the new weakly disturbing velocity diagnostics
and continue the development of the multistage recuperation system for the SPbPU’s experimental gyrotron [13] that was started earlier in the recent work of
authors [14]. The development of the design of these
elements of the device and three-dimensional numerical calculations of their operation were held using program package CST Studio Suite of 3D simulation.
II. MICROWAVE DIAGNOSTICS
The mechanism of new diagnostics is similar to
the operation of traveling wave tubes. The idea of microwave diagnostics lies in amplification of electromagnetic wave, which propagates along the gyrotron
tube with phase velocity equal or close to the longitudinal velocity of electrons. As a result, electrons transfer part of its kinetic energy to the electromagnetic
wave. For the varying frequency of the input signal
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Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the cross section of
experimental gyrotron

and in the presence of the dispersion electron-optical
system, an electromagnetic wave interacts with several
fractions of the electron beam that have different longitudinal velocities. The experimental information on
the longitudinal velocity of electrons can be obtained
analyzing the dependence of the amplification factor
on the frequency of the input signal. We also can estimate the transverse velocity and the pitch factor assuming that the beam is monoenergetic.
Various types of slow-wave systems (SWSs) are
used to reduce the phase velocity of the wave and by
that achieve its approximate equality with velocity of
electrons. In case of the gyrotron beam propagation,
information on electrons’ velocity characteristics in
the area between cathode and interaction region represents a special interest. In this area electrons propagate
in adiabatically increasing magnetic field and the longitudinal velocity of electrons changes along the way.
Thus, for implementation of microwave diagnostics in
these conditions we need to design the conical dispersive slow-wave system, which can change the phase
velocity of electromagnetic wave through it. In addition, for sufficient amplification of the electromagnetic
wave we need to keep the constant distance between
the surface of the electron beam and conducting wall
of the diagnostics to ensure the admissible coupling
between the wave and the electrons.
Obviously, the implementation of the proposed
diagnostics depends to a considerable extent on the design of the specific experimental setup because it presumes the installation of an additional section in the
region of magnetic compression of the beam at the

Fig. 2. Model of conical diagnostic section for the
experimental gyrotron
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cavity entrance. In this study, we determine the possibility of applying these diagnostics in the experimental
gyrotron of the St. Petersburg Polytechnic University
[13] with output power around 100 kW and operational frequency of 74.2 GHz. Figure 1 shows the
scheme of the cross section and main elements of this
gyrotron. In this experimental gyrotron, there is a special cavity where the diagnostic section can be installed. With given geometric parameters of this special cavity, longitudinal size L of the section should not
exceed 56 mm and its maximal diameter D must be 60
mm.
Taking into account all mentioned factors, the
SWS of the type of cylindrical diaphragmatic waveguide was chosen for the design of microwave diagnostics as most appropriate slow-wave structure in
such conditions. The simulation of this system with
electron beam is shown in Fig. 2. In the central part of
the SWS an absorber with parameters ε = 30, tan(δ)
= 0.5 was introduced to prevent the self-excitation of
the system and to reduce the effect of re-reflections.
The length of the entire system is 55.7 mm. The return
loss level was not worse than –15 dB, and the level of
introduced losses was –10 dB.

Fig. 3. Dependence of gain on frequency for different
initial electron velocities

Fig. 3 shows the frequency dependences of the
amplitude gain for an input signal of power 1 W for
different values of the mean longitudinal velocity of
electrons at the entrance of the diagnostic section. The
observed shift in the gain peak to the long-wavelength
region upon an increase in the velocity indicates that
the developed technique can be used in gyrotrons for
determining the mean longitudinal velocity of electrons, as well as the mean transverse velocity and the
pitch factor under the assumption that HEBs are monoenergetic. The procedure of applying the given diagnostics requires preliminary calculations and optimizing the diagnostic section for each individual gyrotron. The set of the frequency dependences of the gain
obtained in numerical simulation serves as the basis
for comparison with the corresponding experimental
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dependences and for determining the mean values of
electron velocities and the pitch factor on this basis.
III. MULTISTAGE RECUPERATION
SYSTEM
The design of multistage recuperation system is
based on the method of separation of electrons with
different energies. The concept of this separation lies
in the radial shift of electron trajectories in the presence of crossed electric magnetic fields. The similar
approach was used in the previous theoretical and experimental studies [11, 12, 15] in which the authors
analyzed electron trajectories of gyrotron HEBs in the
presence of azimuthal electric and axial magnetic
fields. These fields were used to suppress low-frequency oscillations in a gyrotron electron-optical system by separation of primary and trapped electrons in
the region between the cathode and the cavity [15] and
to design a collector assembly of a high-power gyrotron [11, 12].
In the collector region of a gyrotron, the spent
HEB propagates in a weak magnetic field. Therefore,
the transverse velocity of an electron is negligible in
comparison with its longitudinal (along a magnetic
field line) velocity. In the proposed method, it is assumed to add the azimuthal component of magnetic
field Bθ and the axial retarding electric field E z in
addition to already existing axial component of magnetic field Bz . As a result, electrons are decelerated
and simultaneously drift in the radial direction with the
E
velocity vdr = z . The radial shift is obviously deterBθ
mined by the time of motion of electrons in the crossed
fields, which depends on the electron initial energy.
Thus, this method provides the separation of the electrons with different energies in the r–z plane. With appropriate selection of shape and voltage of the collector sections, this method can provide effective operation of a Nstag recuperation scheme in which the beam
electrons with the energy from ~ eϕi to ~ eϕi +1 are collected by the section with the depressed potential ϕi
(here i = 1, 2,...N, ϕi < 0, | ϕi+1 | > | ϕi |, the body potential ϕb = 0).
The 4-stage depressed collector that based on
this method of separation was designed using the CST
Particle Studio software. The most important element
of this depressed collector is the magnetic system
providing both axial and azimuthal components of
magnetic field. An electromagnet with toroidal-type
winding was designed previously to provide azimuthal
magnetic field (Fig. 4). The axial magnetic field was
generated by the gyrotron main solenoid and by the set
of Helmholtz-like coils to create uniform axial magnetic field in the recuperation region. The drawback of
this system is limited access for electrons to the area

of separation. A part of the electron beam inevitably
deposits on the collector tube in the transition region
of wiring strands where external winding of the toroidal-type magnet connects with the internal winding.
One of the most important design objectives is to decrease the losses of electrons deposited on the collector
tube in this region.

Fig. 4. The model of electromagnet with toroidal-type
winding

Bz ( z ) and Bθ ( z ) at r =
50 mm, collector sections at different potentials ϕi and
trajectories of electrons with different initial energies W0 .

Fig. 5. Magnetic field profiles

The calculated distributions of the axial Bz and
azimuthal Bθ components of magnetic field at r = 50
mm are shown in Fig. 5. Electrodes at different potentials are placed in the separation region (z > 0) for deceleration of electrons. The magnitude of magnetic
field in the recuperation area is approximately constant. Fig. 5 also illustrates the schematic layout of the
collector sections and electron trajectories for the initial coordinates z0 = –340 mm (the center of the resonator) and r0 = 8.26 mm, the initial pitch-factor α 0 =
1.28, and the initial energies W0 = 7.8, 11.65, 13.4,
16.2, 24.6 keV. The trajectory analysis also covered
electrons with other initial parameters (837 trajectories
in total). Figure 5 shows that all electrons are collected
by electrodes with potential corresponding to its initial
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energies. The energy of electrons remained in the rotational motion determines the slight difference between the potential φi of collector section and the
magnitude of W0 / e for electrons collected by this section. This difference depends on pitch factor and velocity distribution of the spent beam in the collector
region. The radial shift of electrons in the crossed electric and magnetic field is big enough to separate electrons with different energies even in the presence of a
typical spread of the guiding center radial position. For
the optimized version of the magnet, the previously
mentioned losses of electrons are ~ 10 % of the whole
electron beam. It should be noted that the negative effect from these losses can be reduced if the collector
tube has the same potential as the first collector section
( φ1 = –6.95 kV).
Estimation of the gyrotron efficiency was made
based on new experimental data of energy spectra of
electrons in the spent HEB. These data were obtained
with the unique retarding field spherical energy analyzer of the SPbPU's gyrotron. Optimum potentials of
the collector sections providing maximum recuperation efficiency were defined. The overall efficiency of
the gyrotron with the designed 4-stage depressed collector is estimated to be over 70 %.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we tested a new method of microwave diagnostics for determining of electron velocities
and showed the possibilities of its implementation in
experimental gyrotron of 4-mm wavelength. The information that was obtained through calculations was
used to select the type and parameters of designed diagnostic section. 3D simulation of electron beam and
wave interaction showed that this method can be used
for determining of mean values of electron velocities.
It should be noted that pre-cavity beam drift channels
in most modern high power gyrotrons are manufactured in a form of a structure similar to our designed
diagnostic section. It is made to suppress the excitation
of parasitic oscillations of electron space charge at frequencies close to operational [16]. After the appropriate modification of the electron-optical system for
matching the beam with the wave, this part of the device can be used as a slow-wave structure for implementation of described method.
The 4-stage depressed collector system based on
applying crossed azimuthal magnetic and axial electric
fields has been designed for the experimental 74.2
GHz, 100 kW gyrotron. The calculations of electron
trajectories showed a possibility to achieve effective
separation of electrons with different energies in the
presence of typical radial coordinate and velocity
spreads of electrons. The estimation of efficiency of
the gyrotron with 4-stage depressed collector based on
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experimentally obtained energy spectra showed the
possibility to achieve overall efficiency up to 70 %.
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